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CHAPTER 1

PLAMING THE OPERATION

The decision to undertake the conquest of Sicily was
made at the conference held at Anfa oan^) on the outskirts of
Casablanca in Januaiy 1943? by the Combined Chiefs of Staff
in consultation with the President and Prime Minister. The

conference had met to determine the basic strategy for the
year 1943^ and although British and American Chiefs of Staff
were agreed that priority must' be given to the Allied effort
to destroy the European members of the Axis, it was by no
means clear what particular operation would best serve their
piirpose, Rommel was on the run from Egypt and Tripolitania,
but victory in Tunisia was still far off and the probable
junction between Rommel(1) and Von Amim(2) for the defence
of the Axis Tunisian bridgehead did not make the prospects of
victory any brighter. Nevertheless, the conference decided
that the crucial stage would be reached in Tunisia in a few
weeks and that it must consider what major operations should
be undertaken once the North African shore had been finally
cleared of the Axis,

The real question at issue was whether to undertake any
major operation at all in the Mediterranean, after the con
clusion of the Tunisian Canqpaign, There Vvas very general
agreement that somethijcig must be done as soon as possible to
relieve the strain on Russia, and it was clear to everyone
that an operation against Sicily could be mounted far sooner
than any effective invasion of Europe by northern France,
because of the great availability, at that time, of shipping
and manpower in the Medi-terranean area, ■ Such an operation,
however, could not divert as many German forces from the
Riassian front as a direct assault on the continent, and
unless it could be accomplished early enough in the summer
to give a reasonable prospect of an advance into the Italian
mainland and hence of an early Italian collapse and surrender
by early autumn, it might be better to throw all resources
into the build-up for a thrust against the Continent from the
United Kingdom at the earliest possible date.

The U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff came to the conference

with a strong preference for continental as opposed to
Mediterranean operations, to be attempted in 1943, v^hich was
strengthened by the discovery that the British Joint Planning
Staff considered that operations against Sicily could not be
begun before 30 August 1943 or iTiid-August at the ver^'
earliest. The U.S. Chiefs of Staff wex^e opposed to a
Sicilian canpaign as late as that, and they objected to a
major effort against Sardinia at any time. The British
Chiefs of Staff, for their part, were convinced that con
tinental operations from the United Kingdom in 1943 were
iiipossible; and that new operations in the Mediterranean
should be begun as soon as possible. Since their Joint
Planning Staff set August as the earliest date for an assault
upon Sicily, and since operations against Sardinia could be
started in May, the British Chiefs of Staffs urged the adop
tion of a plan to attack Sardinia.

The decision reached was characteristic of the Combined
Cliiefs of Staff, who directed the Second Vforld War, The
British point of view that all the available resources in the

0) Field Marshal Erwin Rommel, Commander of German Forces in
Western Desert,

(2) General JUrgen Von Amim, German Commander of Forces
opposing Allied Expeditionary Forces in Tvtnisia.
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Mediterranean area should "be used for further major operations
in that area, as well as the American contention that to
attack Sardinia would he to attack the soft spot while making
the hard spot all the more difficult in the long run, was
recognised in the decision to make the next major objective of
the Allies a campaign against Sicily,

On 19 January, the Combined Chiefs of Staff agreed on
offensive action in the Mediterranean in 19^3 the conquest
of Sicily should be undertaken with the objects of -

(a) making the line of Allied communications in the
Mediterranean more secure]

(b) diverting as much German strength from the Russian
front as possible, and

(c) intensifying the pressure on Italy, in the hope^
that such results might create a situation in which
Turkey could be enlisted as an active Ally,

C.C.S. 66th The folloiving day, the Combined Chiefs of Staff directed
Meeting p,5 the planning staffs of both countries to examine all possible

expedients which would advance the date of the operation and
to report the earliest feasible date. Two days later they
resolved that the target date should be set provisional^ for
the favourable period of the July moon,(1) This decision was
necessarily tentative, because of the variety and complexity
of the factors to be considered, none of which lent themselves
readily to scientific measurement, and all of which were so
interdependent as to make separate estimates impossible.
There were the questions of landing craft, both lor training
and mounting, of the ports to be used for uKJuntingj and
relevant to both questions was the further problem of the
approximate date when it would be reasonable to suppose the
North African shore and ports would be cleared of the Axis,

The decision to launch the attack in the July moon period
was based on the hypothesis that the Tunisian Compaign would
be ended by 30 April, The V.C,I.G,S, explained that the
later date of August calculated by the British Joint Planning
Staff (J.P.S,) was based on their preference that the British
share of the expedition be mounted from North Africa, in
order to save escort vessels, and to avoid the enomous risks
of sending a convoy from the United Kingdom through the
Sicilian narrows on D-Day, The British J,P,S, ̂  their
appreciation, had assumed that none of the Tunisian ports
would be available to them, either for training or for
mounting, both because there could be no certainty of their
being cleared of the Axis in time for adequate training, and
because the United States forces might require the Tunisian
ports as well as the Algerian,

In these circumstances the British would have been con
fined to the Middle East ports of Haifa, Alexandria, Port Said
Trii:)oli and to Malta, The Middle East mounting would have
meant a saving of 63 escort vessels of the total of I90
required if the expedition were mounted in the United Kingdom,

(1) It is a remarkable fact that given the uncertainty of the
general military situation and the tremendous conplexLty
of the planning of a major amphibious operation, the
Conference should have decided, six months in advance,
even tentatively on the exact period when the attack was
to have been madeo — Narrator's Note,
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but the training bottle-neck in the Middle East poirfes would
delay the target date nearly a month beyond that required for
an expedition mounted from the United Kingdonu In the latter
case the British JoP.S, thought an early August date possible,
although reluctant to assume the additional costs in terms of
escort vessels and of increased risks. The V«C,IeG,S. felt
himself, as he told the conference, that the tai^get date could
be advanced to July even on the same set of assunptions. The
British JePoS», however, did agree that the date might be
advanced if Tunisia had been cleared of the Axis forces before
30 April and if ports both in Tunisia and further west could
be made available to thenio The U.S„ Chiefs of Staff were
willing to guarantee that British forces might use Bizerta and
the other Tunisian ports to the East, when they were cleared,
and with this much leeway the combined Chiefs of Staff
tentatively decided on the favourable period of the July moon
as the target date for the Sicilian operationo(1)

Directive to Allied Commander-in-Chief (^)

The supreme command of the Sicilian operation was given
to Lieutenant General Dviright D. Eisenhower, with General
Sir Harold Alexander as Deputy Coiiiinander-in-Chd.ef, in d3.rect
command of the ground forces, with Admiral Sir Andrew Cunninj^ian,
and Air Chief Marshal Sir Arthur Tedder as naval and air
commanders respectivelyo The Allied C.-in*<3, was charged
with the over-all responsibility of the detailed planning, of
the necessaiy preparations and of the execution of the
actual operation.

The Planning Staff

The Combined Chiefs of Staff had decided that the task of

preparing detailed plans should be undertaken by a special
operational and administrative staff, with its own Chief of
Staff, which would be free of the responsibilities of the
Tunisian Campaign, It was understood that in view of the
wider sphere of the activities of the Allj-ed C,-in-C,, the
Deputy C,-in-C, would assume immediate command of the Sicilian
operation but since both were entirely preoccupied with the
Tunisian campaign, a special planning staff was established
imder General Gairdner, Chief of Staff to General Alexander,
;yho was succeeded in the early pairfc of l^y 1943 by
General Richardson, Since the operation was ultimately to
come under the direction of a British general, the Combined
Staff was organised according to the British system, just as
in'Torch'the American commander's staff had been set up on
American lines,

A nucleus staff was got together on 10 February but
because of the crowded conditions at the Hotel St, George, vras
established in the Ecole Normale at Bouzarea, a suburb of
Algiers, It took along with it, however, some of the flavour
of the Hotel St, George, because it received the official
designation as *H,Q, Force I4I' derived from the number of the
hotel room in which the members of A,F,H,Q, had first met to
discuss the possibilities for a Sicilian expedition. It was
the embryo from which the Fifteenth Amy Group Headquarters
grew, but for the time being it remained a sub-section of G-3
at A.F,H,Q. Xn the absence df a special intelligence section
at Bouzarea the staff was specially dependent on G-2 AoF,H,Q,
for its intelligence^ which had to be obtained by a special

(90918)7

(1) The final date was not fixed until 13 May,
(2) See Appendix No,1,
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liaison aectionj this resulted in a not altogether satisfactory
distribution of intelligence in the earlier period.

Nor was the major difficulty of organised planning;, that
of bringing together all the personnel concenied \^dth the
various aspects of a complicated operation^ involving land^
sea, and air elements ever ccnrnletely satisfactorily solved.
As in the planning for the North African landings^ Army and
Navy staffs were widely separated during some phases of the
planning with resultant misunderstandings and loss of time in
reaching decisions. There was a comparable scattering of
Army and subordinate headquarters dependent on H.Q. Force 14''#
some of them being as much as a thousand miles from each
other with sim5.1ar results; loss of time in communication in
an effort to co-ordinate planning by telegram.

The U.S. members of the staff were drawn from Fifth Army
Headquarters, I (U.S.) Armoured Corps, and Atlantic base
section, with a few from A.F,H.Q, and from the United States.
The British members came from the United Kingdom, Middle East
and A.F.H.Q, The staff grew steadily as planning became more
and more detailed and by the 1 May had almost attained the
size of an operational staff. On 15 May, H.^. Force I4I
officially became an Operational Staff, independent of but
subordinate to A,F.H,Q. Throughout the planning A.F.H.Q.
attended to the details of implementing Force I4I plans by
coordinating the enormous effort of mounting troops in the
widely scattered areas of the United States, the
United Kingdom, Middle East, and North Africa itself.

Strategic Considerations

The Island of Sicily forms a natural bridge between the
tip of Tunisia and the Italian mainland, shaped like a jagged
arrowhead with the broken point towards the west. The
western point, Cape Boso Lilibeo, is onily ninety miles north
east of Cap Bon in Tunisia; the south-eastern barb,
Cape Paasero, points south to Malta only fifty-five miles
away; and the north-eastern barb, Cape Peloro, is separated
from the Calabrian Peninsula at the Toe of Italy only by the
Strait of Messina, which narrows to a width of barely tvfo miles.

It was obviously easy for the Axis to get men into
Sicily. There were six train ferries operating daily across
the Strait of Messina with four termini in Messina itself, and
three on the Italian side - two at San Giovanni and one at
Reggio. The capacity of this service was estimated at 40,000
men or 7,500 men and 750 vehicles every twenty-four hours.
In addition there was a steamer service, whose capacity was
estimated at 12,000 men every twenty-four hours, and a shuttle
air transport service with an estimated capacity of a thousand
tons daily.

Thei*e vrex^e in May 1943 nineteen known eneny airfields jn
Sicily divided into three groups, east at Gerbini, south-east
at Gela and west at Castelvetrano, of which the eastern and
south eastern groups were mutually supporting.

Messina was the most important objective on the island,
but it was out of the question to launch a direct assualt on
the Strait of Messina, or at any point between Messina and
Palermo to the west, or between Messina and Catania to the
south. The Strait was completely closed to Allied shipping
and beyond the range of fighter cover, and the same was true
of the areas immediately west and south of Messina. Possible
areas of disemibarlcation were limited to the beaches where
direct fighter cover could be provided, between Avola and Gela
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10 Jan. 1943 and
C.C.S, 161/1
21 Jan. 1943

in the south-east, and between Sciacca and Marinella in the
west, and in these areas there were no major ports to provide
unloading facilities. In these circumstances the advantages
of the terrain lay chiefly with the Axis..

Ihe beaches, on which the Allies had to land were of
gentle gradient and of soft sand. They were, moreover,
relatively nairow, and apart from the wide coastal plain at
Catania which was criss-crossed by canals and dykes, in the
eastern central section of Sicily, they led quick3.y into
mountainous country, particularly in the centre of the island,
and in the north-east, where Mount Etna provided a magnificent
bastion in a defence line protecting Messina. The bareness
of the central uplands provided very little cover for the
attacld.ng troops, and in order to break through to Messina,
the Allied forces would have to traverse a country admirably
suited to the enemy^s genius for mining and demolition.

The Evolution of the First Plan

The decision taken at Casablanca to invade Sicily was
based on an appreciation and outline plan prepared by the
J.P.S. in turn. This outline plan constituted the general
basis of the planning for Force 141» The main features of
the plan were two distinct and separate assaults one by a
British force on the east of the island, and the other by an
American task force in the west.

British Assaults (two phases)

Time Place Force Mission

(i) D-Day Avola to Qela 3 divs. To secure S.E.

airfields,
Syracuse and
Augusta.

(ii) D plus 3 Catania 1 div. To secure
Catania port
and airfields.

(iii) Follow-up Catania 1 div.

American Assaults (two phases)

Time

(i) D"©ay

Place

Sciacca-

Iifeirinella

Reserve.

Force Mission

1 div. To secure air
fields to cover

assaults on

Palermo.

(ii) D plus 2 Castellammare- 2 divs.
Cape Zaffarano

To capture
Palemo port
and airfields<

(iii) Follo'w-up Palermo 1 div. Reserve

(90918)9

No clear cut plan for the development of a third phase to
reduce the island was proposed and J.P.S. stated ' we are
doubtful whether this could usefully be done at this stage.'

On 12 February HoQ. Force I4I issued Planning InstaTUction
No.l, which dealt chiefly with the mechanics of planning, and
stated that preliiainary study by Force I4I indicated that the
provisional plan would follow, in general, the tactical plan
prepared by J.P.S, It designated the U.S. force to be
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mounted from North Africa as the Western Task Force (W.T.F,),
and the British force to be mounted from the Jfi.ddle East as the
Eastern Task Force (E, T.F,), In the meantime
Lieutenant General George S. Patton and General
Sir Beraard Montgomery were recoimended to the C.C.S, as
Commanders of the W#T.P, and S.T.F, respectively.

Between 12 February and 12 March, H.Q. Force I4I developed
an outline plan that, in general terms, was the same as that
produced by J»P.S« In the ax^preciation attached to their
plan, however, H.Q. Force 141-laid stronger en^ihasia on the
great tactical importance of the south-eastern comer of the
island than did J.P.S.; and H,Q. Foroe I4I at once considered
the idea of launching both task forces against that portion of
the island, in order to achieve concentration and resultant
speed in the development of a threat to enemy oomraunications
with the mainland. The idea was rejected, however, on the
grounds that a force of ten divisions, which was agreed to be
necessary to compete with the anticipated garrison of eleven
Italian and two German divisions, could not be maintained
through the ports along the south-eastern seaboard. The
early capture of Palermo, as well as Catania and Syracuse, was
deemed essential for the maintenance of the force.

The plan prepared by Force I4I therefore differed from
the J.P.S, plan only in the following points:-

(a) A force reserve was provided from D-Day,

(b) Formations were as far as possible employed as such
and not split,

(c) Airborne troops were to be used to neutralise the
beach defences, instead of landing on the Toe of Italy
to raid eneny reinforcement routes,

(d) The Eastern and Western assaults were not
simultaneous.

This plan was presented to General Eisenhower,
General Alexander, Admiral Cunningham and Air Chief
Marshal Tedder in Algiers on 13 March and received their
approval. Task force commanders had already been summoned to
attend a meeting at Algiers on 18 March at which the plan
would be explained to them.

On 13 March C,G,S, Force 141 received a telegram from
General Montgomeiy declaring that in his opinion the London
plan broke every commonsense male of practical wai^fare, was
completely theoretical, had no hope of success, and should be
conpletely recast. He was sending Lieutenant (Jeneral Dempsey
as his representative to Algiers to state his views as to the
lines on which planning should proceed. As a result of this
message no further steps were taken to publish the outline
plan approved on 13 March pending a statement of
General Montgomery's views at a conference to be held at
H,Q, Force 141*

General Alexander, who was \mable to attend owing to the
press of duties in Tunisia where the battle of Mareth was
about to start, v/as r^resented at the meeting by
General Gairdner, Admiral Cunningham presided; Air
Chief Marshal Tedder also attended. The E,T,F, Commander
was represented by Lieutenant General Derapsey and
Admiral Ramsay, and W.T.F, Commander by Major General Keyes
and Vice Admiral Hewitt, General Derapsey stated tliat the
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E.T.P, Commander's principal objection to the plan related to
the weakness of the assault at Avola, The success of the
operation depended upon the Allied forces capturing the ports
of Syracuse, Augusta fend Catania very soon after landing,
Avola was the nearest point of assault to these objectives,
but only one-third of the total force was to make the assault
and the small number of landing craft allotted to it did not
permit of a sufficiently rapid rate of build-up there. One
additional division was needed to give this assault the wei^t
and speed of attack necessary to make up for the probable loss
of strategic and tactical surprise by the eneny's discovery
of the invasion convoys.

In the ensuing discussion it appeared tliat the additional
division for Avola could be provided only at the expense of
one of the other assaults, and the Gela assault, which
eirployed one division, was not necessary to the development
of the amy plan. But since the purpose of the Gela assault
was to captiore the iuportant landing grounds round Ponte Olivo,
which together with the rest of the south-eastern airfields
had to be denied to the eneny, or better still captured, in
order to achieve the degree of air supremacy necessary to
protect the troops in the assault and the ships conveying
them, Admiral Cunrdjigham and Air Chief M^shal Tedder could
not think of abandoning this assault.

The conflicting requirements of air forces and arny could
not be reconciled, and it was agreed that Major
General Gairdner should visit General Alexander and acquaint
him with the objections to the plan. Meanwhile Air Chief
Marshal Tedder agreed to re'-examine the necessity for capturing
the Ponte Olivo landing grounds. Air Chief Iforshal Tedder's
final views were conveyed to Genearal Alexander in a letter
dated 18 March^ in y-hich he stated that the latest intelligence
disclosed that Ponte Olivo had been developed into a first
class airbase and in consequence it could not be left in
enemy possession. Unless the Ponte Olivo landing grounds
were captured, the Allied Air Forces would labour under an
intolerable situation. Consequently they must be captured.
He went on to say that the suggestion had been offered that
the W,T,P, should be directed against Gela Bay, leaving
Palermo to be captiared later.

Generals Gaiiyiner and Denpsey and Air Commodore Poster
visited General Alexander in Tunisia on 19 March, After con
sidering the objections raised by E.T.P,, General Alexander
decided that E,T,P, needed an extra division and that tliis
division could not be provided from E,T,P, resources. He
reasoned that the south-eastern comer was the most important
part of the island to capture since it contained the principal
airfields. It also contained sufficient ports to supply the
forces necessary for the capture of these airfields and their
protection. The preliminary assault of W,T,P, at Sciacca he
did not consider essential, and he felt that the defences of
Palermo could be so softened by an air offensive based on the
south-eastern airfields that a force of two divisions would
suffice to capture it even if the airfields at Castelvetrano
and Sciacca were left in eneny hands. He therefore proposed
to resolve the differences over the plan by abandoning the
Sciacca assault, transferring one U.S, division fromW.T.P, to
E,T,P, for the assault at Gela and holding the remainder of
W,T,P, in reserve imtil a suitable opportunity arose to use it
to captui*e Paleimio,

These recommendations were made to General Eisenhower by
letter delivered by General Gairdner on the evening of
19 March, At a conference on 20 liJarch General Eisenhower
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called on General Gairdner to explain the reasons which led
General Alexander to recommend a change in the military plan.
After a full discussion, and after Air Chief Ifeirshal Tedder
agreed that long-range air support could "be provided from
Sicilian airfields for a landing in the Palermo area,
General Eisenhower gave his decision in favour of allotting an
AmerLcan division to E.T.P, This decision was based on the
assumption that sufficient landing craft could not be produced
for moxmting an additional British division and was conveyed
to the Combined Chiefs of Staff on 20 -March.

On 23 March General Eisenhower cabled to the Combined
Chiefs of Staff the substance of the outline plan which he had
approved and on which planning was going forward.

The main features of this plan were! -

E.T.F. (two assault phases)

Time Place Force

(i) D minus 1 Day Avola 1 para. bde.

Mission

To soften

beach defences

East cof

Gela

Gela

1 para, bde.

1  (U.S.) para,
re^o

(ii) D-Day Avola to 4:f divs.
Gela

(iii) D plus 3 oi' South of - 1 div,
after Catania"

(iv) Follow-up
before

D plus 28

Catania 1 bde. gp.
1 div.

Y/.T.F, (one assault'phase)

Time Place Force

(i) After Castellammare 2 divs,
preliminaiy to Cape 1 CC
air offensive Zaffarano

from S.E,

airfields.

(ii) Follow-up

D-0ay
D plus 28

To secure S,Eb

airfields,
Syraciise and
Augusta.

To secure

Catania port
and airfiitds.

Reserve

Mission

To capture
Palermo port
and airfields

Palermo
1 R.C.T.
1 div, less
1 R.C.T.

Reserve

cos(w) 346
23 March

(90918)12

On 25 March the British Chiefs of Staff cabled to the
Combined Chiefs of Staff their objections to this plan. They
were strongly opposed to cancelling the U.S. assault at
Sciacca - Marinella since the purpose of that assault was to
secure the airfields at Castelvetrano and Sciacca from which

fighter cover could be provided for the attack on Palermo on
D plus 2. They considered that the Palermo p02?t should not
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be left open to the eneiny for a moment longer than D plus 2
and that it would be disadvantageous to leave the enen^y air
forces in western Sicily free to operate against the EoT»F#-

The British Chiefs of Staff suggested that an additional
division be provided by hook or by crook, in one of four we-ys,
viz:-

jaj A British division from North Africao
^b^ A U«S. division from Noirth Africa,
^c) A U.S. division from UoS<,
,d) A British division from U.IC©

Coi;:'rses (a) and (b) seemed to them the best solution, but both
depended whether port facilities would be available for
mounting yet another division from North Africa, or, whether
the additional shipping and landing craft could b e suppliedo
It was suggested that General Eisenhower be asked for his
vievi's on above and for his absolute minimum requirements after
every expedient and economy had been explored.

On 26 March General Eisenhower informed the Combined
Chiefs of Staff that the outline plan sent them on 23 March
was not yet firm and that the possibility of enploying another
division within the existing shipping and craft allotment was
still being examined. Between 26 March and 6 April the
difficulties of mounting an additional British division, and,
the necessity for diverting 3rd (U,So) Division from Sciacoa
to Gela was averted. The division was to be provided by
Middle East; it was to be mounted from Malta so as to reduce
to a r.i-i m*TTTnm the distance over v^'hich it had to be transported.
It was to be ferried in some of the shipping used in the
original assaults and consequently could not be enployed on
the first wave of the attack, although it would be available
from D plus 1, This assumed a less conservative, but still
not unduly light estimate of sinkings in the assault, and
required the provision of only six additional MT, ships from
Allied resources.

This solution enabled Force to produce a plan which
satisfied the stated requirements both of E,T,P, and of the
air forces, and on 5 April Major General Gairdner took it to
General Alexander in Tunisia, The following day
General Alexander, acconpanied by Major General Gairdner,
visited General Montgomery and the plan was agreed. It was
presented to General Eisenhower on 6 and 7 April who at once
approved it and sought the concurrence of the Combined Chiefs
of Staff which was given in due course. General Gairdner,
however, left for London on 7 April since the new plan
involved certain decisions about the nomination of British and

Dominion divisions taking part.

Details of the nevY plan were as follows:-
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E,T«P» (one assault phase)

Time Place Poroe

(i) D minus 1/D Avola 3 para, bdes,
night Scoglitti

Gela

(ii) D-i)ay Avola and divs,

Gela one armd, hde.

(iii) Follow-up
from D-J)ay

Later

W,"ToF, (two assault phases)

Time Place

1 div.

1 tk bde,
1 divo

Force

(i) D plusV
D plus 2
ni^t

(ii) D plus 2

(iii) D plus 2|/D Palermo
plus 5 or area
later, night

1 U,S« para

regt.

(iv) D plus 5 or Castellammare 2 divs.
later to g diivow

Cape
Zaffarano

(v) Followwup 1 diVo

Mission

To soften

beach

defences#

To secure

S#E. air

fields,
Syracuse and
Aiigusta,

Reserve

Sciacca. - 1 U#S# para
Marinella regt.

Sciacca - ij- inf. regts,
Marinella 1 C,C,

Misaion

To soften

beach

defences

To secure

airfields

To soften

beach

defences

To capture
Palermo port
and airfields

and join up
with force

round Sciacca#

Reseirve

This plan restored the assaults of W.T.F# in the western
part of Sicily as originally planned. It gave E,T,F# the
additional strength of one division to meet the objections that
the Avola assault lacked weight. And it provided for the
oaptiure of the south-eastern airfields regarded as essential
by the air force and the navy.

The Possibilities of Success against a German Garrison

There seems no doubt that the course of the planning
narrated above was much influenced by the consideration in the
minds of all concerned that the operation could not succeed
against a German garrison of over two divisions. In his
telegram of 28 March, despatched after General Mont ornery'a
objections to the plan had been heard, General Eisenhower felt
it his duty to inform the Combined Chiefs of Staff of the
unanimous conviction of his staff, and to suggest that, if the
Goreians were to concentrate substantial forces, the project
should be abandoned.

The Combined Chiefs of Staff at once telegraphed
expressing their entire disagreement, and, after an interval
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of about a f ortni^t, during which General Gairdner visited
first General Eisenhower and then General Alexander and very
probably raised this question, General Eisenliower reiterated
his statement, saying that Admiral Cunningham,
General Alexander and he himself were agreed on its
ccri--etnecso He felt that loss of strategic and tactical
sui^rise was inevitable for, if German troops preponderated,
the land forces in the area would be under German command,
with a consequent stronger will and capacity to resist them
than might be the case under Italian command. It v/a» probable,
too, that Germian formations would be retained as a mobile
reserve for a counter«~attack, when it became known where our
forces were landing. The dangerous periods would be between
D-r-ay and D plus 2 during which time immediate counter-attacks
might take place, and between D plus 3 said D plus 6 when the
enen^r commander would have appreciated where the Allied
landings were and their strength, and would be able to commit
his central reserves to a deliberate counter-attack,(1)

On 10 April the Conibined Chiefs of Staff replied that the
statement implied that the forces of the United Nations could
not undertake operations except with absolute superiority#
Combined Operations across the English Channel had been under
taken where the defences were far stronger than that likely to
be encountered in Sicily, They considered that the di.spersion
of the assaults would in itself ensure success at some points,
that loss of surprise was not certain, that loss of tactical
su2p)rise was highly improbable and that the numbers of formatdbns
were not a correct standard of comparison since some of the
enemy divisions were under strength. Finally they v/ould not
in any circumstances consider abandoning the operation#

The production of plans was naturally not interrupted by
this exchange of views. But the matter did not end there,
for very soon after the publication of the new plan on
10 April General Montgomery was proposing a further change on
the same grounds#

The Evolution of the Second Plan

On 23 April the Eighth Army ceased to play the leading
role in the struggle in Tunisia and General Montgomery was free
to return to Cairo, The next day he telegraphed to the
Deputy C,-in-Co saying that for the first time he had been
able to examine the problem confronting the E,T,P,, knofm as
Force 543o As a result of his examination, he objected to
the plan because it was based on the assumption that the cap
ture of Sicily would be relatively easy. He felt that the
Italians as well as the Germans were likely to fight as
desperately in Sicily as they had been fighting in Tunisia#
The dispersion of effort which was the main .feature of the
plan wou].d result in disaster. This criticism however, was
not entirely destructive for he proposed a plan modified to
embrace his objections.

Notes on

Conference in

Tv;elfth Array
War Diary
27-30 April,

A conference was called for 27 April in Algiers at which
General Montgomery was to present his objections to the
existing plan and his new proposals to General Alexander,
Admiral Cunningham, and Air Chief Marshal Tedder, After
several delays this conference convened on 29 April#
General Montgomery v/as unable to attend because of a high
temperature and was represented by Lieutenant General Leese
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who stated that General Montgomery was of the opinion that the
existing plan took into account only weak Italian opposition
and was of no value against German forces or against Italians
backed up by Gtermans# He realised that the plan he proposed
did not provide for the capture of the south-eastern airfields,
but believed that even if he v^ere to capture them he could
not hold them or prevent the eneny bringing long-range
artillery fire to bear upon them. The existing plan was
unacceptable to him because the Ei^th Army would be divided
into two halves, neither of which would be able to fulfil its
role. He proposed retaining the assaults near Avola and
using the other corps on the Pachino peninsula, thus uniting
the army, which would then have a firm base from wliich to set
about reducing the island.

Admiral Cunningham did not approve of the suggested
changes. Apart from being convinced that landings should be
dispersed in amphibious operations, he considered it essential
to secure the use of the south-eastern airfields in order that
shipping might lie off the beaches; with the airfields in
enemy hands the time for which ships could be off-shore would
be very limited. 'iPhis contention was supported by
Air Chief Marshal Tedder who objected that the proposal took
no account of air force requirements. It would be impossible
to neutralise by air action alone the thirteen airfields which
General Montgomery's new plan would leave uncaptured.
Furthermore, it was necessary to take them for our own use,
since the air forces could not conpete with the tasks
expected of them if they were based on Malta, Unless the
array could oaptiure these airfields, he was altogether opposed
to the operation. Pointing the argument, Air Marshal
Coningham explained that, if the enemy were permitted to use
the adrfields, eneny aircraft could operate over the area- of
the assaults for forty-five minutes in every hour, whereas our
own aircraft based on Malta could only operate for one-third
of that time# From a purely military standpoint
General Alexander agreed with the Eighth Army's plan, but was
assured by Admiral Cunnin^am and Air Chief Marshal Tedder
that for their part the proposal was unacceptable.

The fundamental points at issue were that when the
Eighth Amy got ashore it must be in a position to fight;
and for that purpose it required both ports and airfields.
Without the use of the Comiso, Biscari, and Ponte Olivo
airfields the airforces could not afford the degree of
support needed by the Any and Navy# The forces available
under the existing plans would not permit the Army to capture
both the ports and the airfields. The possibility of
providing yet another division and the question whether that
vz-ould be a solution acceptable to General Montgomery were
discussed at lengbh. Maintenance difficulties would be
increased thereby but it was agreed that Force IM should
examine the means of overcoming them. Meanwhile
General Leese departed to H.Q. Eighth Army to sho\7
General Montgomery the difficulties raised by his proposal
with a view to finding some means of meeting them.

The day after this conference General Alexander,
accompanied by Major General Gairdner, visited H.Qo Eighth
Army, where he conferred with General Montgomeiy. As a
result of this meeting General Montgomery telegraphed
General Eisenhower to say it was 'much best to have every
thing out in the open court' and suggested calling another
full-scale conference in Algiers on 2 May.
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A second conference was held at Algiers on Sunday 2 May,
General Eisenhower, Admiral Cunningham, Air Chief Marshal Tedder,
General Montgomery and Major General Gairdner attended*
General Alexander and Air Marshal Coninghara were prevented
from attending because low clouds interfered with their
journey by air from H,Q, 18th Array Group, At this conference
General Montgomery showed that, if the Eighth Anny had to
capture the airfields for the air forces, it could not carry
out its military task. He reverted to the suggestion that
the only solution v/as to throw the entire American effort into
the south-eastern assault on the left of the Eighth Array and
to abandon the north-western assaults. This plan was
tentatively adopted after much discussion and
General Eisenhower awaited only General Alexander's approval
and a solution to the problem of supplying the Seventh Army
as well as the Eighth in the south-east,

A new amphibious vehicle, the D^.UoK,W. (1) provided the
answer to the problem of supply which had hitherto made it
seem imperative to capture the port of Palermo, Large
qusmtities of these vehicles had been ordered from the
United States on 22 March, and when they arrived it was dis
covered that the claims made for them were fully justified by
their performance. By placing great reliance on beach
maintenance using D.iU,K,W« s , the concentration of the two armies
in the south-east, v/hich had in the first instance and on at
least one subsequent occasion appealed to many of the planners
as the correct mode of capturing the island, was seen to be
practicable,..

General Alexander was therefore able to agree to the plan
on his arrival in Algiers on 3 May, Relying on D,U,K,W, s
however, to a large extent for maintaining the Seventh Arny
involved the acceptance of larger risks, as
General Eisenhower pointed out, when he telegraphed to infoim
the Combined Chiefs of Staff of his decision to accept the ne\7
plan. But the necessity for concentration learned in
'j?unisia warranted the taking of increased risks. In no other
way could the Allies make certain of capturing the east coast
ports and the Ponte Olivo landing grounds at the same time.

The final plan was approved by the Combined Chiefs of
Staff on 13 May, At the same time they suggested making a
feint or diversion against the western end of the island in
order to pin eneny forces to that area during the first
critical hours and supporting the feint by strong air attacks
on the western airfields to prevent the eneny aircraft based
in that area from oi:^osing the main operation.

The Final Plan

On 19 May H,Qo Force iZfl issued Operation Instruction No,1
and on 21 May issued Operation Instruction No,2,, These
operational memoranda, set forth the final plan as adopted and
carried out. The object of the operation was to seize and
hold the Island of Sicily as a base for future operations.
It was to take place in five phases. In the first phase
preparatory measures were to be made by the air and naval
forces to gain air supremacy, and to neutralise enemy naval
efforts. The actual assault was to consist of pre-dawn
attacks by sea and ground forces with the objectives of
seizing the airfields and the ports of Syracuse and Licata©
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It -was to be preceded by airborne landings. The third
phase was the establisliment of a firm base from which to
conduct operations for the capture of the ports of Augusta
and Catania and of the Gerbini Group of airfields and the
fourth, the capture of these ports and airfields, Pinally,
with these in their possession, the Allies could then proceed
to the reduction of the island.

Tasks of . Eastern Task Porce (Poroe 345)

The Eighth Arny (British) was to assault the area between
Syracuse and Pozzallo, supported by such parachute troops as
could be lifted in one third of the available transport
aircraft, The^ main objective was the capture of the port
of Syracuse and the landing ground at Pachino, They were
then to establish a front on the general line Syracuse
Pozzallo « Ragusa and gain touch with the Seventh Arny, They
were then to push forward as rapidly as possible to take the
ports of Augusta and Catania and the Gerbini group of airfields.

Tasks of Western Task Porce (Porce 343)

The assault of the Seventh Arny (American) was to be
directed against the area between CapeScaramia and Licata,
supported by such parachute troops as could be lifted in two
thirds of the available transport aircraft. Their main
objective was to take the port of Licata and the airfields of
Ponte Olivo, Biscari and Comiso, They were then to
establish themselves so that they gained contact with the
Eighth Amy at Ragusa, to protect the airfields they had
already taken, and to prevent enemy reserves moving eastwards
against the flank of the Eighth Amy.

To fulfil the tasks allotted to them, the Ei^th Amy
devised the following plan. /The Eighth Amy was grouped for
the assault into XIII and XXX Corps, XIII Corps consisted
of the 5th and the 50th Divisions with the 1st Airborne
Division initially under command, XXX Corps consisted of the
1st Canadian and the. 51st (H) Division and 251st Brigade,
A force reserve consisting of the 78th Division and a
Canadian tank brigade was held initially in North Africa,

The plan was that XIII Corps would assault on a three-
brigade front in the. Avola area, secure a beachhead, advance
rapidly to capture Syracuse, then to capture Augusta, Catania,
and the Gerbini airfields, XXX Corps would assault on the
Pachino peninsula and capture the Pachino landing ground,
advance north to relieve XIII Corps first in the Avola area and
then in the Syracuse area, at the same time advancing north
west on the axis Spaccafomo - Ragusa to establish contact
with Seventh Amy at Ragusa. Diversions employing naval,
air and airborne forces were planned against Catania early on
the ni^t of the assault in order to contain enemy reserves in
that area.

Likewise the Seventh Amy made its plans in accordance
with its instructions. The Seventh Amy was grouped in two
sub-task forces for the assault: II Corps and the 3rd
Division (reinforced), and a floating reserve consisting of
2nd Armoured Division and bne combat team of the 1 st Division,
A further army reserve consisted of' the 9th Infantry Division,
82nd Airborne Division, and a parachute battalion, II Corps
consisted of the 1st and 45thD3.visions, two Ranger Battalions,
and a parachute task force from the 82nd Airborne Division,
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The plan was that II Corps would assault between
Saiiipieri and Gela to capture the airfields at Ponte Olive,
Biscari and Comiso, and to establish contact with Eighth Amsy
in the vicinity of Ragusao The 3rd Division (reinforced)
would assault in the Licata area, capture the port and air
field at Id'cata and protect the left flank of the army from
interference from the north-west. The floating reserve
would sail with the assault convoys and be prepared to land
in support of any of the assault forces. The 9th Infantry
Division, in anny reserve, would have one combat team and the
entire divisional artillery ready to move to Sicily on call
after D plus 8, The 82nd Airborne Division would concentrate
in Sicily by successive lifts by D plus 7 in either the
Licata or Gela area.

A parachute task force consisting of the 905th Parachute
Combat Team (reinforced) from 82nd Airborne Division would be
landed during the ni^t D to D plus one in the area noiih and
east of Gela to capture and secure the high ground in that
area, disiTApt communications and the movem^t of reserves,
and to assist the 1st Division capture the Ponte Olivo
landing grounds.

Presentation of Plans

Sicilian

Campaign in
A.F .H,Q.
Pile 6657

The plans of the task forces and the naval, air and
administrative plans were presented to the Allied Commander-
in-Chief and the Joint Commanders at a ̂ Presentation of
Plans* Conference on 24 June at Force I4I Headquarters near
Algiers. Ifajor Genei'al de Guingand, representing
General Dttontgomery, presented the Eighth Aicny plan and
represented a request of the array commander that notwith
standing the overriding in^jortanoe of using the available air
support for the protection of shipping lying off the beaches
and for neutralising enemy airfields, the Eighth Anny should
have a cAll on a certain amount of air support with v^hich to
block the movement of mobile German forces to the high ground
in the vicinity of Avola, which if captured by the Germans
on D-Day would seriously affect the security of the XEII
Corps beachhead. After discussion it was agreed that certain
additional squadrons of the Tactical Air Force based on
Malta Y^ould be allotted to the support of the Eighth Arny to
take care of this contingency.

On 26 June the main headquarters of Force I4I opened at
La Marsa, Tunisia and on 8 July a tactical headquarters for
the assault phase opened at Malta. On 10 July Force I4I
officially became the Fifteenth Amy Group, Force 343 became
the Seventh Amy, and Force 345 became the Ei^th Amy.

D minus five the disposition • of the ground and airborne
forces under Fifteenth Amy Group were as follows (all forces
cpncerned were either afloat or concentrated in their mounting
areas)5 the 45th U.S. Division, which had arrived a few days
previously direct from the United States, was at Oran, the
1st U.S. Division was at Algiers; the 3rd U.S. Division was
in the Bone, Bizerta Area; the 2nd U.S. Armoured Division,
a floating reserve, was afloat; the 1st Canadian Division
which was recruited direct from the United Kingdom, was
afloat off Malta; the 31st British Division was at Sousse;
the 3th and 30th Bidtish Divisions were in the Alexandria
area; and the 1st and 82nd U.S. Airborne Divisions were in
Kairouan area. The 9th U.S. Division and the 78th British
Division were in Tunisia, prepared to move into their
mounting areas.
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Cover plana

The movement of all assault convoys until D plus one was
designed to conform to the normal routes of through convoys
in order to support the cover plan (Barclay) which provided a
false D'^ay and false destination for the assault forces®
The purpose of the plan was to make the enemy suspect that
two operations were intended, one against the Balkans hy a
mythical British ^Twelfth Ariry» from the Middle East, and one
by General Patton^s American forces from North Africa against
southern Prance; and that these attacks intended for the
moonless periods of the month, had already been twice
postponed®

By 21 June, it was hoped that the enemy would liave been
convinced that Western Crete was to be assaulted on 24 July,
the Peloponnesus on 26 July and Sardiiiia and Corsica on
31 July, and southem Prance - to synchronize with an attack
on western or northern Prance - on 4 August® Each, of the
units in tlie Task Poroes had been provided with a specific
cover destination wMch would fit the general plan®

The assault Group, by following the normal convoy routes
close to the North African coastline prior to the genuine
D-day would converge in the area south of Malta and suggest a
threat towards Crete at the same time Force 'H*(1) would
manoeuvre in the Ionian Sea and threaten the coast of Greece®
That night they were to turn north and approach the shores of
Sicily in darkness®

By such a ruse it was hoped to retard the reinforcement
of Sicily by German troops, reduce the intensity of air and
naval attacks on Allied shipping from D minus one, and keep
the Taranto squadron of the Italian, fleet east of the Strait
of Messina® But, in view of the.vastness of the armada the
Allies were planning to assemble, neither strategic nor
tactical suiprise were to be expected for the assault on
Sicily,

The Naval Task

Naval undertakings in connection with operation Husky
started perforce long before D-Day® The first convoy
bringing troops from the United States left on the 28 May and
the last on the 12 July, all these were bound for ports in
North Africa®

Convoys to arrive off Sicily on D-Day were to sail
originally from ports in the. Mediterranean. Thus, the
Eastern Task Force Troops for the landings at Acid and Bark
were to be brought from Alexandria and from Sfax:; and others

plan in A®P®H.Q. from Mialta® Those which conposed the Western Task Force were
to be unloaded at Afiloan ports such as Gran, Algiers, Bizerta
Tunis and Sousse; these latter forces were intended for the
landings at Cent, Dime and Joss®

The naval task fell into four main headings,

(a) The cover of the whole operation against inter
ference by surface forces®

Outline naval
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(t) The close escort of the convoys to their destination
and the delivery of the troops to the beaches.

(c) The close support of the landings by gunfire.

(d) The maintenance by sea of the forces landed,
including the protection of shipping off the beaches®

Naval Covering Forces

Force ^H' consisting of four battleships^ four cruisers,
two aircraft carriers and some eighteen destroyers was to be
concentrated in the Ionian Sea by D minus one® An additional
force of two battleships, two cruisers, and six destroyers was
to be based in the Algiers area as cover for the convoy on the
North Africa coast, and as a reserve for the reinforcement or
relief" of Force 'H* if required; and a liglit covering force
(Porcs *Q') consisting of cruisers and destroyers was to be
detached on the afternoon of D minus one to cover the northern

flank of the eastem assaults®

The Eastern Task Forces

A Support Group (Force consisting of four cruisers
and six destroyers was to be based on Malta. It was intended
that this force should cover and assist in the escort of the

south-eastern assaults to their beaches and would form the

cover of the gun support of the Acid and Bark landings.
Destroyer and escort vessels of all types had been detailed
to escort the convoys, and a proportion of these ships were to
be available to provide gun support and AaA. protection at the
beaches. In order to conceal the intention as far as

possible from the eneny, assault con"'7oy3 were to be routed to
conform to the normal movements of ship traffic through the
Mediterranean®

RoA.Fq Planning

The circumstances in which the operation was mounted v;-ere
peculiar. The Eiglith Aripy was still engaged in fighting in
Tunisia during the early stages of the planning, and subse
quently moved its headquarters to Cairo. The details of the
British assault were planned in Cairo and the assault was
loaded and launched mainly from the Middle East® Divisions
were. hcwever, located in the Delta, in Tripoli, and in
Tunisia, and were loaded in these several localities.

The American Seventh Amy had its headquarters in
Morocco, partly at Gran and partly at Mostaganem, some thirty
miles away. During the later stages of the planning the
headquarters were all located at Mostaganem. The details of
the American assa.ult were planned at that Headquarters. The
Divisions of the Seventh Amy were located at various places in
North Africa, and were located at Oran, Algiers, and Tunis.

The North-west Afarican Air Forces and the Desert Air

Forces were deeply involved in the battle of Tunisia during
the early stages of the 'Husky* planning, and on its conclusion
had to be hurriedly withdrawn for refitting and preparation
for the new campaign. As the Desert Air Force was adminis
tered and maintained from the Middle East wiiere all its spare
equipment etc. was located, it was withdi'Sivn to.the
Mddle East, Air Force units, equipment and supplies which
were to go wd.th the assault and follow-iQ) convoys had to be
moved to the various ports between the Nile Delta and Gran,
in which the loading was .taking place. Additional Air Force
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service units and equipment Vfere coming from the United States
and the United Kingdom for movement direct into Sicily®

To make things more complicated^ the American Services
of Supply was responsible for loading American convoys, and
the loading of British convoys was the responsibility of the
Middle East, but in order to make the best use of the various
airfields in Sicily, some British units and equipment had to
be loaded in Ajnerican convpys and some American in British
convoys®

The Air Force commands which were going to fight the
battle could not undertake the planning because they were
fully occupied with the current operations® In these circum
stances, the Air Force planning staff established with Force
141 had to be formed from United States and British officers
who could be made available from various sourceso

There were various radical changes of plan, each of which
caused a complete revision of the outline Air Plan® When
the Final Army Plan was approved, it was obvious that in the
initial stages of the assault the front would not be wide
enough to warrant two Air Forces controlling headquarters.
As the initial fighter operations were being undertaken mainly
from Malta, the Air Officer Commanding in Malta was made
responsible for controlling these operations and the Air
Officer Commanding the Desert Air Force was made responsible
for the initial operation of units in Sicily. This still
further complicated the Air Force planning. Further con^li-
cations were caused by the fact that American Army procedure
for the planning of the assault differed from that of the
British Army. The American Array, expected to find Air Force
representatives actually located within the headquarters of
each of its formations as part of the staff, and able to
enter into Air Force commitments, down as low as divisional
level. In the circumstances, this was obviously not possible*

There was at that time a dearth of experienced
United States air force officers able to undertake the

necessary planning. Those officers who were so qualified
were for the most part fully occupied in current operations,
so that most of the planning for the 'Husky' operation was
done chiefly by British officers.

An American planning staff, which was intended to be
located at an early stage with the headquarters of the
Seventh Array for detailed planning, remained in fact at
Algiers until a.relatively late stage, with the result that
the British officers responsible for the close support
planning maintained insufficient contact with the Headquarters
of the Seventh Array at Mostaganent The planning of the
operation was made more difficult and complicated by the
armies concemed who made no attempt to centralise their
planning, and expected the air forces to break what was
essentially an over all air problem requiring careful
co-ordination into a number of detailed and unco-ordinated
tasks, each of which were expected to be discussed with
minor array formations spread over North Africa and the
Middle East.

The alteration in the assault plans for the land forces
did not materially affect the preparatory air operations
which were intended to neutralise the enemy forces. But the
decision to capture the Islands of Pantelleria and
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Larapedusa("l) "before the Huslty operation took place was of
great importance.

Pantelleria would afford a much needed airfieJ.d, with
an operational capacity of a"bout one hundred fighters, from
which additional support could be given over the western
operational area, Lampedusa, although an indifferent airfield
and not well placed to assist the land operations, would be
useful for convoy protection duties. The possession of these
islands would permit the development of valuable radar
facilities as well as denying them to the enemy. They could
also be used as Air/Sea rescue and navigational aid centres.

The new plan had some advantages in that the assault-
area was limited to the south-east comer of the island and

the dispersion of air effort in covering assaults in the
Palermo area had been eliminated. Although the distance from
the westem-nost head (Licata) to the eastern-most (Avola) was
sixty miles, the air protection of the beaches and the shipping
lying off them was made less difficult. There was however,
stili a shortage of forward airfields from v/hich shoii; range
fighters could operate effectively over the battle area.
Malta*s airfields, although it was planned to use them to their
full capacity, were insufficient; even when action had been
taken to construct a temporary airfield on Gozo Island which
would permit the operation of a further eighty to one hundred
fighters from the Malta Command more accommodation wou3.d be
needed. . Filters and light bombers based in Tunisia could
operate effectively only over the most western assaults and
would not be able to give ai^y direct assistance to the assaults
planned for the beaches east of Licata.

The Air Force p3.aji

The air plan was to be developed in three phases:-

(a) Preparatory measures.

(b) The assault.

(c) Reduction of the Island,

Strategic Bombing Operations

As soon as the enemy had been cleared from Tunisia,
preparatory bombing for operation *Hus]<y^ was to be
initiated. Only steady pressure was to be applied until
about D minus seven, as many units required to be rested after
the 'fkmisian campaign, and extensive aerodrome construction
was in progress in northern Tunisia to provide for the many
airfields required for the operation,

. These earlier bombing attacks were to be confined to more
distant targets of strategic value and to shipping strikes
when such targets were offered. It was important to
interfere with any build up of strength which the enemy might
be attaipting in Sicily; especially in Messina. The most
important targets,apart from airfields, were considered to be
the ports of Naples, Messina and Palermo.

(90918)23
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Period from D minus seven to D^Day

During this period the Allied Air Forces were to direct
their offensive against tlie enemy air force in an attempt to
prevent it offering serious opposition to the projected
landings in Sioilyo Airfields where the Luftwaffe Vk^ere based
were to be the principal targets, in preference to those
occupied by the Italian Air Force, but the latter were by no
means to be ignored. On principle, attacks were to be
directed on those eneny airfields from which operations
against the Allied seaborne assault would be made. Attacks
were not to be made on airfields further afield except when
photographic reconnaissances had shown exceptional ooncentra-

Ibid. tions of aircraft, A list of enemy airfields which were to
be attacked had been issued and orders were given that daily
photographic reconnaissance of them was to be maintained,

. By the end of the period it was hoped that the enemy's first
line strength of aircraft in the Sicilian theatre especially
in fighters would have been reduced considerably. It was
realised that this aim could not be accomplished solely by
the bombing of airfields, but previous experience had shojm
that sooner or later these tactics compelled the enemy to
come up and fi^t. It was then, it was hoped, to inflict
heavy casualties.

Forecasts indicated_that the G.AoF, was likely to find
.  it difficult to find reinforceraents(l) especially if the

Russian front continued to be active. Heavy scale air
Ibid, ^operations against, western Europe were being undertaken by

aircraft based in the United Kingdom which would impose an
additional severe strain on the eneny's air resources and
make it unlikely that he would be able to reinforce the
Mediterranean theatre without weakening himself dangerously
else\vhere. It was therefore penonissible to hope that after
these attacks, the eneny would be unable to maintain his air
strength at a standard high enough to be a decisive fact,or in
the Sicilian assault.

Communication Targets

Increasing attention was to be paid to land, sea and
air communications leading into Sicily, The ports Palermo,
Messina and Catania were impoi'tant to the eneny and were to be
attacked in accordance with information photographic reconnais"
sanoe gave. At a favourable time near the approach of D^Day
a maximum scale of day and night bombing attack would be
directed against Messina, with a view to neutralising it as a
supply base and as a channel for reinforcements, (2) If heavy
increases in rail traffic were to be observed on the Naples
Reggio line, attacks would be made to disrupt it. The most
profitable point of attack for this puipose was considered to
be the marshalling yards at Naples, but intruders operating
against trains might also prove effective. As road and
railway communications in Sicily itself afforded no major
targets, attack there would only be made on exceptional
targets or by intruders on patrol.

Targets to be attacked by land bombers based on the
United Kingdom,

At the same time as the Mediterranean air forces were

attacking targets directly connected with the Sicilian

(1) See Appendix 3c
(2) The N,W,A,A,F, never did in fact neutralise Messina,

See Chapter
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assault, Bomber Coiranand would co-operate by making attacks on
Italian industrial and communication targets. Heavy bombing
of such targets, it was considered, would have a valuable
effect on the morale of the Italian people. Possible targets
were;-

Cities I Mian, Turin, Genoa (and possibly Rome),

Oil; Leghorn and Porto Margher^ (near Venice),

Industrial and Pot.'er; Temi,

Rail Communications: Bologna: (important for communica
tion with Germany),

Phase II - The Assaults

After the assaults had been launched, the main effort
woiild still be aimed at denying the air to the enemy* s air
forces and the primary bombing target would remain the enemy
airfields in Sicily, The capture of airfields on the island
and the threat to others from the proximity of the Allied
forces after landing would progressively reduce the number of
airfield targets on the island. It was expected that the
airfields at Comiso, Ponte Olivo, Biscari and Pachino, would be
either captured or denied to the enemy by D plus one. This
would enable the Allied air forces to develop, on D plus two,
a heavier scale of attack against those airfields still
occupied by the eneny. In addition to these attacks, bombing
action was to be taken to prevent the enemy from reinforcing
Sicily or moving forces from west to east within the island.

During the ni^t preceding the assault, para troop attacks,
moimted from the Kairouan area, were to be launched in support
of the assaults. Additional paratroop operations were to be
undertaken between D-Day and D plus three, (1)

Protection of Shipping '

Throughout 'Husly^ and particularly on D plus one, the
protection of shipping would be a very heavy commitment. On
D plus one it would be necessary to reduce the emplojnnent of
fighters on offensive roles to meet this, and both the
Tactical and Strategic Air Forces would have to supplement the
resources of the Coastal, Mddle East, and Malta Air Forces,
As far as possible Mlta was to be relieved of responsibility
for the protection of shipping, in order that aircraft based
on the island could be employed on offensive tasks. In
general Coastal Air Force would be responsible for the protec
tion of shipping sailing from North African ports, and the
Mddle East Command for shipping leaving from ports in the
Mddle East, In both cases, however, Malta would have to
supply escorts towards the end of D minus one day when the
assault convoys would be converging on the island.

Until such time as both single and twin engined-fighters
were established in Sicily day and night fighter protection was
to be provided from Malta and Pantelleria; supplemented by
day -iwrin-engined fighters based on Tunisia, Balloons were
to be used to provide additional protection.
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Throughout the operation it would he necessary to main
tain regular general reconnaissance patrols in the
Tyrrhenian and lonisai seas, and special photographic cover of
the Italian fleet. At night A.S.V. patrols were to he
maintained to keep the ships under observation and report any
attempt they might make to slip out of port, Or±ng to the
necessity of operating the maxiraum nxmiber of fighters from
Malta during the assaults, the main torpedo-homher striking
force was to he based in Tunisia and would refuel in Malta if

required to operate in the Ionian sea.

Phase III - Build-^3.p and reduction of the Island

By D plus three the airfields at Pachino, Licata,
ibnte Olivo, and possih]y Comiso were expected to he ready for
occupation, Biscari perhaps a day or two later. As soon as
they were ready to receive aircraft, squadrons up to the
following strengths were to he flovm in depending upon the
condition of the airfields concerned:-

Pachino 4 S.E.P, Squadrons RoA.P. (from Malta)
1 Tac/R Plight R.A.P, Spitfires

Comiso 5 S.E.P. Squadrons R.AcP. - do -

Biscari 3^ S.E.P, Squadrons R.A.P. - do -

Ponte Olivo 1 S.E.P. Group U.S. (from N. Africa,
Gozo or

Pantelleria) - ̂tfires
1 Observation Squadron U.S. - do - Maatsnga

Licata 1 S.E.P. Squadron U.S. - do - Sgiteirea

■Bomber Operations

After the f3rst filter squadrons had left Malta they
were to he replaced, as airfields became available, by five
Royal Air Porce squadrons and two United States Air Porce
Groups from Tripoli, all equipped with Kittyhawk aircraft.
These units were to operate in support of the land forces as
required.

The main task of the bomber force based on the mainland
was defined as:-

(a) Neutralise those airfields in Sicily still held by
the enemy.

(b) Prevent the movement of enemy reinforcements in
Sicily from west to east by attacks on communications.

(c) Prevent enemy reinforcements entering Sicily via
Messina and Palermo.

(d) Provide direct support to the land forces.

Shipping protection

The movement of shipping at this stage could not be
forcsean, fighter protection would be provided by single
engined fighters based on the mainland, Malta, Pantelleria and
possibly Lampedusa. The single-engined fighter commitment
would be reduced wherever possible by the use of the twin-
engined filters of the Middle East Command, During this
period there would be a- large number of ships lying-off the
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beaches. To relieve squadrons based in Sicily of
r  responsibility in the protection of their ships, this

commitment would be met as far as possible by single-engined
fighters based on Malta and Pantelleria,

Capture of Catania

It was estimated that Catania might be captured between
D plus seven and D plus fourteen. When airfields in that
area were fit for use, the following squadrons would move in;»-

Prom Gomiso and Biscari - 92 S(>E,P, Squadrons (Spitfire)

^  11 S.E.P, Squadrons (Kittyhawk)
T,E,P, Squadron (N) (Beaufighter)

^ TAC/R Squadron (Spitfire)

The squadrons transferred from Comiso and Biscari would be
replaced bys-

Comiso 2 Group TJ,S, A,3^ (Mustang)

Biscari 1 Group IT.S, Kittyhawk

all from North Africa,

Reduction of the Island

Forces available; »•'

By D plus fourteen or shortly afterwards, the following forces
were expected to be operating in Sicily#-

Pachino/Catania/ Gerbin Area

23 S,E,P» Squadrons ReA,P.
i T.E.P, (N) " "
1 TAC/R " "

Comiso/Biscari/Ponte Olivo/Licata Area

4 or S,E,F, Group U.S,
1 Observation Squadron TJ.S«
^ T,E«F. (N) Squadron RoA,P<,

Further, as soon as the administrative situation allowed,
there would be airfield accommodation for the remaining
Kittyhawk units of the Tactica-1 Air Force and a small number
of light and medium bomber squadrons.

The greater part of the bombing force would remain in
North Africa, but fuel and explosives for the operation of
medium and light bomber aircraft would be available in Malta,
and it was planned to build up stocks in Sicily for these
types of aircraft as far as supply difficulties would permit.
The immediate tasks of the Allied bomber forces would be to
provide support for the land forces in Sicily, to continue to
neutralize airfields remaining in eneiry hands, and to prevent
the arrival of enemy reinforcements. In addition, theAUled
heavy bomber offensive against Italy proper would be
intensified.
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CHAPTER 2

PBEPARATIOHS FOR THE ASSAULT

Outline Air There ms no radical chajnge in the pattern of conimand
Plan which had worked so successfully in Tunisia. The Air

J5/83/ Oommander-in-Chief (Air Chief Marshal Sir Arthur Tedder)
42 would control all air operations during 'Husky' from his

Command Post at La Iviarsa near Tunis. The Cormnanding General
North West African Aiir Forces (Major-General Carl Spaatz
UiSoA*) was to establish his headquarters adjacent to the
Air Commander-in-Qliief' B and from there would control the
operations of his air forces throughout the operation. To
facilitate thisj the operational staffs of both commands
would be merged into the combined staff. The headquarters
of the North West African Tactical Air Forces together with
the advanced operational headquarters of the Strategic Air
Force (Lieut-^neral James Doolittlei U.S»A.) and the Coastal
Air Force (Air Vioe-lCarehal Hugh Lloyd) would be set up in
jJroximity to the Command Post.

The Air Offioer Comroanding the Tactical Air Force ofwlildh
the basic components were the Desert Air Force and XII Air
Support Coniiiiand and the Tactical Bcanber Force would have
operational command of all air forces providing direct
suppoirfc to the British and American assaults. The Air
Officer Commanding lialta (Air Vice-ifershal Sir Keith Park)
was to be subordinate to the A.O.C.# TJI.F. during the
opening phases of the operations, but was to control ail air
forces operating from Maita.

As soon as the a^ forces were established in Sicily,
their operational control would be centralised under the
Air Officer Commanding the Desert Air Force. Subsequently,
when the assault area had been enlarged sufficiently to
permit the operation of two controls, the XII Air Support •
Command would take over the control of the air forces
operating with Seventh (U.S.) Army and the Desert Air Force
would command the air forces operating with the Eighth Array,
both as subordinate commands of the Tactical Air Force.

Mediterranean Air Command's Bombing Policy

Oil 17 June Mediterranean Air Command issued an operationel
directive to the North-^/est African Air Force (N»A»A..F.)
laying down the bombing policy for the period immediately
preceding the forthcoming operation. The tinie before D-JDay
was divided into two periods (i) from the date of the issue
of this directive to D minus ten and (ii) D minus ten to
D-Day. During the first period, the selection of targets
was to be determined by considerations of enemy supply and
morale, and above all the destruction of the enemy air force.
The scale of effort, howeverji was to be circumscribed in scope
to allw units to build up to full strength for the invasion
of Sicily. Some days prior to the start of the second
period a detailed directive would be issued covering the
period D minus ten to D-Day. During this phase, it was
expected that the primary considerations would be to afford
direct support to the operation. The number of sorties per
day would be increased culminating in an absolutely
number on D minus three day and maintaining that scale of
effort until the initial landings had been accomplished.

The heavy bombers and night bombers from North Africa and
the Middle East were normally to be employed on targets on the
mainland of Italy and the Messina Strait. The principal types
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of targets were to "be enemy air and supply organi sat ions f
airfields^ air bases^ erection and supply facilities of the
German Air Force| supply and oommunioation centres, shipping
and port facilities# A list of particularly important
targets, the air forces detailed to attack them, and an
indication of the division of responsibility between N»A#A,F#
"and the Middle East Goioiiiand was issued# This programme left
approximately twenty per bent of the effort available to be
diverted for cover plan purposes in each command#

The medium bombers were to have two objectives# Firstly
they were to neutralise the Sicilian ports (except that of
Messina) paralyse.communicatioris, and destroy the enemy air
forces, and secon(^y thejr were to support the cover plan by
conducting the same type of operations over Sardinia# It was
estimated that only one third of the medium bomber effort would
be expended on Sardinia, and it was considered desirable that
the procedure of picking up fighter escorts at Malta should be
thoroughly tested during this period# Light bombers were to
be used on appropriate targets, preferably 'counter air force*
within their range in western Sicily# Similarly the procedure
of picking up escorts from Pantelleria was to be tested as
soon as the airfield on that island had become operational#
As a final word it was emphasised that developments in the
operational sitxiation and intelligence information from various
sources might require some temporary alterations to the
general principles as staced and to the bombing effort allotted
to and within each phase#

Operational Policy of Tactical Air Force

On the 19 May 1943# the A#0#C#^^) Tactical Air Force,
made known to his subordinate commanders the policy he had
adopted for the Tactical Air Forces in the forthcoming
invasion of Sicily# In the preliminary stage operational
control of air force units located in Malta and Pantelleria
would be undertaken by A#0#C# Malta, under the direction of
the A.O#C# Tactical Air Force#

Units located on the. mainland would be under the
operational ccxitrol of the Tactical Air Force# This control
would be exercised through the Tactical Bomber Force, the rear
Headquarters, echelon of advanced headquarters of the Desert
Air Force and XII Air Support Oomi:iand# It "v/ould therefore
be necessary for the ree^ Headquarters of these fonaations
to have both operational and administrative echelons. When
both the Desert Air Force and XII Air &ipport Command vrere
located in Sicily the operational control of these units would
be undertaken by the Air Officer Commanding the Deseirb Air
Force under the direction of the Tactical Air Force until it
was practicable to operate a second executive format ion, when
XII Air Support Command would become a separate entity ivith
its direction of effort and co-ordination undertaken by the
Tactical Air Force# The operational control of the units
remaining on the mainland would continue as in the preliminary
phase#

In the preliminary phase the Tactical Bomber Force would
undertake escorted light bomber attacks by day and night
bombing (when the moon gave assistance) against selected
objectives on the western area of Sicily and medium bomber
attacks against objectives on the western area# Esooi'ts
would be provided from the mainland for light bombers and from
Malta for medium bombers#
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The fighter force in Malta •would be employed in air
fighting and -was to use everj'* artifice to induce the enemy air
force to come up and fight» On D minus one a hea"vy convoy
protection commitment v/ould be im-posed on these fighter units#
V/hen the air forces moved from Malta and Sicily the heavj''
protective oommitment for the beaches v/ould be reduced
and fighter bombers would then become available for support
bombing operating from bases in I-Ialta at first> and, later
from Sicily# At this stage escorted light and mediura
boniber effort by day, for pre-arranged attacks, would become
practicable# At night light and medium attacks "would be
continued against selected objectives#

In the preliminary phase fighter control by day vrould be
\mdertaLken by Malta, but when the air forces had moved into
Sicily the control of all fighters in the battle area vrauld
be undertalcen by the Air Officer Comiiianding the Desert Air
Force through No#211 Group main and forward controls#
XII Air Support Oommand would provide homing facilities
and protect its own airfields# At night, during the
preliminaiy phase, Bea\ifighter.s would be controlled from
Malta# In the assault stage Malta v^ould continue this
control and in addition subsidiary controls would be
established -with G#0»I# on landing craft at the main assault
beaches and wherever possible v^ith G#0#I# established on
shore#

Disposition of Tactical Air Force

At the end of hostilities in Tunisia, the initial task
of the Tactical Air Force had been to move units into

suitable airfields for the undertalcing of operations against
Sicily, The first necessity was to build up Malta's air
strength as soon as possible "V/ith fighters of high perfoimiance
in order that a strong fighter force could be established on
the island "before the start of the operation to provide the
protective cover "virtiich would be reouired eventually for the
shipping and beaches, and in the meantime, a force capable of
dominating the enemy in air fighting aaid of gi^ving escort to
bomber formations attacking Sicily# (Consequently, the
Spitfire Wings from No#242 Group |,Nos#322 and 324)
were moved from North Africa to Malta at the beginning of
June and these were followed by No,2A4- Spitfire Wing of the
Desert Air Force# The advent of the new units filled the
existing iialta airfields to capacity with t"(f/enty fighter
squadrons#

It "Was considered tliat this force was insufficient for
the protection of eight beach landings over a front of about
one hundred miles, and it was thought desirable that more
fighter squadrons should be brought 'within range# Airfield
space constituted the difficulty# The capture of Pantelleria,
however, on the 11 June permitted an American Group of
Kittyhawks (33rd Fighter Group) being located there to cover
the two we^em assaults; and during the preliriinary phase
these fighters would also be available to escort bombers
operating from Tunisia and for shipping protection. In
addition, a new a^field was constructed, in the short space
of twenty days, on the Isl^d of Gozo on "which it was proposed
to base another American fighter group, the 31 st^
equipped with Spitfires# Thus the fighter strength which
could be used to cover the assaults was »very greatly increased#

Equally important "wa^ the location of units which were to
operate from bases in Tunisia# The Cap Bon peninsula v^as the
nearest point to Sicily# Hence, in this area, ana as far
south as Hergla, a total of twelve airfields were either newly
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oonstruoted or ex-Axis airfields> "whioh had "been iifiproved for
the use of units of XII Air Support Command and of the Tactical
Bomber Force v/hich would be operating from Tunisia. By the
end of June> these airfields were fully stocked for intensive
operations and linked by telephone to control headquarters.

Meanwhile j the Desert Air Force iiad been withdrawn to the
Tripoli area for rest and re^-fittingi with the exception of the
bomber ooiapohent v/hioh had oeen attached to the Tactical
Bomber Force. No.244 (^itfire) Wing had moved almost
immediately to Malta, leaving No.239 V/ing, 57IJh and 79th (U.S.)
Groups « all Kittyhawk fighter-bombers - in the Tripoli area.

It was the intention tliat this fighter-bomber force should
be held at immediate readiness for the direct support of the
ground forces, and tliat it should move into MajLta when air
fields were vacated by the Spitfire units moving into Sicily.
It was important that this fighter—bomber force be kept at a
h^h state of operational readiness, but as the resources for
fighter escort for the Tactical Bomber Force were very
limited, plans were made for the movement of tiie 57bh and
79th (U.S.) Groups to the Cap Bon area should the need arise.
Fortmiately, it was not found necessary to put the plan into
operation. Events proved later that owing to the lack of
enemy air opposition, Malta airfields were able to accommodate
fighter-bombers in addition to Spitfires, and consequently
these units vrere moved forward to Malta for operations
immediately the landings had been completed and while the
bridgehead was being enlarged.

In short, therefore, the air position of the Tactical Air
Force operational units was:-

(a) The main fighter force located at Malta, Gozo and
Pantelleria.

(b) A small fighter force, under XII Air Support Comiiiand,
retained for tactical bomber esco37t and located on
airfields on the eastern side of the Cap Bon
peninsula.

(p) Tactical Bo/iiber Force located at airfields on Cap Bon
peninsula.

(d) Fighter-bomber force under Desert Air Force retained
in the Tripoli area.

(e) Lightning Group of Strategic Air Force temporarily
allocated, to the TacticaJL Air Force at Mateur
(North Africa).

Malta* s Part in the Invasion

During the preparatory plan, the air forces based on
Itfalta v/ere to begin operations in co-operation vfith air forces
based in North Africa - designed to reduce the effectiveness
of the enemy air forces based in Sicily and southern Italy.
During the assault the aims of the air forces in Malta "were to
be twofold. First they were to afford the maximum protection
against air attack to the. Allied naval and military forces
engaged in the operation; and secondly they were to locate,
siiadow, and report any hostile surface forces wiiich menaced
the Allied expedition.
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All air forces operatijig from Malta and Pantelleria would
be under the operational oornmand of the Air Officer Commanding>
Malta, until such time as air force control was established
in Sicily. Thereafter selected units would be despatched
from Mfll-hfl to operate in Sicily under the coEiii3and of the
Air Officer Comuandiiig, Desert Air Force. Control of all
air forces based in Malta would be exercised by the Air
Officer CQmr^ianding, Malta, from his Operational Headqixarters
in Valletta. AircraJ^ would be detailed by and despatched
to their tasks through the normal fighter control channels.
Fighter controllers \/ere to be located in headquartex's ships
which were to accompany the assault forces. The fighter
control ship was to be equipped with radar and V.HJP.
for ooumnmication with fighter patrols. Fighter controllers
in these ships would, as necessary, talce over the local control
of fighter patrols detailed to their area and would then,
by radar or visual means, direct fighters to intercept
enen^ aircraft within range.

Forces making passage to and from the assault areas were
to follow the routes indicated in their convoy diagram. If
the situation required it, a 'fighter box' could be mounted

■  on D minus one between the south-eastern Sicilian" airfields
and the convoys approaching from the south. This 'box' would
be maintained as a standing patrol to intercept hostile
bcaiibers on their v/ay to attack shipping. Similarly fighter
aircraft proceeding to and from their patrol areas in the
vicinity of Sicily would, as far as possible, be routed to
cover the sliipping lanes in use, but fighter escort would
not be provided for shipping proceeding to and from the
assault areas. Escort would, however, be provided for
selected convoys in passage during D minus one while within
50 nautical miles of lialta. All v/arships, while in company,
with convoys on D minus one were to display the first and
last letters of the convoy in white deck stripes on the
forecastle. For example, the convoy K«M.P,F. 18 was to show
the letters 'KJP.'.

Control of fire was carefully laid down. By
day ships were not to fire on single-engined aircrafb unless
these were identified as hostile or apparently of hostile
intent and were to engage all multi-engined aircraft not
recognised as friendly. The horizontal danger areas round
ships v^as from 12,000 yards in the case of cruisers to
1,500 yards in the case of mercliaiit vessels. At night
'Fortu' procedure was to be initiated by any control
despatching night fighters into another area or seeing night
fighters about to enter another area. When 'Foirtu' procedure
was in force. Royal Navy ships might fire on any aircmft
not Icnown to be friendly. Merchant bhips were not to open
fire by day or by night unless the target v/as first engaged on
by H,M. ships.

The strength and distribution of fighter controls could
not be detailed in advance as it would nat"urally depend on the
scale of enen^ opposition which, in turn, would depend on the
effectiveness of the Allied bombing offensive during the
preparatory period. If the Allied bocibing dirring the
'softening up' period had been effective, it might be possible
to extend offensive patrols to cover the greater part of the
ten daylight hours. If, on the other hand, the enen^'s air
force were still capable of strong opposition the strength of
the Allied fighter sorties v/ould at times have to be
proportionately increased, particularly during the more
critical daylight hours, thus reducing the totaj. number of
hours during which aircraft from Malta could provide cover.
Owing to the very limited capacity of the landing grounds in
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M^ta> it YTould "be necessarj'* to operate fighter squadrons as .
far as possible to a pre-arranged prograiiime> to avoid congestion
on the airfieldso Fighter aircrafb were to be allocated for
the defence of lialta by night and'subsequently for the protec
tion of shipping and other vulnerable points in Sicily as they

. were established* The priiiiary task of night fighter intruder
aircraft through all phashs of the operation was to be the.
destruot.ipn of enemy aircrafb in the vicinity of their bases*
Their secbnda^ task was to be the disruption of the enemy's
night.flying .organisation^ and their" third was to be to
interdict the enemy's transport system leading to the Strait of
llessina*

Photographic reconnaissance was to be flovm daily to
locate the position of major naval units of the enemy and to
reconnoitre eheny airfields to deterriiine the position of his
forces*. They "were to fly such strategical reconnaissances
as might be required by the military commander* They vrere
further to record bomb damiage resulting from the Allied bombing
attacks*

.  In the case of action by the Italian fleet# Baltimore
aircraft on Malta were to stand by to locate and shadow suoh
major units of the enemy fleet as might put to sea* At night
Wellington aircraft v;ould carry out 'block patrols' as
necessary of Messina and Taranto* They were to be ready# also#
to shado\7 suoh major units of the enemy fleet as might be'
located at sea* A tactical reconnaissance squadron was
included in No*248 "Wing under the instructions of the Army
Gomijander*

The Protection of the North African Coastal Oonvoys

The fall of Tunis on 12 May 1943 marked the beginning of
the through convoy period and was a land mark in the his^bory
; of war t iiie shipping in the Mediterraheeui* Convoys could now use
tiie direct route and this meant the saving of over 8#0C)0 miles
between Liverpool and Alexandria and 4#500 miles between
Liverpool and Bonibay* The enemy occupation of North Africa
had forced the Allies to use the route round the Gape when
supplying the Middle East forces or sending oonvoys of troops
to the Par East, In May 1943 two large convoys bound for the
Middle East had passed through the Sicilian Strait unmolested
from the air and from any other form of attack* On 23 June
the largest convoy up to that date passed through unhindered#
the'Mediterranean route to the east was once again opened*

The Luftwaffe Air Striking Force in North Africa had
escaped the fate of the German and Italian land forces and had
managed to effect their retreat to Sicily and the Italian main
land* Here# the eneny had organised his anti-shipping units#
and prepared to attack Allied convoys bet\veen Algiers in the
west and the Malta Channel in the east, Fc>r this puipose
he .planned to use bases in Sardinia# Sicily or the south of
Italy,
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The fighter defence of the Allied convoys passing from
the western Mediterranean into the central Mediterranean was
in the hands of iTo»242 G-roup»(1)

Air Operations front.the Fall of Tunis to 50 June 1945

The end of the ITorth African campaign with the Axis
surrender on Cap Bon gave the land forces a respite "before
prooeed,ing to their next objective. For the air forces
there was little rest> the successful invasion of Sicily
implied major commitments for the Allied Air Forces before
the actual landings. Some units of the Tactical Air Force
did find time for refitting but for the rest there \/as no
break in the operations. The function of the North African
Air Forces wa-s almost exclusively tacticail in nature; they
existed to provide support directly or indirectly to the
ground forces. It must be noted thatj in the wider context
of the war as a wholes there was little difference in
function between the strategic and tactical .air forces in
the invasion of Sicily, The operations* however* of the
North African Strategic Air Force did take oh some aspects
of strategic bombing. These operations were continuous and
only imperfectly punctuated by the successive phases of the
ground ̂ paign. In the assault on Sicily the tasks of the
Strategic Air Force were to attack the eneny in advance of
the assault forces* to soften their objective and to assist

•  in isolating the battlefield.

The Reduction of the Islands of the Pelagie Group

Sicily had been attacked more or less continuously since
February 1943 by B-I7*s of the NJl,S,A,F, and by B-24«s of

A TT -n /r-rtc/Qc / Ninth Air Force operat ing fi?om the Middle East by day,A,H,B /IIJ5/66/ At night the attacks were continued by E,A,F, Wellingtons
22 ^om the Middle East, Almost as soon as - the-Tunisian

campaign was ended* Allied Air Forces switched the main
weight of their attacks on to the main island of the Pelagie
group* Pantelleria, The inportance of this island in the
proposed invasion of Sicily had been foreseen as early c.s
Februi^y 1943 ond its capture v/as regarded as essential from
the air force point of view.

Encl,3A. and 1A

A,H,B,/IU5/86/
22

Encl,5A.

Importance of Pantelleria

The possession of Pantelleria was necessary for the
proposed operations preceding and during the assault. Other
wise air support for the Eastern Task Force would have had to
be reduced substantially to ensure sufficient cover being
available over the Licata and Gela beaches. The island would
provide excellent radar .facilities for the Allies as it had
done for the Axis and its possession would sin^lify the problem
of protection to convoys to and from the assault beaches. The
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(1) No,242 Group v/as transferred on 22 May 1943 from N,A,T,AJS
to N,A,C,A,P, whose headquarters at Bizerta controlled
fighter squadrons at Tunis and Sousse, This filter
organisation v/as put to its first test on 26 June when
the important east-bound convoy 'Tadworth* was atfcack'ediby
over ICQ enemy aircraft - Ju,88's, Cant,2,1 GO/'s and
F.W,190 fighter bombers. The attack which sfcarfced in
daylight and continued into the hours of darloiess was a
complete fiasco. The only damage suffered by the ships
was caused by near misses. No direct hits were
registered on any of the ships. The enemy strilcing
force v/as broken up* six of their aircraft being
destroyed and two damaged. Most of the attacking
aircraft ̂ re forced to jettison their bombs before
reaching the convoy,
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Intensive day and night air effort •v/hioh would "be required to
neutralise the island, even for a siiort time, would be saved
and the efforts of the air force could "be devoted to offensive
le-ther than defensive operations whi(3h the neutralisation of
Pantelleria implied. Lastly, if the island remained in enemy
hands, his-reporting system would be a constant embarrassment
for the assaulting Allied forces,, It would be very difficult
to eliminate his Preya radar stations by air action alone.
All the Allied sorties would liave to be routed as a consequence
to avoid the radar coyer of Pantelleria; and this would apply
especially to th^ paratroop operations and to the ni^t and
day sorties of the heavy bombers.

The arguriients ih favour .of capturing Lampedusa were not
so compreliensive as those for Pantelleria, yet its possession
would give the Allies the qse of a small airfield which would
be invaluable for convoy protection during the invasion and
follwrup period. As a radar station, it would be most
valuable to the enemy, although its corresponding value to the
Allies would not "be as great. Both islands could provide
subsidiary advantages such as navigational aid centres, air
sea rescue bases and eraergenoy landing grounds in the assaiilt
period,

Psintellerda has been variously described as an Italian
Gibraltar or as an Italian Heligoland, The pre-war Fascist
press liad made much of the impregnability of the island and,
as its capture was regarded as an essential prelirainary to the
assault on Sicily, the Allies seemingly faced a difficult taslc.
The island lies 53 miles .fa?om Cap Bon, Its coast is
irregular and featured b3'' steep cliffs with an absence of
beaches suitable for landing. There was only one possible
landing area for an invasion, near the town and harbour of
Porto di Pantelleria at the north-west end of the island.
But even there the harbour is small and too shallow to

aocommodate vessels e^icept those which draw less than 10 feet
of water; the currents are tricky and the surf runs high.
At the northern end of the island an airfield had been con

structed large enough for four-engined borders to operate.
On its south-east side a huge hangar liad been "built
underground, complete with electrio light, water supply and
repair facilities.

Since, 1926 the island had been a forbidden military
area and information about its defence was scanty. Photo
graphic reconnaissance, during the Tunisian campaign, had
revealed the presence of more than 100 gun emplacements,
some hewn from rook, others of concrete covered by lava

blocks. The largest concentration was in defence of the
harbour, with the others so positioned to sv/eep the fe\r other
places v/here landings might possibly be made, A number of
the guns were of sufficient size to present Allied vm'ships
with a difficult target to neutralise. These strong-points
were supplemented by pill-boxes, machine-gun nests, scattered
among, the mountains and embedded in the faces of cliffs.

Allied Intelligence estimated the number of the garrison
at approximately 10,000 men, V/ith.its natural and man-made
defences, manned by suoh a large garrison, Pantelleria might
well prove to be so formidable as to require a major effort
for its rediiobion but, in the garrison lay the island's chief
defensive wealcness. None of them were battle tested nor
conditioned to withstiand the intensive boiibing such as the
oorabined Aitglo/jAnerican forces were capable of in the last
days in Tunisia, The island was isolated from the Italian
maih.land and its garrison could hope for little ac.sistance
either 121 the way of air protection or in the form of
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Corkscrew

A.H.B./11J1/166/
41

replacements. Allied Intelligence assessed the garrison's
morale as doubtful > a conclusion demonstrated by the poor
showing of aircraft units based on Pantelleria against
Allied air attacks near the close of the Timisian campaign.

Planning the Capture of Pantelleria^ (Operation Corkscrew)

The basis on which the operational planning was conducted,
was the appreciation that an assault on the island was
impracticable if the garrison offered a determined resistance
because of the strong fortifications and the nestricted beach
landing areas. Consequently the main structure of the plan
v/as that the garrison should be wealcened by continuous
bombing on an increasing scale prior to the assault. In
addition the beach defences in the assault areas v/ere to be
neutralised b^"" air attack and naval bombar.dment and a
blockade of the island was to be rflaintained. The finaJL
assault v/as then to be riiade by one British division.

The Air Plan

The objects of tlie air operations prior to D-Day v/ere
to reduce the morale of the garrison> to destroy those
defences v/hich might have opposed or impeded the Allied
assault j and to iaaintain a bloclcade of the island to prevent
reinforcements reaching the garrison from Sicilyo(^) To
enable the air forces under its comiviand to fulfil their
object y a botiibing schedule v/as drav/n up by Headquartei-s#
Korth African Air Force s^ v/hose Commanding General v/as in
charge of the operation.

Attacks by NoA,SoAcF, and N,A,T,A,F, were to be in
accordance with the follcfwing schedule

29 Me^ " D nilnus 6 150 Sorties

. NASAP 50 borobers

50 f Igliter-bombers

NATAF 50 bonlbers & f Ighter^bonbers

P nilnus 5 200 Sorties

NATAP 100 bombers & flghter^boiilbBrs

MSAP 100 bombers

D minus 4 ijOO Sorties

KATAF 150 bombers & fighte]r*bonbers

MASAP 250 bombers & fIghter^bombers

Wellingtons.

D minus 5 600 Sorties

HATAP 250 bombers & fight er^Jombers

NASAP 350 bombers & f ighterHjombers

Strong v/elllngton Effort

D minus 2 600 Sorties

N/^TAP 250 bombers & fighter^bombers

HASAP 350 bori4)ers & flghterHwnfcers

V/ellingtons

(29 May through D minus 6)

(29, 30,31 May)

tl June through D minus 6)

(Dawn - 1200: 1900 - Dusk)

(1200 - 1900)

(Dawn-1200: 1900-Dusk)

(1200 - 1900)

(Dawn-ldOO: 1900-Dusk)

(1000^ 1200: 1800 - 1900)

(Davffi-1200: J900-Dusk)

(1200 - 1900)
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(1) The garrison helonged to the Italian Sixth Amy> vdiioh
V/as stationed in Sicily,
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D minus 1 1700 Sorties

M&SAP 200 B-lT's (0900-1200: 1500-1800)

1(00 mediuins

100 Wellingtons

1(00 flghter-boinbors

N/LTAF 200 mediums (0500-0900: I8oo-Dusk)

200 light bookers

200 flghter-bottoers

Wellingtons

Note: No bombing between 1200 and 1500 on D.minus 1p

D-Day

MATAF 100 light boi:£)ers (Oavm - 1000)

100 medluros (pavm - 1000)

M&SAF too B-17'S (1000 - 1230)

100 mediums (1000 - 1230)

1 squadron P-38 fighter-

•  bonders & Cover (1130 - 1330)

Note: I0 After 1230 on D-Day all forces v(ould be available for
extensive operations, sliould the necessity arise.

Note: 2. Might bomber operations would be planned to cover as
much of the period of darloess as la practicable.

D-'Day

All available forces would be employed in support of the
assault. The Air Coim-Tand Post of the liaAP would remain at

Constantine. However > the detailed air plan for direct
support of landing and subsecxuent operations would be v/orked
out at combined Headqimrters Sousse in conjunction v/ith the
Army and Naval Commanders. It was to be on the following
lines. The attack would be maintained from dawn^ the
maximum possible intensity occurring during the approach and
landing of the assault. force. Thereafter the Tactical
Air Force would provide maximum effort on close support of the
land forces and Strategical Air Force would attack pre
determined targets iiiland.

Air Cover '

The Coastal Air Force v/ould assume full responsibility for
providirig air cover for Allied vessels approaching and -vvith-
drawing from the Island of Pantelleria.

It would be the responsibility of the Coastal Air Force
to notify Headquarters? N.A.A.F.? Headquarters? iw^,T.A»F.?
and Headquarters? N»A.oS»A..F.? of the presence of enemy or
friendly vessels pertinent to the plan of operations.
1T.A,T JI.F. would be responsible for the interception and
the destruction of any enemy air and sea transport endeavour
ing to reinforce the Island of Pantelleria. Reco:maissance
and shipping sv^eeps would be carried out by the N.A.C.A.Fe
Operations against eneray shipping by the Tactical Air Force
were to be co-ordinated v/itn the IT.A»C.A,F.

Estimation of the Bomber Effort Required

The scale of bomber effort necessary to reduce strong
defences was primarily determined by the degree of bombing
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acouracy which could be expecrbed in the face of groimd and air
opposition against targets as small and difficult to identify
as gun positions and pill-boxes» Such targets were vulnerable
to direct hits and close near inisses. Very strong concrete
defences* in the case of even a direct hit by our 1 *000 lb»
Gr.P» bomb* niight not cause significant daiuage. To overcome
these difficulties it would be necessary to achieve a greater
bomb density on the targets of the area tiian v/as norimlly
called for in attacks on other tj^pes of targets. The
neutralisation of strongly prepared defence positions i.ianned
by determined troops v;as a rislcy coi-imitment for bomber forces®
Operation Corkscrew* the code name for Pantelleria was in
effect a test of the tactical possibilities of this form of air
attack and an exercise in the raost economical disposal of the
available air strength.

The problem was examined by a Iiinistry of Home Security
expert. His conclusions* based upon a scientific analysis of
the task concluded that while the heavy bomber effort was not
sufficient to reduce more than five of the batteries wiiich
would have to be put out of action* the extra effort provided
by medium* light and fighter bombers should be adequate to
accomplish the rest of the task. Any extra strength available
sliould be directed against pill-boxes in the liarbour area of
the town* against the defence positions on the slopes rising
towards the airfield* and against ajiy other strong points "vidddbi
subsequent Intelligence might reveal.

The basis of this analysis was a 50 per cent level of
destruction "vdiich* he stated* was unquestionably very high.
If 50 per cent of the guns in a battery were destroyed directHy
it was almost certain that the remaining posts would be
rendered unserviceable as a result of the concentration of
bursts around them. It was impossible in advance to malce
allowance for the secondary destruction that would be caused
bj* flying debris and the numerous shocks to which gun and
predictor equipment would be subjected as a result of bursts*
which* while not close enough to destroy them directly* v/ould
nevertheless affect them. Since the island-would be under
an aL.nost continuous air attack until D—Day* there was little
chance of major damage to batteries beiiig repaired. No
definite allcTivance could* however* be made for casualties or
for the effect on morale* beta of which, mi^it prove to be
important factors.

The main recommendations this study afforded were three
in number. Individual batteries should be taken as aiming
points and the attack continued from day to day until it was
reasonably certain that they had suffered 30 - 50 per cent
destruction; only batteries in the northern half of the
island were to be taken as targets and* of those* the hi^est
priority was to be given to those round the harbour.
Secondly* until D minus 3* the forces available ou^t to be
concentrated on only 4-6 batteries a day. Last]^* a strict
an^sis of the results of each day's effort should be made.
This me^t that full details about the sorties despatched,
about the bombs dropped and targets aimed at should be
available at Headquarters.

Results of the day's bombing should be estimated from
sortie claims, direct photographs and daily jtotographio
reconnaissances. -Every bomb burst"was to. be plotted on a
grid map ̂ d attention was to be paid to:»-
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(a:) The relation of bombs identified In the photo
graphic cover to total number dropped.

(b) The position of the bursts 4n relation to the gun
. positions.

■  -(o); Any .dai.iage caused. •••"

Aiming points-for each day's operations v/ere to be determined
on. the basis of the information thus provided. If the
operations were controlled in this way it woiad be possible
to determine day by day whether the effects achieved were in
accordance with the limited chance laws used in the analysis
or whether the bombing would prove more accurate than liad been
assumed.

Air Forces Available for Operation Corkscrew

The forces available for the operation v/ere the North
African Strategic Air Force and the North African Tactical
Air Force.(1) However» for operation Corkscrew^ A.O.G,#
NJI.TJI.F. had only XII Air Support Command and Tactical
Bomber Force at his disposal. T\/o Unioed States Kittjihawk
Wmgs from the western Desert Air Force v/ere retained and) in
addition) XII A.S.C. was reinforced by two new unitS) the 99th
(U.S.) Fighter Squadron(2) and the 27bh (U.S.) Group, equipped
with A.36 Mustangs. Broadly spealcing XII Air Support Coimiiand
Units v;ere located on the east side of the Cap Bon peninsula
and the T.B.F. units at the base of the peninsula extending as
far south as Hergla.

All the units of NJI.S./I.F. except two V/ellington WingS)
were committed to the operation. They were stationed in the
Constantino Souk-el-Arba) Djedeida areas.

The Capture of Pantelleria and Lampedusa

Towards the end of the Tunisian campaign Pantelleria) like
Sicily had been attacked more than once. Between 8 and 11
.May) the attacks of light and medium aircraft denied the
Axis the use of the ainfield to eneny fighters. Immediately
after the Axis surrender on 14 May) MJl.C, ordered a bloclffltde
of the island with intermittent air attacks for 'nuisances
purposes'. The real air offensive hov/ever) began on 18 Ifeiy
with raids by liiedium and fighter bombers under a plan -vdiich .
called for fifty sorties by both types till D minus 6(5 June).
From 23 Hay these attacks were regular and v/ere directed
principally agaiiist Porto Di Pantelleria and the Harghana air
field to prevent the enemy buildjjig up reserves of aircraffc.

The second phase began on 6" June. The plan demanded a
continuous bombardment throughout the twenty-four hours. The
v/eight of attack rose continuously till the lOth when NJI.A.F.
operated all its aircraft. Only tvra attempts) on 6 and7«'une,
w^re* made by Axis air forces to defend the island but with no
effective result. Between 3I May and 5 June the Allied air
a.ttack v/as supplemented by naval borribardment. The island v/as

(1) On completion of the Tunisian campaign) No.242 Group was
Ideated at N.A.C.A;F. and its two Spitfire Wings v/ere in
the process of moving from North Africa to lialta in
preparation for Operation Husl<y) as were the Desert Air
Force returning to their base area around Tripoli.

(2) The coloured fighter squadron.
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twice offered a chance to surrender: on 8 June three
aircraft; of 33rd Fighter ̂ roup dropped leaflets calling for
unconditional surrender and a second summons on D minus 1
(10 June) met with no reply.

After tlie failiu?e of the second attempt the final
preparations were iiade for the ground assault. On the
night 10/11 June the 1st Infantry Division (Br.) embarked
at Sousse and Sfax in three convoys two fast and one slovf.
Ihe fast oonvoysf protected by fighters of N.A.C^A..F. and
by surface vessels were met by a British naval squadron off
Pantelleria.

Throughout the night of 10/11 June and up to 1000
hours on ths 11th Allied aircraft bornbed continuously.
Formations of mediura bombers with fighter escort attacked
every fifteen minutes, Diiring the lull in the Allied
air operations^ the landing craft started shorewards at
1030 hoiu?s. Up till thenj the enemy air force liad imde
only sporadic attacks upon the assault forces but they now
made their greatest effort, A large mixed formation of
F,u,l90 and Me, 109 attempted to strike at the assault
forces but were driven off by the escorting P-40's
(Kittyhawk), ,

At 1100 hours ships of the 15th Cruiser Squadron
opened fire on the island, A fe"w minutes later as the
landing craft were on the point of beaching> a formation of
B-I7 (Fortresses) gave an exliibition of pattem bombing.
Between 1130 and 1200 hours> a destroyer and several air
craft reported a wiiite flag flying; a P,R. aircraft;
ms despatched to obtain confirmation. Meanwhile landing
operations proceeded. The Allied forces net no opposition^
except on one beach» where enemy small arms fire was quickly
extinguished. *In effect active resistance on Pantelleria
had ceased when the amphibious forces arrived,* At
I739 hours the formal surrender was signed in the under
ground hangar.

Before the formality was concluded the air effort was
switched to Lampedusa, Bad v/eather liampered operations on
the I2thj but on the morning of the 18th the island passed
under Allied control.

The Offensive against the Axis airfields

The nuniber of enemy airfields in Sicily and Sardinia vra.s
estimated to be nineteen in March 1943* By the end of June
the enemy had at least thirty^ and was constructing more.
It was estiiBated that the enemy airfield system could
accomiaodate about six hundred fighters distributed equally
between Sardinia# eastern Sicily and vrestern.. Sicily,

In iiay the niaoority of the Allied attacks on airfields
had been directed against those in Sardinia, Appreciating
the significance of the va.;t asaount of shipping assembled
in North African harbours# Fliegerkorps II ordered an attack
on Gran harboiir to take place on 19 May, Bombers were to
use the advance landing grounds of Villacidro and
Decimomannu on Sardinia# returning to their bases on 21 May,
Attacks were carried out on both Villacidro and Decamomannu#
oh the three days the boiiibers were there# causing serious
damage to both landing grounds. On 21 May Decimomannu was
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repoarbed to be imservioeable ov/ing to numerous bomb craters
And delayed action bombs* Direct hits liad been made on
administrative buildingS| fuel dumps iiad been set on fire and
the airfield perimeter lighting had been put out of action*
At Villacidro the airfield lighting ms put out of order and
the flare path destroyed, maJcing the landing ground imservice-
able for night use* A further raid ms made on Villacidro
landing ground on 27 putting the airfield perdiaeter
lighting out of action, destroying two Italian Ju*87*s and
setting fire to large quantities of fuel*

These concentrated attacks on airfields and other targets
in northern Sardinia convinced the Germans that the Italian
fighters available in the area were quite mequal to the taslc
of protection of the northern sector* Consequently, arrange
ments were made to transfer a Gemian fighter Gruppe of hB
Me*l09*s to Venafiorita in order to protect the supply iDort of
01bia, which was vital for supplyiiog all Sardinia©

On 12 June bouibers of the Strategical Air Force began an
intensive bombardment of the airfields in the west of Sicily,
both to protect Allied movement in taking over Pantelleria
and Lampedusa, and to inaugurate the campaign to drive the
enemy from the advanced air bases in Sicily* Castelvetrano,
Sciacca, Mile and Boccadifalco, severaJL miles "vrest of Palermo,
were hit repeatedly in a succession of raids "v^ich continued
until 30 June, and on 28 June the Sardinian airfields v/ere also
heavily attacked* In many cases large numbers of enemy
fighters were caught on the ground; Boccadifalco received two
hundred and tv/enty tons of bombs in one week and largely ceased
to operate as a fighter base* Enemy opposition to the attacks
v/as surprisingly light*

By far the most serious damage was sustained at
Oastelvetrano* There were four attacks against the airfield
including one at night* The first of these was on 12 June
by 39 Fortresses, resulting in very considerable damage \diich
included the wrecldng of the night flying installations, the
setting on fire of an ammunition dump, and the killing and
wounding of numerous station personnel* This raid was followed
by a night attack by 10 Wellingtons, when the runv/ay was com
pletely wrecked, many fires were started in the dispersal
areas, and an explosion occurred which could be seen from about
fifty miles av/ay» The follov/ing day 55 Fortresses attacked
in two v/aves* Msuny hits were made on the airfield perimeter
and dispersal areas and fires were seen in the personnel living
quarters* On the 20th a further attack, this time by 40
Marauders, effected considerable damage to the barrack buildings.

Another airfield which suffered much daiiiage was Milo*
There v/ere nine raids on this airfield and, although each
•attack contributed to the devastation, it is significant that
the airfield remined in a serviceable condition until the last
of these attacks on 30 June, when a raid by 33 llarauders
rendered all aircraft on the airfield unserviceable*

Attacks v/ere also made on 12 June by iiQ Portresses on
Boccodifalco, and the next day 24 Liberators raided Gerbiiii,
destroying several aircraft on the ground*

There v/ere only six raids by the Allied Air Forces on
Sardinian airfields during the iuonth of June, of these the two
most successful were those against Venafiorita and Alghero/
Pert ilia, in the case of the forraer besides dan^e to the
airfield a number of station personnel were'killed and wounded,
v/hilst in the latter attack, barracks and administrative
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buildings were dauia^ed and several aircraft vrere destroyed
and daiaagedj araong these being three airorafb in blast bays»

The only heavy attack on an Italian airfield in June was
made on the i{th when. 52 Liberators (B»24) raided G-rottaglie.
The airfield was well covered vdth bombs, including the
hani::ars and the administrative buildings# Air fighting took
place during which the bombers claimed four enemy aircraft
destroyed and tvro probably destroyed# In addition,
11 German aircra^ \fere destroyed on the ground#

The Allied aircraft losses for the month of June as a

result of these attacks were, in air fighting, nine destroyed
and five damaged; through 'flalc' action, two destroyed and
57 damaged#

Air Operations against CoiiMunications and Bases

The campaign of the Strategic Air Force against the
Axis comfiiunications concentrated on the Ifaples area, the
Sardinian harbours of Cagliari, 01bia and Golfo Aranci, and
on the vital communication facilities at Messina# During
the month of May, Messina v/as attacked at night by V/ellingtons
on four separate occasions# 'Many vessels were sunlc or
seriously damage<l' in these raids# Pour attacks on Olbia,
and six attacks on Cagliari produced similar results# A
raid on Leghorn on the 28th by 92 B#l7's caused immense
damage in the port and in the city# .One naval auxiliary,
one destroyer, tyro torpedo boats were sunk and a steamer
loaded .with munitions set ablaze# In addition two destroyers
were seriously damaged, while all buildings near the harbour
also suffered serious damage#

In the first vreek of Jtine, until air bombardment of
Pantelleria claimed the energies of the Strategic Air Forces,
their main target was Naples, vdiioh in the course of six raids,
mainly by Wellingtons at niglit, suffered severe daiiiage# In
the port two steaniers v/ere sunk, another was set on fire and
a further tvra severely damaged# The barracks of the
submarine flotilla and the general supply depots were com
pletely destroyed# At Pomjgliano several Alfa - Roneo v/ork—
shops and eight He#323 aircraft were destroyed, while eight
others were severely damaged# After 12 June the Strategic
Air Force turned its attention to airfields and harbours and
lines of communications in Sicily, Sardinia and Italj'-,
Notable among these attacks is that on 18th on the harbour
at Olbia when 105 B#26's, the largest force of the type to
operate in any area at tiiat date, scored hits on three
ligV.s# One steaiuer was sunlc while two steamers, the wharf,
the landing stage, H#Q# vrere hit# This day saw the enemy's
most intensive effort to intercept the Allied bombers# The
marsha,lling yards at Naples, Oancello, Salerno, and
Battipaglia were successfully bombed on 21 June# The enemy
reaction roaotion to the growing strength of Allied
raids varied considerably# V/hereas on 25th I36 B#l7's
despatched to attack Messina were attacked by close on a
hundred enemy fighters, on 29th 109 B,l7's attacking Leghom
met no opposition#
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The Air Offensive Intensified

N»A.»T»A.»F«9 The operations of the Tacticail Air Force" during the month
0#R,B» _ of Julyi can he divided irjtp" the fpilowing phasesj all ofviiich
Appendices formed part of operation .'^Husliy'. and involved heavy scale air
July 1943 . effort in support of TXmibi^ operatians aimed at the capture

of Sicily:-

(a) The initial phases 1 July - 8 July# Counter enemy
air actionj the "bombing of landii^ grounds in Sicily
in conjunction with the Strategid Air Force#

("b) The assault phases 9 July - 14 July# 1/laximum
effort hy fighters and fighter-horiibers to assist
the bonibing operations#

(°) Intermediate phase; 15 July - 3-1 July• Continued
effort by fighters and fighter-bombers directed
against enemy communication targets# Bombers
eriiployed by day# at AriJiy request# on similar targets
and by night uiainly against road movement or selected
static objectives# .

Tteoiighout all these phases the operation of the Tactical
and Strategical Air Forces were closely co-ordinated# From
D-Daj': two Lightning G-roups were allocated to the Tactical
Air Force from the Strategic Air Force# Diu'ing the month the
opposition of the Axis Air Force steadily decreased# and as a
result the Allies were able to direct a greater proportion of.
the air effort against ground targets#

The Air Officer Oonmiaaiding the Tactical Air Force
accompanied the Fifteenth Army Croup Headquetx^ers to Malta on
D minus four day and directed the engployment of the air forces
located in Ivlalta throu^ the Air Officer .Conmaiiding Malta and

. returned to the maLinland on D plus six d^# The operations
from the mainland were controlled by the Tactical Air Force
Headquarters at La Itosa which v/ere in continuous contact with
the Air Officer Oommanding-in-Chief at the Mediterranean Air
Oommand Post # •

The Initial Phase

By July the 33rd Fighter Croup (Kittyhawk) Imd.been moved
to Pantelleria and the 3^ffb Fighter Croup (Spitfire) to Cozo
Island. By 3 July all Spitfire units had been transferred
to# and placed# (until they moved to Sioily) under the
operatioiial control of the Air Officer Oommanding Malta# for
their part ia operation The fighter-bombers of
XII Air Support Oommand# the bombers of the Tactical Bomber
Force# and the 324th Fighter Croup# reraained stationed on
landing grounds in- the Oap Ben area#

From.these airfields operations by the Tactical Barber
Force began on 1 July on a small scale# covered by Kiotyhawks
based in North Africa# making daily raids on landing grounds
in western Sicily# while Mustangs of XII Air ̂^pport Ooim-.iand
bombed Cerman troop concentrations reported in the Marsala
area# These raids were opposed by enemy fighters vrfiich
oaitinued to operate throughout t^iis pnase from tliree landing
grounds in v/estem Sicily# Sweeps were made from Malta over
the south-eastern end of the island v/ith the object of wearing
down the enemy fighters and affording cover for the medium ̂ d
heavy bombers of the Strategic Air Force based in North Africa
during the preliminary bombing of Axis landing grounds in the
Comiso and Gerbini axeas#
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On 3 July operations were intensified and despite
intense 'flak' over enemy airfields repeated attacks were
made by aircraft of the TacticaJL Bomber Force escorted by
Kittyhawks of the 33rd and 324th Fighter Groups (U.S.).
Eleven Bostons of the 47th Bonber Group dropped nineteen
300 lb. bombs and one hundi'ed and fifty 20 lb. fragmentation
bombs on Sciacca which startled a large fire followed by a
series of explosions.

At Miloj 12 Bostons# and 12 Baltimores of Wo»3
(SJI.A.F,) Bomber Wing scored hits on aircraft shelters and
damaged the landing area of the airfield. Thirty-six
Mitchells of the 340th Bomh^ Group dropped 3OO lb. and
230 lb. bombs on Comiso. Twelve Kittyhawks of the 33rd
Fighter Group escorting the raid on Sciacca engaged 12 to 15
Me, 109' s which singly and determinedly attacked the bombers#
ignoring their ovm. 'flak'# and, followed them for twenty
miles out to sea 011 their return journey. The escorts to
the raid on Milo were intercepted before reacliing the target
by 12 lie. 109's and F.W.I90's. 324bh Fighter Group's
Kittyhawks engaged successfully# but in the second attack
two Baltimores were shot down as the bombers were reforming.
At the end of the day claims were made of four Me.109*3
destroyed and five damaged. Allied losses were four
Baltimore^ one Boston# and one Kittyhawk.

That night the Tactical Bomber Force# helped by a
v/axing moon# began an increased scaJLe of effort against
airfields. Oomiso was attacked by I5 Bostons of Mo.326 ViTing
and 22 Mitchells of the I2th (U.S.) Ba-ib. Group. One
hundred and forty-eight 250 lb.# .one hundred and twenty
40 lb.# and fifty-six 300 lb. bombs -vTere dropped as well as
seven hundred 24 lb. incendiaries.' One Boston and two
Mitchells were lost.

The next day# 23 Bostons of 47fch (U.S.) Bomb. Group
successfully bombed Sciacca despite meeting with 20 enemy
aircraft aver the target area. Forty-six Mitchells of the
I2th and 47th (n.S.) Bomb. Group raided Comiso# and at Milo
12 Baltimores of Wo.232 Wing started a large fire on the
airfield on which 40 siiigle—engined and twin-engined air
craft were seen. Tv;enty-four Mustangs of the 27th (U.S.)
Bomb. Group also shot up the airfields at Milo and Sciacca
encountering heavy 'flak'. Twelve Mustangs from the same
group stiafed the airfield at Castelvetrano. The escort to
the bombing raids on Sciacca and Milo# some 60 Kittyhavdcs of
the 324th (U.S.) Fighter Group were attacked by more tlian 30
Me.109's and ten M.C.202's, Seven eneiay aircraft were
claiiiied destroyed or damaged for the loss of four Kittyhawks.

The Strategic Air Force bombed the Catania - Gerbini
area from IIOO hours until I700 hours# escorted by relays of
Spitfires from Malta. Strong enemy fighter opposition \/as
encountered and by the end of the day nine enemy aircraft
were claimed for the loss of tliree Spitfires,

At night 24 Bostons# 6 Baltimores and 23 Mitchells
released 39 tons of boiiibs on Sciacca landing—ground.
Pathfinders illuminated the target prior to the attack and
incendiaries kept the illumination going but the bombing was
raoher scattered owing to bad visibility. Some enemy night
fighters were seen but no contact was established.

On 5 July Fortresses of the Strategic Air Force attacking
the main airfield at Gerbini encountered over 100 enemy air
craft and claimed to have destroyed 43 of these against the
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loss of three Fortress airoraffco Thirty-six Mitchells of the
340th (lT*S«) Bomb* G-roup borobed Coiaiso with two hundred and
eighty-seven 250 lb.> and one hundred and tvrenty-six 300 lb»
bombs meeting slight opposition from Six erienQr airdrafb. In
the affcemoon 24 Mitchells' of the I2th (U,S«) Bombi Group
dropped one hundred and ninety^foui:* 250 Ibi ahd ninety-six
300 1b,k bombs on Biscari lahdic^ gfoundi Malta controlled
fighters escoirted both these raids* Thirty—six Mustangs of
the 27th (U*S*) Bomb, Group v/ere unable to locate Sciacca
landing ̂ oimd o\/ing to liase, Tvrelve of these bombed the
harbour instead while the remainder attacked railway bridges
but claimed no hits. On the night of the 5/6 July 21
Mitchells and 7 Bostons bombed Biscari, Fires were seen in
the target, area and an aivimunition dump v/as exploded. Twelve
Bostons and five Baltimores raided Milo, Pathfinders again
illuminated the targets and several enemy night fighters ■were
seen.

The nexb day#-6 July# 86 tons ofbcanbswere dropped by
Bostons# Baltimores and Mitchells on Scia.Gca# Milo# Comiso
and Biscari, Seventy Kittyhawks provided an escort to the
Hilo/Sciaooa raids where no opposition was met; four Me,109's
intercepted the raid on Comiso but without result. The
Strategic Air Force again attacked Gerbini landing grounds and
made another raid on Biscari, Very hea"vy 'flak' was reported
over all these targets except at Gerbini, Five separate
sorties were, made by a total of 59 Mustangs on eneny radar
stations. The .bombing was reported as successful and several
direct hits were claimed, ' The weather was bad on the night
of the 6/7 July so that -fche Tactical Bomber Force made
only one raid in which seven tons of bqinbs were dropped on
Soiacca,

During the nexb day (7bh) the Force raided Milo# Biscari#
Oomiso and Ohinisia/Borizzo airfields vrith excellent results.
Twenty-four Kittyhawks of the 324th Fighter Group escorting
the Bosbons to Ohinisia Borizzo successfully intercepted 12
Me,109!s, , Earlier in the day 24 aircrafb of the sarae group
together with 23 Kittyhawks of the 323bh (U#So) Group
(Ni#AoS0A^,) escorted the Baltimores to Milo, These
encountered 11 Me,l09's and M,C,202's and. foiled an attack
on the bombers. Four enemy aircraft were claimed for the
loss of one Allied fighter.

The attack on the radar station at liar sola was continued
by seven Mustangs, Photographs(l) showed tliat the area had
been heavily cratered# the Freya middle station damaged# and
the Giant V/urzburg probably damaged by near misses, Porto
Empedpcle was also attacked by Mustangs of the 27th (TJ,S,)
Bombi Group and claims "were made for "two direct hits on gun
positions. In the night V/ellingtons of the Strategic
Air Force bombed Oomiso and Catania causing fires and
explosions# while the Tactical Bomber Force dropped 26 tons
of bombs on Comiso and Sciacca airfields.

On the 8th 111 tons of bombs were dropped on Sciacca#
Comiso and Biscari by 12 Baltimores of Eb,232 Wing, 11
Bostons of 110,85 Squadron# 46 Mitchells of the 340bh (UcS,)
Bonib, Group and 24 Mitchells of the I2th (tlnS,) Bomb', Group,
Thirty-six Kittyhawks of No,342 Group escorted the Baltimores
to Sciacca and in the afbernoon 35 Kittyhawks from the same

(1) Taicen by the 111th (TJ»S,) Squadroni
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Croup escorting Bostons were attacked over Sciacca iDy raore
tha-i 35 Me.109*8 and F.\7«190*S» Seven eneiay aircrafb
v/ere reported destroyed or damaged for the loss of tliree
Kittyhawks plus one daraaged.

Fortresses of the Strategic Air Force made a series
of attacks on Gerhini and its satellite landing grounds
escorted by Lightnings. One sortie vxas attacked by 20
Me,l09*s^ but the others were not opposed. Fifty-nine
Strategic Marauders also attacking Gerbini v/ere attacked by
tYro Me.109*8 and claimed to have destroyed one of them.
Twenty-four Lightnings strafed radstr stations at Pachino
peninsula and one to the south of Catania. Mustangs had a
very successful day in strafing and bombing attacks on
railY/ay junctions? road intersections? po\Yer plants and
radar targets. By the end of the day 15 enemy aircraft
were claimed as destroyed? the Allied total losses being tY/o
Kittyhawks? one Vtfellington and two Portresses,

Intelligence reported tliat three more satellite landing
grounds were in use at Gerbini and a new landing ground
near Canicatti liad been discovered. At night 67 V/ellingtons
of the Strategic Air Force raided Catania? Comiso and Gerbini
airfields and the Tactical Bomber Force dropped 34 tons of
bombs on Milo and Sciacca.,

The next day? the 9 July (D minus one day) activity
was confined to the morning when 73 tons of bombs were
released on Sciacca? Milo and Biscari by 32 Bostons of the
47bh (U.S.) Bomb. Group. Eight enemy aircrafb were
encountered? one of vAiich "was destroyed and three damaged.
One Boston was lost and seven damaged, *FlaJc* over Sciacca
aiid Hilo was reported as intense and accurate. A suspected
enemy headquarters at Taorming, Y/as attaclced by Mustangs of
the 27^h and 86th (U.S.) Fighter Groups. One hundred and
eighty—six 600 lb. bombs were dropped Yn.th good results and
direct hits Y/ere made on the hotel which accommodated the
enemy staffs. Fifty—four Maurauders raided Palazsolo?
Piazza and Ambuni without loss. Twenty-tliree Lightnings
bombed the Pozzallo area and the radar station at Cape
Passero. In all 23 enemy aircraft vrere claimed as destroyel
or damaged for the loss of ten Allied aircraft.

N.A.T.A.P. ^ -A-S a result of this phase of the operations the enemy
Iht./Opsum force was minly confined to the use of Hilo and Sciacca
No.90. airfields in the west and the Gerbini airfields in the east.
AeH»B«/lIJ*| / Castelvetrano? Palermo? Chinisia/feorizzo and Biscari YiTere

311/4/^ practically abandoned. The enemy fighters v/ere virtuallydefeated and enemy air opposition largely neutralized by
losses and by the damage to the Sicilian airfields. The
enemy* s communication facilities for the supply and
reinforcement of Sicily had been seriously impaired.

As the Allies moved into the Sicilian airfields after
the invasion they were able to count the number of enemy
aircraft left behind on the landing grounds for various
reasons. ^ The total number ainounted to nearly one thousand
^id comprised for the most part German single-engined and
twin-engined fighters Y^ith Me.l09*s much in the majority?
augmented by a good many Italian aircraft especiallv
J'IoC,200»sand 202»s-,
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The following in-stances are citedj*-

Airfield Niiniber of Aircraft Remarks

Sclacca 122 . Half German and half
Itallan.

Castelvetrano 121 Rather more German than

Italian.

Comlso 108 Very few Italian.

Bia»rl 35 Najmrity PeVU190is.

Mile 130 Only a few I talian.

Chlnfsla/Borlzzo 90 A number of Me.llOls.

Ibid

O-R^B-s

Apf 's

It is of course possible that some of these aircraft
had been destroyed or rendered unserviceable by the enemy to
prevent them falling into Allied hands© But the results were
the same and can be fairly described as losses 'due to enemy
action©'

Strategic Night Bombing 1 July - B Day© ' '

On 1 July the objectives of No©205 Group^^^ were the
marshalling yards and military ijistallations at Palermo and
Cagliari# On the 2nd Trapani and Olbia# on the.3rd Trapani
and Cagliari were ordered but bad Weather conditions were
forecast for Oagliari so that the -v/nole effort was diverted
to Trapani while three aircraft from No#331 Wing distributed
a million leaflets over Romeu

On the 4-th night attacks were made on shipping in Catania
harbour and on'.the landing ground at. Villacidro© Over
Catania there was lAo cloud at 11^0 feet and some more low doud
and thick haze below tnat and-the bombitig was not very
accurate. Over Villacidro the iveather was so bad that only
one aircraft claimed to-have identified the target©

The weather was still bad on the night of the 5/6 July so
that the Group effort was reduced to ten aircraft from No©236
Wing and twenty from Nos©330 .33'! Wings caiibined© These
aircraft attacked the Gerbiiii landing gl?ounds but the amount
of damage effected was probletnatical.

On the 6/7th attacks were made on Paleriiioj Villacidro,
Milis and Pablionis but bad v/eather still hampered the
operations©

On the ni^t of the "J/Qth 90 aircraft vrere^employed^ 25
■Thirty'"SiK .from No©23l Wing, 12 from No©236 Wing, 26" from
No©330 Vfing and aomo numbor from No,331: Wing. Nos© 23I
aiid 236 V/ihgs attacked the Gerbini landing grounds and
buildd^s were seen to be on fire but results generally were
unobserved© '

N.A,A.P.
Order of Battle
15 June 19/0.

(90918)W

(1) N0.2Q5 Mediion Bomber Group (Wellington) under the command of Air Conmodore
Ja H. T© Simpson msf at the end of June composed of the following
unlts:-

Nos. 3,7|_^o» and 70 Squadrons#
No» 104 Squadron,

No#231 Wing
No.236 Wing
No,330 Wlng(l) Nos. Il|2 and 150 Squadrons,
No«331 WlngCl) (RsC^A.P#) Nos. k2kf and kS5 Squadrons, and Noo2Mobile Photographic, unit (detached from the 3rd Photo"

graphic Group), This Group operated under the control of
the Strategic Air Porce Its role being night bombing,
night photography, and the c&ropplng of leaflets© Its
airfields were located in the Kalrouan area.
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Catania airfield v/as attacked by 27 aircraft of Ho«33'^
Wing, Most of the crews identified the target visually vri-th
flares and were satisfied tiiat the bombing was successful#

Twenty-four Vfellingtons of Nos,330 231 V^ings
attacked Coraiso aii'field, but only seven crev^s olaaiaed that
the bombing had been at all accurate.

The next night 8/9th the same targets were again
ordered to be attacked by a total of ninety aircraft. Three
waves of 10 aircraft each were to attack the airfields at
Gerbinij Catsaiia and Comiso exactly at the times allocated
namely at 2320> 0145> an^ 0230 hours. Haze again made
identification of targets difficult but 21 aircraft succeeded
in finding and bonibing Gerbini> 25 attacked Catania and 26
bombed Comiso, Only the Comiso attack was regarded as a
'fairly certain success'j most of the other aircraft on the
other tv/o targets bombed on 'estii.iated positions'. Two
Wellingtons were reported as missing as a result of all these
night operations.

On the night of the 9/10th July (D minus one day)# over
100 Wellingtons of ITo,205 Group operated. Fifty-five
attacked the Syracuse Isthmus in clear weather and good
visibility. All bombs were reported to have been dropped
in the target area though 'no other results v/ere noticeable,'
Five Wellingtons attacked the seaplane base there most success*
fully# direct hits being obtained including one on a hangar.
Nineteen aircraft bombed Catania and bursts were seen
across the tovm and docks but 'results were not seen.' In
addition# 15 Wellingtons attacked suspected enemy concen
trations at Palazzolo# Caltanissetta# Oanicatti and
Caltagirone, Very little opposition was encountered and
good fires were started.

Protection of 'Husky' Convoys,

^itfire sq.uadrons based on Malta provided fighter
cover and also escort for approximately 2#000 ships \^ich
converged on Malta from the west # south# and south-east
during their approach to Sicily, The general plan v^as to
employ tv/o-thirds of the available fighter effort on the
close escort of the convoys v^en they came within 50 miles
west of the south of Malta, The remainder of the fighter
force v/as employed over enemy airfields in the south of
Sicily# giving close escort and top cover to bomber forma
tions operating from north-west Africa, These coaaitments
required each squadron to fly tv/o squadron sorties during
the day# vdiich lefb the pilots and ground crews fresh for
the assaii^t on the following days. None of the
convoys were attaclcnd from the air during the hours of
daylight f nor v/ere they reconnoitred.

To protect the convoys after dark, fighter intruders
operated throughout the night over occupied enemy airfields
in Sicily and southern Italy, A,I, equipped Beaufighters
and half a squadron of AqI, Mosquitos were employed through
out the night on a service between the enemy airfields and
the advanciiig convoys. These aircraft operated under the
G,C,I, Stations operating on Malta# and also under the
G,C,I. Station carried in the Tank Landing ships.
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Opemtions of the Tactical Air Foa^oe at the beginning of the
Aasault phase♦

On 9 July (D minus one day) Tactical Air Force fighter-
"bombers concentrated on objectives calculated to dislocate the
enemy* s conuiiunications and to prevent the movement of enemy
resejTves to the assault area# During the day road and rail
transport# the enemy headquarters at Taormina# anti-aircra^
positions and port facilities on the south coast were the main
objectives# Attacks on airfields and enemy occupied towns
behind the launching beaches vrere made by the Tactical Bomber
Force ^d the Strategical Air Force# Much air fighting took
place ^d claims were made that ten Me#l09*s and one F#W#190
had been destroyed# An additional 12 Me#109's were reported
as damaged# The Allies lost four Bostons# four Kittyhawks
and two Mustangs#

During the nigiit the Tactical Bomiber Force concentrated
operations in raids on ililo airfield# vriiere a petrol dump fire
v/as started which coxild be seen from seventy miles away; other
good fires v/'ere started as a result of another raid on Sciacca.
Diversions in connection with the dropping of paratroops and
bombing of the communication centres at Cainicatti# Caltagirons#
Palazaolo and Niscemi v/ere undertaicen "^Tith excellent results;
targets being located- in.a clear moonlight night and many fires
being staj^ted# An incendiary attack on Ponte Olivo to malce a
beacon for the paratroops was highly successful# Duim:y para
chutists were dropped by the Tactical Bomber Force in the
Ponte Olivo area aaid near Catania#

Ibid

The Pre-dawn Airborne Assault •

The seaborne invasion# timed to begin at first light on
10 July# was preceded by an airborne assault by the Troop
Carrier Ooinnjand# (Operation Ladbroke and Husky l).

The object of the Ladbroke sortie was to release glider-
borne troops of the British First Division (Airborne) to
attack and hold strategic positions south of Syracuse# One
hundred and thirty-seven towcrafb- hauling the same nuinber of
gliders'were eraployed# taking off from airfields in the neigh-
bovu'hood of Kairouan# Fighter . cover was provided by
Beaufighters# Hurricanes# and Airacobras of the First Air
Defence V/ing (Malta)# No aircraft was lost but a "vdnd
stronger than had been expected imade operations hazardous and
50 gliders failed to re-.ch the siaore# As a diversion to
Ladbroke# and seventy minutes before release titie# Catania was
subjected to a naval bombardment and an air attack by 11
h'ellingtoris. Forty minutes later dummy parachutists were
dropped by the Tactical Boraber force as has already been
described#

The object of Husly I was to drop parachute troops of the
American 82nd Airborne Division to neutrailize pill-boxes and
gun positions and hold strategic points in the Gela area# Two
hutidred and twenty-six Dakotas escorted by fighters of the
First Air Defence V/ing were employed and only eight aircraft
failed to return# Diversionary bonibing and the dropx)ing of
dummies was also employed for this sortie and Malta provided
visual and radio aids for both operations#

Both these airborne-operations v/ere a comparative
failure# but the few airborne troops and parachutists who
landed in the right places at the right time contributed to
the success of the landings#(l)

(90918)50
(1) See A#H#B. l-bnograph, 'Airborne Forces' - A.P«323i*
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Further Air Operations on the night 9 - '^0 Jiily

From Ivlalta during the night, Hosquitos intruded against
enemy bomber airfields in Sicily and Italy to screen the
approaching invasion forceSo Hurricanes operated against
searchlights in south-eastern Sicily to cover the parachute
landings and Beaufighters and Mosquitos flew covering patrols
off the Sicilian coast. Although two Hurricanes failed to
return, no enemj'" reaction was reported.

At the same tiae 12 Fortresses, equipped with anti-
radar devices preceded the two main parachute attacks over
the coast of Sicily and then kept up a continuous patrol at
a distance of about eight miles from the coast at a height
of about 1,000 feet, between Licata and j^yracuse. In
addition six v/ellingtons also equipped with anti-radar
devices XDatrolled 30 miles from the coast between the same
places and at a height of 8-10,000 feet. By these means
it was hoped tloat the enemy radar would, be rendered
ineffective,

Eneiiy Air Reaction on the nl^t 9«"10 July

Extracts from Service log on the night of the
9/10 July show that G-erman aircraft were active. At
22,10 hours a night fighter reported having sighted five
bombers * apparently full of people.' At 00,13 hours a
reconnaissance aircraft reported the presence of an Allied
convoy ten miles south—west of Licata steering an easterly
course. At, 00,20 hovirs another reported one Allied convoy
50 miles south of Sciacca which had been seen at about mid
night, At 03,20 hours 20 ships and 250 smaller crafb were
reported betv/een Malta and Sicily at 02,20 hours. At OA,2iO
hours a German recoiinaissance aircraft sighted several large
ships off the coast and dropped flares. Finally at 05,35
hours a German bomber broadcast a warning of tue presence of
Spitfires,
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CKAPPER 3

THE ASSAUEiC AM) ADVANCE TO CATANIA

To take Sicily the.Allies had to deal with an enen^y
air force and anay of considerahle potential strength and
with an Italian Navy whose inpotence thou^ su^^ected could
not he relied upon# The enemy had 267,000 Italian and
60,000 Gremian front line troops making in all five good
quality coastal divisions and six field divisions# Enemy
armoured strength consisted of 180 German tanks and
another 150 poor quality Italian armoured fitting
vehicles. These forces were disposed so that the poorer
quality troops held the coastline v/hile the better field
divisions were left in reserve inland to deal with any
threatened attack.

In the air the Axis had over 300 German fighters,
approximately 130 Geiman filter bombers and ground attack
aircraft plus nearly 200 Italian filters based in Sicily
and the Toe of Italy, while within easy reach on Sardinia
were a fu27ther 70 German and 130 Italian fighters. The
Axis long range bomber force in southern and central Italy
consisted of approximately 300 Gennan and 150 Italian bombers,
!In the event of an invasion the Axis could call on rein
forcements from some 40O Italian fighters based in central
and northern Italy and over 100 German filters which were
d^loyed in the Ballcans# The long range bomber force coiald
be augmented by a further 100 Grerraan bombers in noirth-west
Italy and southern Prance and approximately the same nu^er
of Italian bombers which were based in northern Italy#vv
These were strong forces but it remained to be seen whether
the enemy would be able to keep soi*viceable sufficient
airfields for their employment against the Allies#

Axis preparations

On 7 July, General Galland, the Luftwaffe A.0#C#
Fighters, was reported to have joined Feldmarschall
Kesselring and General Richthof en^ at the German Air
Force Headquarters in southern Sicily and Axis reports on
8 July stated that the Allied preparations were complete
and that a landing was probable within forty-ei^t hours#
The enemy, however, could not be certain of the Allied
objective. He knew when but not where# Even after the
first blow had fallen the Axis did not know v/here to expect
the second and as late as 10 July the *Transocean* reported
that the main wei^t of the Allied attack was against
western Sicily#

This uncertainty was reflected in the wido^read
areas covered prior to the invasion by Ju. 88 reconnaissance
aircraft which patrolled the whole of the Mediterranean
between the north Algerian coast and the southern approaches
to Greece and Crete# Curiously enou^, Malta appears to
have been neglected and the only attempt at reconnaissance
before D-Day was on 2 July when seven enemy filters made
a fast high flying sweep over the island. Prisoners -

(1) See Appendices for G.A.P. Order of Battle and I#A#F#
Strength.

(2) Commander . of Luftflotte 2 in the Central ivliediterranean.
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taken later - reported that at I600 hours on the 7th a Ju* 88
based at iProsinone took off from C3rotono, its advanced land'^
ing ground, to search for invasion units north and cast of
Malta, but owing to engine trouble crashed into the sea.
In spite of fair weather conditions, it appears that the
first sitting of the Allied assembled invading forces was
just before inidnij^t on D minus one day when an Allied convoy
was reported 15 miles south of Licata and steering an
easterly course. Italian prisoners stated that their
divisional headquairbers had broadcast a state of alarm
following the report of a convoy having been seen heading
for Syt^acuse.

The enemy's lack of preparation and his failure to
reconnoitre the Allied forces v/as demonstrated by the
statement of an Italian infantryman captiared near Pachino
who said that althou^ a state of alarm had. been declared,
similar alarms had been given so ma:^ times previously that
no exceptional measures were taken, (v

By D-Day, the enemy had only about 200 fighters in
Sicily. Five days earlier, enemy fighter strength had
been about 340 but by D-Day many of these had been driven
north by the North African bombers and their fighter escorts
from Malta. The 200 fi^^ters present were evenly divided
between the south-eastern and nortb-westem airfields®
Frantic attempts had been made in the preceding weeks to
build an airfield at Licata and to construct more landing
strips at Gerbini and new ones at Termini and Carcitella
but the airfield shortage had remained acute and during
the Allied bombing raids German fighters on patrol had often
found that they had no serviceable airfield to v/hich they
could return and land. This led to a considerable curtedl-
ment of the enemy filter effort.

The Approach to Assault Beaches

The armada beting the invasion forces converged on
Malta during the morning of 9 July, D minus one day. Some
2,000 ships ranging from battleships and large troop tran^carfcs
to L.C.T.s and motor launches, moved steadily towards the
island from the west, the south, and the south-oast. As

A.H.B./IIJ5/ each convoy came within 50 miles of ii/ialta, so fighter cover
101/5 was provided continuously throu^out the hours of dayli^t.

The skies for a large radius round the island swarmed r/ith
Spitfires but no enemy attack materialised. Some two-
thirds of the available day fighter force was employed
continuously on the work of shipping protection. The
remainder were used in close support and tcp cover to
bombers operating from Libya and Tunisia against enemy
airfields.

The Assault

The seaborne invasion was timed to reach the beaches

at dawn. The area of Sicily chosen for the attack was
the south-east comer of the island. Ei^t beaches had
beon chosen, and each had been given a code name. They
were as follows;-

(1) On 8 July a general alarm had been sent out and
cancelled and the same procedure had been observed
again on the 9tho
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(^) Acid North: from Cape Murrc di Porco to Avola.

(ii) Acid South.! from a point south of Avola to a
point half way betvifeen Calabemado and Marzamemift

(iii) Bark East; a shoirb stretch of coast northwards
from Aiarzamemi.

(iv) Bark Middle; from Cape Passero to Cape Gorrentio

Bark ¥est! from Pozzallo eastward to a point on
the coast south of Pachino.

(vi) Cent; from IfeiTpina eastward up the coast for
some twenty miles.

(vii) Diner ' a short stretch of coslst on either side
•  ■ of Gela«' ■

Joss;; a longer stretch on either side of Licata.

Beaches numbers (i) (v) were to be assaulted by troops
from the Brit i^. Eighth ijrmy under General Mont gomery> air
defence being. supplied by ten R.A.P. Spitfire squadrons
based on Malta# Beaches numbers (vi) - (viii) were to be
attacked by the American Seventh iinny under General Patton,
air defence being given at beach (vi) by five R.A#P. I^tfiie
squadrons based on Malta. At beach (vii) the 31st Pinter
Group (U.S.) equipped v«rith Spitfires and based on the Island
of Gozo >Tere to protect the landings, and'at beach (viii)
the iimerican 33rd Fighter Group (Farhawks) based on the
Island of Pantelleria werO' to perform the same service.

The landings at. Acid INTorth and South were to be made
with the; object of capturing the port of Syracuse. The
Bark landings objectives were the taking of the landing
ground at Pachino and support of the Acid assaults. The
Cent landings were to be liiade to capture the Comiso airfield
and the Dime landings to take the landing grounds at Ponte
Olivo, Biscari. and Gela# : At. Licata the. task was to capture

.  the port and the nearby landing ground.

The British-Landings at. Acid and Bark Bea.ches

The seaborne invasion forces arrived off the Sicilian
coast shortly before O63O hours on 10 July .1943,, and at
once under cover of. heavy fire from the Eastern Naval Task

,  . . Force began to get troops ashore. Opposition to the Ei^th
w T HIQ confined to elements' of an Italian Division whicdiP.J.118 were overcome with ease; their morale was low and no real
^  effort .was made. to. oppose the landings. In the 5th Division

sector a field, of Teller mines .had been laid, but the
Italics had not; armed them, ;while other mined areas still
exhibited wamiaig signs. . Brisonefs voluntarily helped to
land stores and amtnunition. ■

There had. been little air activity, ' At about 1015
hoT^s ten Ju. 88's and some Po¥.190's attacked ineffectively
o^^Pping in the. Acid sector. In the afternoon a few more
attacks were made but in the evening beaches ships in
nearly all sectors were boiiibed thou^ very little damage was
done. At ̂ out 2205 hours the hospital ship Talamba lying
more than five, miles out off the Cassibile beaches and fully
illuminated was bombed and sunk.

Considering the size of the forces landed, the unfavour
able weather, and the potentialities of the defences, the
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^  .. ftssault Y/as acconiplished with ye^ small losses in men and
material# The British casualties of all kinds were about
800 of vrhich 500 vrere suffered by the First Airborne Division.

The American landings on Cent^ Dime and Joss beaches

The Seventh Arr^ met vdth greater difficulties and
serious air qptposition. At 02lt3 hours on D-Day the first

/  ' waves landed on the beaches under machine gun and medium
artillery fire# Supporting vyarships fired rodcets at the

A#F#H#Q# batteries and destroyers engaged enemy searchli^ts# It
5^1 SA. was noted that the enemy edlr force mobile beacon near

Scoglitti was still in operation assisting the return of
Axis aircraft i

At 0422}. hours Me#109*s, Ju#88*s and Italian fighter
bombers began dropping flares and attacking the troops in the
Cent area# Dive bombers attacked the Philadelphia and
Jefferson; which compelled the cruisers to launch their
spotting aircraft# A.little later the air attack i^read
to the Joss area where the beaches and landing craft were,
shot .iq) by fighter bombers and Ju#88*s and the SentinelC V
was hit by a dive bomber and damaged# Then the I^'Iaddox was
sunk by a bomb pi the Dime area# The ships aircraft did
what they could to prevent these attacks but were naturally

.  dnable to accomplish veiy much, but the Swanson managed
to shoot down: a Ms# 110 with her anti-aircraft guns# It

.  , ' was not; until 0515 hours, that the %)itfire cover arrived
and were greeted with.heavy anti-aircraft fire from the
iiinerican ships who engaged all aircraft indiscriminately#

At 0535 hours the shore batteries opened, fire on
Biscayne who retaliated by shelling the town of Licata#

.  Other enemy batteries shelled the Dime beaches near Gela with
accuracy# By 0)326 hours ail- landings in the Cent area
were successfully accomplished^ German tanlcs advancing into
the Dime area .were fired on by the iunerican warship# But
enemy shelling, of the town and. pier at. Licata made the Joss
landings difficult#

In the early afternoon all the beaches were strafed
by M3#109*s# The Naval Commander (C#T#P#86) sent out an
urgent request for filter cover and it waa reported that
three of the cruiser's spotter aircraft (S#0#C#) had already
been shot down. . Raids by Fo\7#190's and Me#109's continued
sporadically on all the iaeaches# Ap.ti-aircraft firing was
wild and uncontrolled so muph so that at .about 12f.15 hours a
friendly Spitfire, coming in to make a forced landing in the
Cent area was accidentally shot, down in flames, by an L#S#T#

During the afternoon the Coimnander-in-Chief,
Mediterranean arrived in the area and urgent representations
were made to him for more effective air support# But the
enemy.continued to make -attacks from greater altitiades#
At 1530 hours the 1st .Infantry Division reported that it
had been subjected to dive boiribing for over two hours and

. made request for. more filter .cover# Enemy air attacks
continued throu^out the ni^t and at 0635 hours the next
morning, i# e« 11 th,^. transport s in the Dime area were
attacl{;ed by th3^eeh':4ive bombers#^ They achieved a near
miss oh the f lag^ip . Monrovia -and damaged the transport
ships Bamett^ .Orizaba and Dickman# . -

(1) She sank five hours later#
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At 0738 hours the filter cover arrived just after yet
another raid on the Joss beaches had been coiiipleted» But
at 0810 hours another six enemy aircraft again raided the
Joss shipping and sank L»S«T»158 by a direct hit. Shortly
after, this the Savannah reported the loss of all her spotting

. aircraft. At about 1012 hours eneiny artillery and tanks
began to fire on the transport ships but T/ere silenced by
fire from the \7arships.

Air raids continued until at 1546 hours the Dime area
was attacked by 16 P.¥.200 and He.Ill bombers acconpanied
by about ei^t filters. The filters came in low to
shoot up the beaches, while the bonibers made a hi^ level
attack on the shipping. Several, fires were stairfced on the
beaches, and the Robert Rowan, a Liberty ship loaded with
ammunition, was hit and went on fire.

The raiding continued. Enemy formations of 16 or
more aircraft continually attacked the shipping including a
convoy from the Joss beach after it had left Licata for
Bizerta. iifter dark the Dime area, where the Robert Rowan
T/as still burning brightly, was again attacked. At 2220
hours when yet another raid was developing the night
filters arrived and dij^ersed it. iuiother attacdc in the
Gent area was also driven off at 2250 hours. . But at 2310
hours there was a low flying attack on the Cent beaches,'
and another at 2335 hours on the Dime area. Just before
midnight the 1st Infantry Division reported that heayy
bombing had been experienced in the Dime sector and that the
damage had been serious and costly and made requests again
for more fighter protection.

Early the following morning (D plus two i.e. 12th)
the .1 st. D^antry Division captured Pente Olivo landing
ground, V / the taking of those at Comiso^ and Ragusa had
already been reported, but 'hit and run' raids were continued
by the enemy for the rest of that day.

The contrast bet-ween the air opposition offered to the
British and American landings is most -interesting. It
suggests that the Axis expected a landing in the western
part of the island and had made preparation to meet it.
It is suzprising to note the large number of sorties the
enemy were able to make in view of the heavy scale bombing
to which their airfields had been subjected in the
preliminary phase of operation Husky, and finally one is
forced to conclude that the iimerican fighters failed in
their task of protecting the shipping and the troops on the
beaches.

Air cover

p had been decided in view of the expected enemy \
reaction that lliialta based fighters should operate at one
squadron strength (12 aircraft) but, as at this strength
no continuous cover of all beaches was possible throughout
the 16 hours of .daylight, the following programmes were
agreed:-
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(1) Valuable underground bulk fuel storage tanks were found
at Ponte OUvo on D plus 3 i.e. I3 July with a capacity
of 42,000 gallons.-

(2) A cache of 16,000 gallons of oil and 13,000 gallons of
petrol was discovered at Comiso on 18 July. (Seventh
imny Summary of Operations).
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(a) Gontinuous filter cover over two beaches throu^out
dayli^t.

(b) Ml landing areas to have continuous protection
for the first two hours of daylight, from 1030 to 1230
hours and from 1600 to 1730 hours, and for the last one
and a half hours of dayli^t.

(c) A Reserve 'Zing tp be kept at a high degree of
readiness to "reinforce patrols as needed.

On the day of the invasion Spitfires and Kittyhawks
flew 1,092 sorties. The"cover proved effective and the
actual number of ships successfully attacked by enemy
aircraft was. only twelve# Most of these losses occurred in
the Joss and Dime areas over which the air attack was

stronger than on other beaches and where the anchoring of
ships as far as • six miles out from' the shore had over
stretched the filter patrols and enabled the enemy to get
throiigh the screen.

Allied air activity on D-D^ (iO July 1943)

Malta records ̂ ow that on D-Day only one engagement
took place between the eheiiy and the American fighter units.
Ten Warhawks of the 33rd Pinter Group patrolling over the
beaches east of Licata during the late afternoon saw some
14 Me.l09*s dropping boinbs on the shipping from about 8,000
feet. The Warhawks engaged the enemy and claimed to have
shot. down two and damaged two more. Eleven ̂ itfires of
No. 242 Squadron (No. 322 "Wing) had their first fi^t of
the day at OZ|50 hours, when a He. 111 machine gunning the
landing cr^t was shot down in flames. A little later a
Ju#88 was damaged, and later still one M.0.200 was shot down.
No.93 Squadron (N0.324 Wing). No. 145 Squadron ̂ No. 24^ Wing),
No. 154 Squadron (No.3^ Wing), No.92 Squadron (No.244 Wing;,
No. 1435 Squadron (Malta Wing) and Noo43 Squadron (No.324 Wing)
v/ere all engaged in air fitting during D-Day. Spitfires
claimed to have shot down 12 enemy aircraft, probably
destroyed three and damaged eleven. Allied losses were
11 airorafti-

The last action of . the day took place at 1930 hours,
when 12 Spitfires of No.229 Sqxiadron ̂ Malta Wing) on patrol
over the beaches south of Syracuse attacked, ei^t M.0»2C0's
at sea level. The Imcchi aircraft fled for home but the
Spitfires had no difficulty in overtaking them and three were
shot down and one probably destiH^yed.

iviialta Spitfires throu^out the day saw no more than a
total of 57 enemy fighters escorting their bombers whilst
their own filter effort totalled over 1,000 sorties. Enemy
effort was sli^t and dispirited, usually, he. avoided air
fighting whenever possible. The Italian filters
concentrated on standing patrol's in the Catania ̂ ea and on
the only occasion in which- they ventured to come south
were met by No»229. Squadron, with the resMts already
recorded above#

The enemy's situation

■  While German bombers wi^e mek^g ̂i^ efforts to
penetrate the Allied fighter ^cr.66h over the, beaches, other
Ju.88's were continuing-their IreconheiiBSance patrols off
Cap Bon^ in the Ionian Sea^ and. over the .battle area# The
German Oomm^d was still concerned, "with the possibility of
an invasion'of north-west Sicily. ■ But it was too late.
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iilthou^ the German idr Force was to redouble its effort on
the folloT/ing day Allied air supremacy was already assured.
By dusk on 10 July the Array had taken Syracuse^ Pachino
landing ground, and Licata. The coastal troops so far
encountered had been of poor quality.

Recognitioil difficulties

A.H.Bo/lXJ/ iln unfortunate feature of D-Day and later days was the
101/5 extent to which Allied ships fired on the patrolling

filters. Patrols had been ordered at 5-8,000 feet but
at these heists the aircraft were continually engaged by
A.A. fire. They were thus forced up to 10-14,000 feet.
Even there they Mere often fired upon. No Spitfire was
known to.have been shot down but a number were hit and
damaged.N^/ During D-Day the i\ialta Reserve Wing was
not called upon for assistance in shipping protection but it
provided cover for medium bombers attacking the south

Ibid Sicilian airfields.

The Forward Control Linlcs

lifter ni^tfall the protection of the convoys was taken
over by fighter intruder patrols v/hich throu^out the
night ranged over eneny aii^ields in Sicily and southern
Italy.

An interesting experiment Yiras tried out in controlling
these intruder aircraft, Beaufighters and Mosquitos.
Tliree G.C.I, stations, mounted on Tank Landing Ships, off
the beaches at Acid, Bark and Dime, were used as forward
links for the •G.C.I. I/Ialta. The control proved extremely
effective both on this ni^t and subsequently v/hen enemy
aircraft operated in numbers against the sliipping and
beaches.

In addition to the floating G.C.I, s, 'Headquarter
Ships' acted as foiward fighter controls, thus;

(1) Acid; Bulolo

(ii) Bark; Largs (v/ith Hilary in reserve)

(iii) Cent; Ancon

(iv) Joss and Dime; Idonrovia v/ith two subsidiary
ships Biscayne and Samuel Chase.

These Headquaarters Ships directed fighters mainly by
the 'informative' method, passing information from radar
plots or visual observations, supplemented by 'Y' service
information. They played a similar role after darkness,
handing the night fighters over to the GoC.I.s, either
floating or ashore, as necessaiy. The Filter Controllers
were linked to Malta and the other Headquarter Ships by I^^T.

By the evening of D-Day, a G.C.I, station had been
disembarked and came into operation that ni^t. This
station and the others still operating from L.S.T.s proved
of great assistance in forward filter control, effectively
ex±ending the range of the lialta control. This extension

(1) The a/a ship H.M.S. Delhi was in position off the
Acid beaches and Ho2^S. Colombo off Gela.
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was of increased value when enemy night bombers began to
operate pi growing numbers, against Syracuse, Augusta and the
Acid beaches. jilalta's ni^t intruders were extensively
enployed in this area, from the night 10/11 July onwards.

On the other hand, medium ni^f bombers from Tunisia
were frequ,ently used against Catania, Messina and
San Giovanni. In a relatively small area were mixed up
streams of night bombers and f'ighters, iillied and the
enemy's. It was inevitable that the exact filtering of
these plots occasionally broke down and several times
Allied night fighters were vectored onto their own bombers,
once or twice with fatal results. Control would have been
easier if ifelta had been kept fully informed of projected
night bomber operations by their own forces. Lacking this
information, mistakes wei'e inevitable.

On the night of IO/II July Malta's night fighters were
out over southern Siciiy, and one Mosquito of No023 Squadron
made an intruder patrol over Rome, without incident. The
force consisted of No.600 Squadron (Beaufinters), a flight
of No. 108 Squadron (Beaufinters) one flight of No.73 Squadron
(itirricanes), supported by No.23 Squadron and a fli^t of
No. 256 Squadron (both Mbsquitos). ' They claimed to have
destroyed two Ju.88's and one C^t.Z.lOO?# In addition
two Juo88's were claimed as probably destroyed.

Air activity against enemy road movements on D^Day

During the rehearsals for operation 'Husky' it had
been found tliat the rate of disembarkation of supporting
arms for the land forces had been very slow, and the Amy
had submitted that enemy movements towards the assault area
must be attacked and delayed from the air while disembarka
tion was in progress.

This proposal was made too late to be included in the
agreed air outline plan, but the cpmmitment was met by the
allocation of two groups of Li^tning fighter-bombers
(1st and 14th Fighter Groups) from the Strategic Air Force
to the Tactical idr Force for the- iassault period, to re
inforce the two IiAistang Groups (27th and 86th). The plan
for the employment of these groups was to cover the main
routes from as soon after first li^t on D-Day as possible
and attack all movement seen.

Formations of 12 aircraft were • dispatched every 30
minutes throu^out the day. For these attacks, the
Li^tning aircraft were allotted the eastern area of
Sicily and the-Mustang groups .maintained a similar programme
over the western and 'central, areas.

At the outset, targets were scarce but traffic tended
to increase as the day wore on and a large number of
mechanical vehicles were destroyed. These attacks
prevented the development of traffic and the scale of
road and rail movement was quickly reduced to small
proportions. .. During the subsequent days this employe
ment of the groups was continued widespread over the
whole island, and resulted in the deplete dislocation
of enemy, moveanent. . By ni^t. the Tactical. Bomber Force
also operated against road movement' leading to the
assault areas. In the east the enemy air force withdrew
to the Gerbini area and were quickly followed up by the
Strategic Air Force, which sent a force of 71 Fortress
aircraft to bomb the landing grounds.
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Enemy reinforcements

By the next day (11 July) the enemy had become aware
of the size and direction of the ij.lied attack and had to

consider the question of reinfordements. Of the four
Italian field divisions, two In the Paleimo and ociacca
areas >7ere retreating before the attacks of the American
Seventh Army whilst of the other two divisions in the
Syracuse and Vizzini areas, one was in process of
disintegration and the other was being pushed north along
the east coast by the British Ei^th iinnyo But in spite
of the ill success of their forces Italian reinforcement
of Sicily was negligible.

The two German divisions, thou^ suffering at first
from a. short age of mechanical transport, were more mobile
than the Italians and moved qviickly into the battle area.
l/Vhile the 15th Panzer Grenadier division moved eastwards
from the west of Sicily, the Hermann Goering division
launched a major effort to drive the Allied invaders back
into the sea.

Malta Ainalysis
of day filter
opso

A.H.B./1IJ5/
101/5
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The enemy attaclc at Gela 1-1 July

At 0800 hours, both German and Italian units counter
attacked II (U.S,) Corps, their greatest wei^t coming to
bear on the first Division near Gela, Tvirenty jvBark 17
tanks attacked towards the south on the Ponte Olivo -
Gela road, breaking throio^ the infantry and approaching
to within 1,000 yards of Gela, before being stopped by
artillery fire. Enemy infantry following the tanks was
driven off by small arms fire. Another force of about
40 tanlcs were stopped only by the combined fire of rocket
guns, anti-tank grenades, tanks and artillery, A lifter
attack by Italian infantry and ten Italian tanks was
repulsed vdth little difficulty.

These attacks lasted until about I63O hours when the
last of the day was launched down the But era road against
Gela, This attack was broken tqp by the combined action
of naval gunfire, infantry troops, and an Engineer Shore
Group which had to be taken from their beach duties and
sent into action,

.  . The left flank of these enemy attacks against II (UoS^)'
Coips extended across the Aoate river and was directed
against. the infantry of the 2f5th Division and Parachute
Combat Team, In this sector, also, the enemy attack was
repulsed. On the extreme right of the II (U,S,) Coips
front, Comiso and Ragusa were talcen. In the Licata sector,
the Division extended its beachhead beyond the town
and reached its first designated objective,

Pinter operations 11 July

,  . Air fitting began at 0505 hours on 11 Jxjily
when tivo Spitfires of Ho,43 Squadron patrolling over the
beaches south of Syracuse sighted a Ms, 210 flying north at '
5,000 feet. They chased it for 50 miles and finally
shot it down near Cape Armi,

The American Spitfire squadrons, specially those of
the 31st Fighter Group based on Gozo Island, were fully
enploy^ on preventing, enemy air attacks on Allied shipping.
No,60.(U.S.) Squadron's (33rd Fighter Group) ¥arhawks
operating from Pantelleria while on patrol over the
beaches east of Licata during the afternoon saw more than
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25 Ju.SB's attacking shipping off the Gela heacheso They
were warned by the G.C.I* too late to prevent the bombing
attack but interested the JuoSS.'s on their return journey
over Ponte Olivoi. where they claimed to have shot down
four and damaged another. On returning over the Licata
beaches another-fight devels®^ with eight Me.109's in which
one enemy aircraft was probably destroyed. As a result of
this action one Ivarhawk was reported missing and another
damaged.

At about the same time In the afternoon Spitfires of
No. 92 Squadron (Noo22i4 \7ing) while on patrol between Cape
Scalanibri and Gela saw A.A. bursts south of Gtela. Upon
investigation 12 Ju.SB's were found at 10,000 feet escorted
by 30 unidentified fighters flying stspe<3. up to 15,000 feet.
The Spitfires interested the bombers and claimed to have
shot down foiir Ju.BB's and damaged one^ for the loss of
one Spitfire missing.

iiir fighting continued all that day, the last action
late in the evening being between No. 72 Squadron (No.32A
Wing) and an enemy formation over Syracuse. Three i/UC.200*s
were shot down arid three damaged.

At the end of the day enemy casualties had risen
shaiply, the loss of only one Spitfire and one Warhawk,
Allied pilots had claimed to have shot down 28 aircraft,
probably destroyed five, and damaged sixbeen.

Air Support Operations

Between 1000 and 1100 hoirrs the Kittyhawks based on
Malta so as to provide close support for the ground forces
v/ent into action for the fii-st time. Nos.112, 3, and 250
Squadrons (No.239 Wing) escorted by No.22|.3 Squadron
(Spitfires) were despatched to attack vehicles on the
Catania - Lentini road. Twenty-two vehicles were seen
and attacked; fifty-eight 250 lb. bombs being eijqtended
with very little result. The Kittjii^/ks continued to
operate during succeeding days, but ̂itable targets were
scarce, and yumy calls for support were few.

The filter bombers (Mustang) of the 27th and B6th
Fighter Groups dropped two hundred and one 500 lb. bombs
and strafed mechanical transgport concentrations and convoys
heading south from Paleimo. Bombs Were also dropped on a
road junction at Bolognetta, and convoys and trains in
central Sicily were shot up.

The really heavy bombing, however, v/as provided by the
bombers of Strategic iilr Force. One Ixundred Fortresses
dropped 259 tons of bombs on Catania and lidlo. At Catania
explosions and fires broke out in dumps and marshalling
yards. A merchant vessel in the harbour was hit. Twenty-
two enemy aircraft were encountered of which four were
destroyed. At Milo the Fbirtresses escorted by A8
Kittyhawks bombed the ruiiifir^ ■ and dispersal area of the
airfield, they were met with intense, '♦flak*.

Caltanissetta was botflDed with'good results by 39
Mitchells. Sciacca landing ground received 42 tons of
bombs..from-35• IvfElfchells whidh were escorted to the target
by 23 Li^tnings. Gerbini satellite landing grownd number
eleven was. attadced by 23 Marauders which dropped 27 tons
of fragmentation boinbs. Not much air opposition \hb.8 met
but *flak' was reported as 'intensive* at Ribera, MEilo
andSciacca.
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Ni^t operations

A»H»B,/lIJ3/ During the night 11/12 July ifcsquitos and Hurricanes
101/5 continued intruder operations over the enemy's air "bases

in noorbh-eastem Sicily and southern Italy, One
unidentified bomber was shot down over Grot one landing
ground, but little other activity was seen# Eneny
bombers were, however, active against Allied shipping off
the landing beaches, and Jillied nigjht filters claimed to
have shot down two Ju#88's and an Hefclll and damaged a
P.IOSi

The impoi^j^t airfield at Oomiso was occupied by
Seventh Army troops during the ni^t and work was at once
started ipon it by moonli^t.

Thirty Wellingtons of the Strategic Air Forced
attacked Marsala, Trapani and iiiazzara#

A#H#B»/IU5/81 On the same night (ll/l2th) the Troop Carrier Command
launched its second, parachute attack (Husky II), aimed
at dropping paratroops of the 82nd Airborne Division in
front of the iillied forward units in the Gela area# It was
even less successful than the earlier attack and out of the
lifij. Dakotas which v/ere despatched 23 failed to return#
iiany obstacles were encountered and difficulty was
experi^ced in following the fli^t course throu^ lanes
of 'safe transit' which had to be co-ordinated Tin.th an
the combined operations of the Allied armies and navies#
The imarmoured aircraft met with intense 'flak' and
repeated attacks by eneny aircraft# It was unfortunate
that the arrival of the tran;^ort aircraft occurred at a
time when naval ships off shore were being bombed from
a hi^ altitude and some aircraft, particularly No#53
Squadron ran.fovil of naval anti-aircraft fire and losses
were severe#

In point of fact the ships were entitled to shoot at
the transpo2?t aircraft# The question of the rules for
the engagement of aircraft off the beaches, had been

5o^oA frequently debated during the planning and the orders had
been twice altered by agreement with the Air Force Staff#
As finally framed, ships were free to open fire at night
at aircraft whose approach indicated hostile intent, and
it had been agreed that if friendly aircraft were obliged
to fly over the Allied convoys they vrould do so at heights
above 6,000 feet#

iiil troop carrying aircraft had been routed in lanes
to avoid the Allied convoys on the ni^t of D minus one day,
but in the second attack on D plus three they had flown
low over the Gulf of Woto# It was understood that the
Mediterranean Air Command had obtained the agreement of
the Commander—in—Chief Mediterranean to this procedure some
hours earlier and signals had at once been sent out by the
latter to all ships and forces concerned# It was not
certain that they did in fact resudi all the merchantmen and
by an unfortunate chance a small number of eneny aircraft
were in the vicinity at the time the Allied aircraft were
approaching#

(iV TVom No#205 Group#
(2) See A,H.B# Monograph - 'Airborne Forces' - A#P#3231#
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As might have heen expected, firing started spasmodically
and soon becajne general, and it is difficult to blame the
ships for engaging low, flying enemy aircraft which appeared
to be menacing thi^ during an air raid. It was considered
that only in veiy exceptional circumstances should ships
be deprived of their right to.^en fire at low flying
aircraft approaching them and that the solution must be
always to route tran^ort aircraft clear of Allied shipping.

Further Airborne Operations

Three RmaJl and one large sceQ.e operations followed in
quick succession. The first operation (Chestnut I) took
place on the night of 1^13th and was an attenpt by two
Albemarles of No.38 Wing to drop a small detachment of the
British First Airbbrae Division detailed to attack and
harass the enemy lines of dommunication and rear areas in
north-west Sicily. /mother attenpt (Chestnut II) v/as made
on the following night on the same scale and with the same
objects. In the first operation one aircraft was lost;
in the second prearranged ground signals were not visible
and both Albemarles returned to their base. On the ni^t
13/l4th a third operation (Fustism) was launched, the object
of which was to drop a detachment of the First British
Para:ta?bop Brigade to secure an iiiportant bridge over the
Gornalunga river at Brimo Sole aiid, at the sa^e time, attack,
and hold strategical positions near Catania.

The carrying force consisted of 1Q5 Dakotas, 23
Albemarles (R.A.FO and 8 Halifax (R0A.F.) aircraft, the
latter two types towing 11 Horsa and 8 Waco gliders. The
venture y/sls costly but a vital objective wsls secured and
held. Once again trouble was experienced throu^ anti
aircraft fire, from the Allied shipping. Twenty-six
aircraft returned early due to engine trouble and intense
'flak* both off shore and over the Dropping Zone. Pilots
reported 'flak' from the time they left Malta to their return.
The total losses were ten Dakotas, one Halifax and three
Albemarles. I A repeat of this operation (caiestnut TTT)
was made on the following night (lV'15'tti)* No aircraft,
lost and the sortie was completely successful. (I)

The situation in the Southern Area

By 12 Juiy the Allies had established operational
bases along the T/hole southern area from the central invasion
beachhead at Licata to the port of Augusta.. Advanced units
had reached and were holding Ragusa and Palazzolo. Comiso
had been occupied on the ni^t of the 11th and Ponte Olivo
and Biscari on the 12th.

On that day General Eisenhower boarded a destroyer in
Malta and set out- to survey the situation on the Sicilian
shore. ■ 'I reached the'westernmost point of the landings
at Lioata about" dawn, ..e. and during the remainder of the
morning steamed eastward about two miles off shore. There
was hardly a sliell -or a bomb to be heard, and the outstanding
impression "syias one of complete serenity. Landing craft
were proceeding on'their lawful" occasions from ship to shore;
it looked more lilce a huge rega"tta than an operation of war.'
He returned to mta and once" the U.S. Seventh and British
Eighth Armies were well established ashore the immediate
direction of the campaign became the responsibility of the
Fifteenth Army Group Commander, General .Alexander, and of
his two army commanders, Generals Patton and Montgamery.

(90918)64
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No*72 Squadron in action

tvhile General Eisenhower was remarking on the peaceful-
ness of the scene as viewed fVom a destroyer off the beaches,
Noo72 ibquadron (No*324 Wing) Spitfires, had been engaged in
heavy air fitting all day (I2th)* In three sorties over
the Acid beachei% one in the early morning, one at midday,
and one in the late afternoon the squadron claimed to have
destroyed 13 enemy aircrs^t (eight MoC. 200*s, four Me*109*s
^d one Ju*52), probably destroyed three Me*109's and damaged
(ten Me.109*s, four M*C* 200«s and one P*W.190), without
the loss of one of their own pilots* This outstanding
exploit was rewarded by an immediate message of congratula
tion from the Air Officer Commanding in Malta, from whose
airfield, Hal Par, the squadron was at that time operating*

Action in support of the Ei^th Army

Nor were the other squadrons insustive* At about
0800 hours on the s^e day in response to a request from
the Ei^th Army, which was held up in its advance from
Syracuse to Augusta near Priolo for ah attack on eneny gun
positions in that area, Nos*3 (SoAoA*P*),. 250 and 112
(Kittyhawk) Squadrons escorbed by No.601 Squadron (Sprtfires)
bombed the targets from a height of betv/een 1,500 and 3,000
feet. Haze and dust made observation of result difficult
but one fire which gave off black ismoke was started* A
direct hit was made on a building, and two lorries were
destroyed by machine gun attacks* Later reconnaissance
reported explosions and fires apparently from ammunition
dumps in the area* This sortie expended seventy-two
250 lb* bombso
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The Enemy Reinforce

The Geiroan divisions w^re obviously insufficient to
bear the brunt of the attacks by the Allied Porces, which
eventually totalled 160,000 troops and 600 tanks and
accordingly, on the ni^ of the'12/13th two parachute
battalions of the Seventh Air Division were flown by gliders
from the south of Prance Via Naples for immediate enploy-
ment as infantry in the Catania plain^ Whilst the enemy
need for infantry was supplied by this Division, the need
for tanks and armoured units was met by gradual reinforce
ments from the 29th Panzer Grenadier Division which were
ferried across the Messina Strait.

To ship these Reinforcements, the Axis, relied on a
spa^odic train ferry service improved on 10 July by the

• arrival of a second train ferry which had previously been
under repair at Taranto* Other supplies, including some
from Naples, were brought'by fifty *P» boats, Siebel ferries
and landing craft, into ports in the north-east of the
island* Approximately thirty-six thousand tons of merchant
shipp^g was unloaded during the month in these ports,
principally in Messina and Mlazzo* . Apart from occasional
afternoon exercises, the Italian fleet remained immobile
having no aircraft carriers to defend its battleships from
toipedo aircraft and lacking the strength to protect them
from the Allied naval units*

The reaction of the Axis-Air., Porces to the Allied
invasion was slight* As a result of the Allied air offbnsiro
which had begun on 3 July, both the.German and Italian Air
Porces were seriously weakened by. the time of the initial
landings* The' necessity of having to divert a proportion

"Meir fighter forces to defend their airfields against
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heavy Allied air attacks led to a serious reduction in the
scale of offensive operations# Their reactiop was hesitant
and the Luftwaffe failed to display that flexibility in
defence which it had formerly shown in attack#

The iiioveinent of some 50 filters and over 30 bonibers
and dive-bombers from norfchem to southern Italy was not
reflected in the scale of effort mounted by the Italian
Air Force which can only be described as negligible#
Geitian efforts to reinforce their fighters on Sicily proved
inadequate because of the heavy losses iillied filters
were inflicting vpon the Luftwaffe#

The defeat of the Axis Air Forces

The speed with which the Spitfires established air
supremacy over southern Sicily was reflected in the rapid
decline in the enemy scale of effort# Luftwaffe operations
from the very start only reached a moderate scale# Between
10 and 12 July total daily sorties of the Luftwaffe averaged
275 - 300, but from that date onwards their effort averaged
only 150 sorties per day# During the first fo\ar days of
the attaclc the Luftwaffe had suffered heavily, 151 of its
aircraft having been destroyed and A3 damaged# Ninety-one
of those destroyed were shot down in cpmbat, irtiilst attacks
on Sicilian and southern Italian aii^fields destroyed a
further 25 and daimged 16# Seventeen filters were blown
up by the Germans themselves on airfields around Catania
on 13 July, to prevent them falling into Allied hands#

The biilk of the sorties flown against the landings was
carried out by the Luftwaffe' s filter and fighter bomber
forces# These, however, did not use the aircraft they had
available to the best advantage, dissipating their effort
in small scale raids on widei^read targets and consequently
suffering heavy losses# The other outstanding weakness of
the Luftwaffe during the campaign was the failure of its
long range bomber force based oh the mainland# Although
this force was never less than 250 - 300 bombers, it could
not maintain a sustained effort, its. average daily sortie
rate being 25 - 30# Only on the night of 1^13 July did
the bombers operate on any appreciable scale, when 115
Juo88*s and He#Ill's augmented by a small number of Italian
Air Force 0«Z# 1G07's set out to attack Allied shipping in
the Syracuse area# Both German and Italian bombers continued
to attack at night on a limited scale, supported by a small
force of Italian torpedo bombers and some thirty toipedo-
carrylng Juo88's and He#111's, which, at the time of the
initial landings, were in process of returning to Grosseto
after a refresher course at Salon and Montpellier#

The successes of both torpedo and. bombing aircraft were
few and their losses extremely high. Those aircraft which
reached the beaches were easy targets for the Allied
Mosquitoes and Beaufighters^' and prisoners repoited that
they had been forced to fly very low because of their fear
of the night fighters with the result that they had
presented an easy target for the-naval antiralrcraft guns#

The most outstanding feature pf this period was the
^ccess of these night filters# The Allied night fighters
in the battle area claimed- a total during the month of over
70 enemy airpraft destroyed# Ah inportant contribution to
operations against the night boiiTbers was made by the Allied
Mosquito Intruders which maintained constaht patrols over -
the southern Italian airfields#
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In spite of the fact that the Italian Air Force had
over 300 fighters available in Sicily, Sardinia and southern
Italy and over 130 bombers available in central and southern
Italy, they never succeeded in mounting any v/orth while
scale effoirt, due to a large extent to the very low standard
of serviceability. Our filters, however, did have one
notable success against the Italians. Not as wily as their
Axis partners, who had moved all their Ju.87 dive-bombers
out of range of jillied fighters much earlier in the year,
the Italian idr Force moved its Ju.87 units from the Mian
area to (Jioia del Cdlle in Apiilia by 11 July. On 13 July
12 Spitfires of No. 243 Squadron on patrol over Gerbini
intercepted a formation of twelve Ju«87's flying northwards
in line abreast of ten thousand feet, v/ithout filter
escoirto The Spitfires shot down five and damaged the
remaining seven without incu3?ring any losses.

3y 16 July withdrawal of the Axis Air Forces was in
full svTing. The Luftwaffe strength on Sicily on this date
was 120 aircraft. Two days later the total had sunk to
23 and by 22 July every German aircraft that could be moved
had left the island. The Italian Air Force was also
withdrawn during this period, a force of 28 fighters, of
which only four were serviceable, remaining on 22 July.
By 26 July only I3 ilacchi 202's were left, not one of which
was sei^viceable, and two days later Italian Air Force
returns made no mention of Sicily.

The First Filter i/ing in Sicily.(^)

Cki 7 July the Advanced Headquarters of the \/estem
Desert Air Force decided that No.244 Wing was to be the
first to land in Sicily and that it should take control of
all air imits in the Pachino area *until things settle down;*
and that the Squadron Leader Administrative should take
command of the Station Commander's pajrfcy whicdi was to land
on D-Day to supervise the organisation of the wing landing
gromd and exercise administrative control.

Accordingly, on 9 July this pairty set out for Sicily in
an L.C.T. The party landed at about II30 hours on the
following day. They next located the Servicing Commando
Unit, and the RoA.F. Regiment anti-aircraft squadrons, which

(1) No. 244 (P) Ving had been formed in February 1942 as a
'mobile offensive fighter wing, which will control
three mobile filter squadrons at any required location.'
Since then the ¥ihg had come a long way over the
v/estem Desert with the Eighth Anay and at the end of
the Tunisian campaign had been operating from
Ben Gardane airfield over the Csp Bon peninsula against
enemy.air and sea transport. From 1 - I9 June 1943,
the V/ing became non-operational while its ground
personnel and transport v/ere gradually transferred to
Malta. By 20 June it was making offensive sweeps
over south-eastern Sicily. It is interesting to note
that on that date No. 92 Squadron, equipped with
Spitfire IX's had an encounter with three Me.109's
at a hei^t of thirty feet. During the softening
process on Mcily the Wing was employed on escoirt
duties for 1-iitchells and iiarauders vdiich were engaged
in bombing Comiso and Gerbini airfields.
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had both been put ashore vd.thout their vehicles and met the
•  chief engineer of No«13 Airfield Construction Groi:^) on

Pachino landing ground during the afternoon. The landing
ground had been ploughed i:gp but it was promised that it would
be ready for the use of . ten squadrons on the morning of
13 July. As yet, however, no transport, petrol or ammunition
had been landed.

The Station Commander's party moved into Pachino landing
groUiid at O83O hours on 11 July. The Servicing Commando
unit, and the two anti-aircraft squadrons \7ere in position
but still without transpoirt. Then an Air Formation Signals
detachment, ITo. 1 Ia.P»R.U. and No.3 A.L.G. Signals section
also arrived.

About 1000 hours General Montgomery hinself appeared in
a D.U.K.'.i'a and, despite the absence of any airfield construc
tion plant, gave orders that the landing ground was to be
ready for operations by the next morning, the 12 bh. This
naturally gave an impetus to the proceedings and by 2200
hours that evening tvro lorries had brou^t up fifteen
thousand gallons of aviation fuel, but there was still no
ammunition ashore. 'A serious and bimgled state of affairs
if the squadron were to land at first li^t next morning. '

During the morning an aircraft of No. 72 Squadron had
landed short of petrol. It landed down \idnd oVer the half
levelled plough furrows without mishap, and when it had
"been refuelled, took off again using the road v/hich ran
alongside the landing ground. In the afternoon two other
Spitfires landed and after being refuelled took off again
for lualta. ffliile they were on the- ground, six Me.109's
made a low flying attack. In spite of the fact that they

;  were not engaged by the ground defences until they had
opened fire the total casualties were three wounded and one
Spitfire sli^tly damaged.

From dawn on the 12th, DoU.K.V/.s streamed into the
landing ground bringing ammunition and petrol - 'much of
it not for R.A.F. use.' This was due to the loads being
put direct into the D»TJ.K.\/. s from the ship, which meant
that they were not checked by the R.A.F. 'Spotters' in the
'Brick' organisation. The D0U.K.W. system was excellent
but the R.A.P. 'Spotters' should have been present when the
vehicles were loaded from the ship. It was distressing
to find 4a7 mortar shells and aooray tank fuel being delivered
for use in aircraft.

In the afternoon the Air Officer Commanding the Desert
Air Force landed in his Spitfire, and stated that three
sqpadrons would fly in at first light on the 13th. Other
Spitfires came in to refuel on their w^ back to Meilta
and ir.vo pilots forced landed in damaged aircraft. !tn
ii^ta. the main parties of the V/ing Headquarters, Nos.1
(S.A.), 92 and 143 Squadrons embarked for Sicily.

The Commanding Officer of No. 244 V/ing arrived early
on the morning of 13th at Pachino and was followed soon
afterwards by the aircraft of the squadrons as each finished
its first patrol. The aircraft Virere seirviced by the
Commandos and advanced paz*ties of squadron ground orewj
but the Commandos were not trained to service Spitfire
DC s, so that the bulk of the v/ork had to be done by the
squadron parties.

Control was exercised by No.2 Mobile Plotting Unit,
and aircraft were ordered into action by the Skeleton Wing
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C^eration Room v/hich was housed in one of the 3 ton loiries
which had been brought over by the Station Commander's
party. As the squadron main parties had not yet arrivedy
the pilots were messed at the Y/ing Headquarters. Rations
and T^ateh had bden brought for this purpose by the Station
Commander's party as had also bivouacs for all the pilots.

In the course of the day (l3th) the main party and the
Signsil Section of the \Ying arrived conplete with all
transport. ifithin a few hours the Signals Section was
established and took over from No.3 Advanced Landing Ground
Section. Petrol and ammunition had arrived in such large
quantities that the Officer Commanding, No. 121 M.U. decided
to take over its issue and receipt. Throughout the day
six aircraft were kept at readiness for local defence
but were not required to go into action. In the evening
news came of the fall of Augusta.

The Landing of XII Air Support Command

The Advanced Headquarters of XII Air Support Command
under the command of Colonel L.P. Hickey which had been
accommodated in U.S.S. Mon2X)via came ashore at 16C0 hours
on D plus two (i.e. 12th). Control of the filters was
handed over to U.S.S. Ancon tenporarily until the early
hours of D plus three. The 309th Squadron started pr^a2>-
ing the Ponte Olivo landing ground for use by the air
echelons of the 31st Fighter Group. Telephone and wireless
facilities v/ere installed and work was started to connect
the Headquarters with Licata.airfield which had been
inspected and found suitable for use by a filter group.

Day and ni^t cover was maintained over the beaches.
Fighters were used for shallow reconnaissance to provide
xnformation of immediate value to the divisions the
principal interest being centred on the front of the 1st "
and 45th Divisions. Enemy air activity was very sli^t
only four attenpts were made to reach the beach landing
area. Three of these were turned back and one enemy
aircraft was shot down. One Ms. 109 however, managed to
penetrate the screen and attacked the beaches at Gela.

Tactical reconnaissance was continued over the rear
areas during daylight hours, and at night over selected
bottlenecks in the road system. This was generally
concentrated over roads leading to western and northern
Sicily. Very little movement was seen. The 111th
Observation Squaxiron flew 36 sorties by day and 52 ni^t
reconnaissance sorties were conpleted. At the same time
filter-bombers from Tunisia attacked road movements north
and west of the line Vizzini - Caltagirone - Canicatti -
Agrigento to prevent daylight movement of supplies and
reserves. The 31st Fighter Group and the 111th Observation
Squs^on arrived on Ponte Olivo landing ground in accozdance
with the planned programme.

On the nt,xt two days i4th and 15th there was very
little enemy air activity, 'and on the l6th iiid 33rd Filter
Group landed at Licata, two days in advance of the
programme. That night the airfields at Licata and Ponte
Olivo were attacked on a small scale by enemy aircraft
dropping hi^ explosive and anti-personnel bombs. Very
little damage resulted.
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The Air Effort 10.to 16 July (inclusive) .

The Strategic Air Force flew 1,720 haiiber sorties of
VThich 1,031 were against ehen^y positions and lines of
conifflunications; and 827 fi^tea? sorties of which 52lf. were
on bomber escort*

The Tactical Air Force flew 768 boiriber sorties of
which 510 were against eneiqy positions and lines of communioa-
tion; and 7|036 fighter and fi^ter-boaiber sorties, of which
270 were by fighter bombers# 4^877 filter sorties by
day and 21.6 filter sorties by ni^t were flown from Malta#
Effort before the invasion was concentrated on airfields
and landing grounds, but after the landings it was immediately
switched to enemy positions and L* of 0.

During the same period fighters of the Coastal Air
Force flew 1,205 sorties on convoy escort, 307 on defence
patrol, 47 on Air/Sea rescue, one sortie on sea recce and
two on anti-submarine hunts - a total of 1,562 filter
sorties. Cosistal-type aircraft also flew 487 sorties, of
which 203 were anti-submarine hunts and shipping strilces,
124 convoy escort, 74 reconnaissanqe and 86 Air/Sea rescue#
Wi^t-fighter streng1;h had ndv/ been augmented by Nos.414 and
415 Beaufighter Squadrons#.

jVhch valuable work was. accoaplished during the week
.by recce squadrons; •N.A#T#A#F# Spitfires, N,A.S#A#F.
Mustangs from North Africa, P.R.U. Spitfires and G#R#
Wellingtons and Baltimores all playing a vital part in
building up the daily picture , of enemy activity# A total
of 315 sorties were flown. Air/Sea rescue craft searched
continually for missing aircrews.

■POPoontogQ
Serviceability over the week

Type, .of Aircraft

Heavy bombers
Ivledium bombers
Light bombers
Fight er-bombers
Filters

Soriiies Effective

. 443 ^
1,638

357
1,320
2,742

Service
ability

Percentage
75.00
84.12
78.00
69,14
77.42

Figures exclude 335 non-effective bomber sorties# In
addition to the above, 5,093 filter sorties and 270 filter-
bomber sorties were flown from lialta# .

Bomb Tonnage Dropped

During the week 10 - I6 July a total load of 4,530.25
tons was dropped on eneri\y objectives in this theatre.

Review of position at end of first week

At the end of the first week of land fighting Allied
Forces were occupying, approximately one-third of Sicily;
the south-east portion of the island alohg .a general line of
the Gomalunga River - Piazza Armerina - Canicatti -
Agrigento.

It is worth at this stage examining how closely
operations con^ared with, the Air Plan, a plan in which the
following assumptions were made:-
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(a) That the airfields Comiso, Ponte Olivo, Biscari and
Pachino would be captured or denied to the eneny
by D plus 1; enabling on D plus 2 heavier scale
attack against aerodromes still occupied,

(b) That, inter alia, bombing action would prevent
reinforcement of Sicily and movement of I'orces
from west to east across the island.

(c) That by 14 July the use of Catania and Gerbini
airfields should be effectively denied the eneny.

(d) That by 16 July Catania and Gerbini might be in
our hands and ready to receive aircraft on that
day or the day after. When this stage had been
reached air superiority over the battle area should
be assured,

(e) The western airfields of Sciacca, Castelvetrano,
Milo, Chinisia/Boidzzo and Boccadifalco may be
occupied by 24 July if things go well.

The airfield at Comiso was occupiejd on the nij^t of
11th (D plus one); Ponte Olivo and Biscari on 12th ©plus two);
Pachino by noon of D-Day, All these airfields were
serviceable except Biscari by I3 July (D plus three). The
important centres of Caltanissetta, Canicatti, Agrigento,
Vallelunga, Enna, Barrafranca, Piazza Armerina and Lercara
Friddi,.all on the main roads across the island, and
San Giovanni on the Italian mainland, an Axis point of
embarkation for reinforcement were heavily bombed. The
airfields at Catania and Gerbini suffered continuous attack
and were untenable to the eneny by I4 July (D plus four).

Ground forces, however, failed to cut the north coast
road, and the first of the inland roads, and along these,
despite the light and fighter bomber effort by N.A.T.A.P,,
the Axis were able to redistribute their forces and
reinforce the Mt. Etna area from the north and north-west.
In consequence of this, the envisaged possibility of the fall
of Messina before Palermo did not materialise. As the
result of the withdrawals from the west side, of the island
and the power of the air attack, U.S. Forces rapidly took
over Sciacca, Castelvetrano, Marsala, Trapini and Palermo.

An eneny view of the situation in Sicily

On 15 July Colonel von Bonin was appointed Chief of
General Staff of the fourteenth Panzer Coips and was
interviewed by the then Chief of the Armed Forces Operations
Staff, Generaloberst Jodl. The latter gave an appreciation
of the situation in Italy and the following orders for
General Hube, the Commander of the XTV Panzer Co3t>s:-

'In view of the great numerical superiority of
the Anglo-American forces, and especially in view of
the great difficulties of supplying even the relatively
small German force on Sicily (chief causes of difficulty
being the small capacity and the vulnerability of
railroads in southern Italy, the insecurity of sea
transport, and the possibility of a blockade of the

. S.trait of Messina), it is not to be conten^lated that
we can continue to hold the island. It is, however,
important to fight a delaying action and gain further
time for stabilising the situation on the mainland.
The vital factor, however, is under no circumstances to
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suffer the loss of our three Gfennan divisions. At the
very minimum, our valuable human material must be
saved,'

Colonel von. Bonin reported on I7 July to General Hube at
his tactical headquarters which were situated on the north
slopes of Mouirb Etna, between Randazzo and Linguaglossa,
The situation at that time was; the Gei^ns had succeeded in
establishing a continuous defensive front between Mount Etna
and the coast south of Catania, This front v/as at the time
quiescent after heavy fighting in which both sides had
incurred severe losses. Their, rChief concern was whether they
could get the 29th Panzer Grenadier Division across the
Strait of Messina in time to fill the gap which existed
between the western flank of their line and the north coast
of the island at San Stefano, This was accomplished
successfully, contrary to all e22)ectations, and without
opposition, in the next few days.

The Germans next move v/as to withdraw their anti-aircraft
and suiv^ troops from the Palermo area and install them in
safety in the east of the island. All that remained of the
5th Italian Division, still many thousands of troops, v/ere
concentrated in the" north-east extremity of Sicily and
organised as well as they could be in large tented camps far
behind the front.

In contrast to the situation on the ground, the position
in the air was quite hopeless# The Allied air forces had
complete mastery.of the air. There was no tactical or
strategical'Support of Axis ground troops, with the exception
of a few night attacks against Sicilian harbours held by the
Allies, The destruction v/hich the Colonel had seen on
airfields in southern Italy convinced him that the Axis Air
Force had ceased to exist, and that the battle in Sicily
would have to be fought without any air support. There was,
however, a strong force of anti-aircraft artillery, about
thirty heavy batteries, aoid these were concentrated for the
defence of the Strait of Messina, The Axis were chiefly
concerned as to whether they could keep the Strait open as
their life-line, and thereby assure, in the first place,
their supplies, and later the withdrawal to the mainland.
Apart from the danger of air attack, there was the enormous
peril of a blockade of the Strait by an Allied fleet, or of
aray landing with naval protection.

Ibid The only two batteries of heavy artillery on the island
were moved over to the mainland, and deployed bn both sides of
San Giovanni > to protect the ferry route against Allied
vessels. These two batteries, which had only a small supply
of ammunition, were, up to the end of the battle in Sicily,
the only (and very questionable) protection the Axis had
against action by the Allied navy. There were no coastal
batteries in Italy which could be used and the Italian navy
had refused to lay minefields, so that there was virtually no
defence against action by the Allied warships.

The Germans began to evacuate the island, without the
knowledge of the Italians, and orders were given to protect
the remaining coast in the triangle Catania, Messina,
San Stefano, at least in the most important points, and to
form counter-attack reserves in the rear areas of both
flarrki.ng divisions to minimize the danger of possible Allied
landings.
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Allied change of plan

^  On 16 July, the Fifteenth Army Group had directed that
the Eighth Arnoy were to drive the enemy into the Messina
peninsula "by an advance on three main axes: northward along
the coast from Catania; eastwards via Leonforte-Regalhuto-
Adrano; and north-east via Nicosia-Troina-iiandazzo; the
latter two encircling Mount Etna from the west. The
Seventh Anay were to protect the rear of the Eighth Anqy as it
pivoted northnvest, in two phases, first establishing a secure
base with one division in the area Villarosa-Enna-
Caltanissetta, and second thrusting north to hold road
Junctions at Petralia and south of Resuttano,

By the time the directive had been issued the Seventh
iirnor's advance towards its initial objective had been swifter
than had been anticipated, and the directive was changed by
fixing the Seventh Array to 'drive rapidly to the north-west
and north, capture Palermo, and split the enemy's forces#'

On the following day the Fifteenth Army Group sent the
follcwing message to the Seventh Army:-

'On capture of Petralia you will take advantage
of the situation by pushing north a detachment to cut
the coast road thereby splitting the island in two#
As soon as you are established on the general line
Can5)ofelice-Petralia-Caterina-Caltanissetta-Agrigento
you will advance westwards to mop up the western half
of Sicily but this operation must not be started
before you are ready to operate from a second base
as given above#'

By 20 July, Eighth Arnsy progress in the Catania plain
had been virtually stopped, and from 21 July to 4 August it
was at a standstill#
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GHAPTER 4

THE AILIES' - FIRST CgWQTIEST

Sapid progress of the American Seventh Army

By 14 July the Seventh Army had takoi ̂13., 000 prisoners and
the enemy had suffered. 1,4^0 casualties, d^d and wounded, had
lost 85 aircraft captured, and 67 guns larger than 75 milli-.
metre calibre captured and destroyed.as well as 29 tanks of
differing types. Ifeny of the Italian prisoners expressed
great bitterness towards the Germans, whom they accused of
sacrificing Italians to cover their own withdrawals. On one
occasion the Germans had withdrawn before the Italians and
had mined the roads as they went, trsyppihg tlie Italians between
the Americans oh their front" and the minefields in their rear.

Tlie neyf directive, received by the Seventh Army on the
i'Bth, called for the envelopment of the Palermo area and this
movement gathered headway oh" the 19 th against only light enemy
opposition. On the 22nd a co-orddhated attack on the ciiy
had .been planned, but no resistance materialised and at 2000
hours that evening the city of Palermo surrendered. On
28 July, the first cargo ship arrived for unloading in the
h^bpur and work was underway on the ronbval of sunken hulks.
After thfe fall of Palermo, if was discovered that the standard
gauge railway between Palermo and Messina was in good condi
tion as far as Termini and that a considerable amount of
rolling stock was available. • ' On the 29 th the first train was
operated between Palermo and Cefalu. This enabled the main
si:^ply line for the Seventh Army to be shifted from southern
ports to Palermo* •

About this time the first' report's of the downfall of
Mussolini and the succession of BadOgl'iO began to circiolate
and gave the Allies in Sicily the satisfaction of laiowing that
their assault on the island had already brought about the first
crack in the Axis political structure. That Mussolini and
.the. Fascists had little support had been eloquently demon
strated many times during the campaign. Almost without
exception, senior, officers of the Italian forces, after being
captured, had shown little hesitation in voicing their disgust
for Mussolini and his government; and the civilian popvOations
of the captured towns had everywhere greeted the Americans as
liberators.

The enemy began to withdraw to the Troina-San Fratello
line and the Seventh Army took ip its position west of
San Stefano to Nicosia and prepared to attack eastward. On
the 51 st a directive was issued that the Seventh Army were to
attack eastward along the north coastal road, the road from
Nicosia to Randazzo, and thence north-east on Messina to drive
the enemy out of the peninsula.

Enemy Air Effort

In "Oie last week of July the enemy air effort was on a
small scale and directed, by nightj at the Allied bases in
Sicily. on the night 2k/23th Juu88*s bombed Augusta and
Syracuse. Two of the raiders were shot down in flames by
B'eaufighters of No. 600 Squadron operating from lifialta. The
enemy became increasingly aware of the shipping concentrations
in Malta hafbouirs and on the night 19/20th more than 25du«88*s
and He.111 *s froin the Viteibo/tratica dl Mare area operated
over the Grand harbour, probably engaged in laying mines.
The second big night raid occurred on the night 25/26iii when
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another 25 aircraft of the same types tried to "bomb shipping
lying off the G-rand Harbouri But the losses inflicted on
their aircraft by the night fighters and anti-aircraft fire
were d\ifficient to deter them from further attacks.

On the 30th 36 Itittyhawks of the 325th Fighter Group
(N.A.S.A.P.) encountered about 30 Me,109's joined later by
M*C.202's, over Sardinia. A thirty minute running fight
ensued and at the end the Allied fighters olaimed 21 Me.ip9*s
said cne J/1.0.202 destroyed and .three more Me.109's probably
destroyed for the loss of one Kittyhawk.

. Changed Air . Plans

As a result of the Fifteenth Army Groiqp^s change of plan
Headquarters of ihe Tactical Air Forde issued a fresh direc*-
tive to its subordinate commands, Desert Air Force, XII Air
Support Coimii^d and.the Tactical Bomber Force. As before
the XII Air Support Command, was to operate in support of the
Seventh Army and the Desert Air Force in sijpport of the
Ei^th Army, but .ghould the development of the situation
necessitate a concentration of air effort these formations
were to be mutually supporting. The 'Tactical Bomber Force
was to. provide light euad mediuun bomber support on either
sector by day and as the final attack was likely to be
imdertaken in the dark period night operations vrere to be
very restricted. '

The main tasks for the air. forces would be the interrup
tion of the enemy supply traffic by sea, road and to a limited
extent by rail^ direct sippbirt to assist the advance of the
ground forces, and filter protection by day and night over
forward elonents, the main ports of supply and shipping in the
area of the east coast of Sicily. Within the restricted
latter area, close co-ordination of air support would be
essential and was . to be undertaken on the following basis:-

Operational Areas'

Desert Air Force was to operate against shipping in the
Strait of Messina and movement on the coastal road from Messina
to CSatania and Catania- - Randazzo - Fiumefreddo and within the
area bounded by ̂ d adjoining these routes. . XII Air Support
Command was to operate against enemy movement on the northern
coastal road from Messina to San Fratello on the routes
Capo d' Orlando - Randazzo, Nicosia - Randazzo, and in the
areas adjoining these routes..

Tactical bomber assistance

The Tactical Bcmiber Force based in Malta (Nos. 232 and
3(S.A.A.F.) Wings and No.47 Group) was to bs available on call
by the Desert Air Force and was to be requested through the
Advanced Tactical Bomber Force in I'lalta through the forward
bcniber control with Desert Air Force Headquarters. . The
remainder of the Tactical Bomber Force, viz. Nos. 12 and 340
Groups and No. 326 Wing then located on the mainland and moving
in the near future to bases in Sicily, was to be on call by
the XII Air Support Couanand and was to be requested through
the Rear Headquarters of the Tactical Boiriber Force by the for
ward bomber .control with XII Air Support Command. Requests
for Tactical Bomber support were to "state the place and time
of rendezvous with the fighter escort. The Air Officer
Commanding the Tactical bomber Force was to arrange the mutual
reinforcement of . bomber effort, from Malta or ffcm the main- .
land to meet requests for .tactical bomber assistance as
required. The Commanding General XII Air Sipport Command was
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enipawered to divert such air effort from this task as he
considered necessary to meet the requirements of the Seveniii
Army to assist the conquest of Western Sdcily.

Communication Difficulties

The main Wireless station in Tunis was at Hammamet along
side T»A»E« Headquarters but it formed the cominunicjS.tion
centre also for the Air Command Post at La Marsa, Tactical
Bomber Force at Labuel and Rear H# Q« XII Air Support Command
at Korba, signals being relayed by Isuidline to these forma-
tions» To ease the resialting ccaigestion and delay, the move
of T«A»F» to Sicily at the earliest possible moment "<7as
desirable, and attempts to establish another W/T Station on
the island were made.

Ibid No shipping was available but on 25 July, the Air Staff
being anxious to proceed to Sicily at the earliest possible
moment, gave instructions for an attempt to be made to fly a
skeleton wireless station into "Hie island# The attenpt was
made next day when a party complete with equipment were flown
into Cassibile by fovir D.C#3 aircraft of No.216 Group. It
was not until the evening of $ August that the main wireless

• station for the advEinced headquarters was ccmplete suid in
operation, but v^ile good coimnunication was established with
Hammamet and I'ialta reliable contact with forward elements was
for sometime inpossible.

The landlines in Sicily were in very poor condition, but
eventually communication was established between the advanced
headquarters of the Desert Air Force and Lentini and with that
of the Tactical Bomber Force at Comiso. It was, however,
found impossible to establish any contact with XII Air Support
Command headquarters at Palermo. Delay had also occuived in
the establishment of wireless communications by the advanced
headquarters of the Desert Air Force Tdien they arrived in
Sicily for a number of reasons. Firstly the equipment was
iDrovided from the United Kingdom, and was to have been off
loaded in Catania on D plus fourteen. As Catania had not
fallen by that date the equipment r^aained in the convoy "sdiich
was held in readiness at Malta.

Secondly it had been planned that the advanced Desert Air
Force should maJce use of No.211 Group's equipment sited at
Pacliino. As, however, the Eighth Anay had moved forward
from P^cliino to Lentini on D plus seven this arrangement mis
carried. Fortunately the Chief Signals Officer of the Desert
Air Force, anticipating difficulties, had made arrangements
with ttie Middle East Command for the provision of 12 reserve
channels, together with personnel, to be held in readiness.
Eight of these channels were ferried over from Ivlalta and were
established at Lentini in time. The site chosen at Lentini
proved extremely unsuitable for the purpose, being situated on
the northern slopes of a mountain and being inaccessible for
wireless vehicles.

The great difficulty with which XII Air Sipport Command
had to contend was that while their Oommimications Officer
had been engaged in the detailed planning of ̂ eration Husky
at Mostaganem, their units v/ere at the same time conducting
operations against PantelleriA from the Cap Bon area.
Furthemore, certain items of signal equipment belonging to
XII Air Support Command,, together with the personnel to operate
them, had been detached from the Command for duly in i^nfcelleiia
after it had been occupied. Thus the Command was forced to
conduct operation Husky without , these resources.
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The only link between XII Air Support Command advanced
headquarters in the early phases of the^ csurpaign had been a
radio net joined by Pantelleria - U.S^S# Monrovia - Malta^ and
this had been very overloaded# All their operations through
out the Sicilian battle had been hampered by the fact that
it had been found impossible to provide them with telephone
lines communicating with the Desert or Tactical Air Force
Headquarters#

On 21 Jiaiy, XII Air Support Command Rear Headquarters^
arrived from Korba and took charge of the operations# Owing
to the distance of the headquarters from the airfields and the

. difficulties/of oaumunieations, the actual operational control
was tadcen over by the Third Air Defence Wing which was located
at Gela# Instructions for the following day's sorties were
dispatched daily from the Command headquarters to Hie wing#
Direct control over the 31 st Fighter Group was assumed by the
Command on 27 July when its 3G7'th Squadron moved to Palermo#
By 1 August the vdiole of the 31 at Group had been established
at Termini#

The task of the Air Comrrianders in Sicily was made more
difficult because of the lack of proper communication facili
ties, but this was inevitable in the circumstances then
existing in the island# The Germans on the other hand, had
a better arrangement, a then very modem radio-telephony
installation operated from Mount Etna# " With this apparatus
they could speak to their Army Group Headqu^ters in Frascati,
near Rome, or to their Coips headquarters in Sicily# They
had no telephones, but ordinary signals communications
existed#

Operations by .'the Coastal Air Force

During the first days of the month of July 1943# Coastal
aircraft had been employed in convoy escort work, nor did
this escort work slacken, when the invasion of Sicily began#
Supplies had still to be carried in a shuttle service along
the north-west African coast# U-boats, though present,
maintained a cautious policy, having a healthy respect for
attacks from land based aircraft; but they managed to torpedo
and sink three Allied ships in the first week of July# In
the following week two more empty westbound ships were also
torpedoed, though neither sank and both were towed safely
to harbour#

Reconnaissance aircraft continued to report on enemy
shipping movements, their patrols extending in the Tyrrhenian
"Sea as far north as Toulon, and as far west as the coasts of
Corsica and Sardinia# These sightings became of increasing
importance as there was now a powerful air striking force in
North Africa able to follow up the sightings and inflict
severe damage on enemy shipping# The striking forces of
torpedo and anti-flak Beaufighters by day and torpedo and
bomber Wellingtons "by night were most successful; their best
period being between the nights 10-14 July, ̂ en a series
of almost continuous attacks brought enen^r shipping virtually
to a standstill# It was estimated that 11 merchant ships,
totalling some 50#000 tons were sunk or damaged# Four
destroyers .and a mine-sweeping trawler were' also damaged and
two enemy aircraft destroyed# Allied losses during this
period were seven strike aircraft# Towards the end of the
month when enemy shipping activity again increased additional
enemy losses were incurred#
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As the "war was' carried, further into enemy territorial
waters, the Air/Sea Rescue Service had. add.itional work thrown
upon it. By 31 July the numbers .of live rescues effected,
from the Bizerta area alone had risen to seventy-four.
Catalinas and Simderlands adso took part in long range rescue
operations over the sea off Naples and even Sardinia.

On 18 July a Sunderland of No. 230 Squadron (No. 242 Grov^)
searched for and found in the moonlight a dinghy containing
a number of airmen about sixty-five miles south-west of Naples.
Flares were dropped preparatory to landing, but the aircraft
was driven off by a number of Ju.88*s. A second Sunderland
went out at first light and located the din^y and rescued
six members of a Marauder crew. A third Sunderland with
l6 Lightnings of the Strategic Air Force as escort making a
search 20 miles south-west of Naples sighted an en^ty dinghy,
the occupants of which had just been rescued by an enemy
lamch. The escort encountered 15 Jia.52*s and claimed to
have destroyed them all without loss.

Wellingtons, Walrus, and high speed launches were also
^loployed in this search and at the end of the day had rescued
one man and picked up a dead body.

Air Effort for the week ending 23 July

The Air effort during this period was concentrated almost
entirely on measures calculated to break the enemy resistance
at Catania. Spitfires continuously swept the Catania area
and, in north and west Sicily, Mustangs concentrated on
smashing enemy reinforcement columns moving to the latter zone.
While Mtchells raided the capital itself heavy bombers sus
tained a continual assault by day and night against every
Italian rail, eind road centre and airfields essential for

supplying the island with fresh equipment and personnel. It
was a determined policy which did not produce spectanular
results but proved, in a few days to be completely successful.
By the end of the following week the tide had tuined and it was
clear that the enemy was reduced to fighting a desperate rear
guard action.

Rome bombed

On the morning of 19 July the Allies bombed Rome with a
force consisting of 158 Fortresses and large formations of the
Ninth (U.S.) Air Force. More than 366 tons of 500 lb.bombs
were dropped in 43 minutes. Crews had been briefed to
attack only military targets and little damage was caosed in
the town itself. But the Lorenzo rail yards, engine houses,
and large sheds in the main freight depot were damaged
severely. At Littorio railway centre damage was done to the
marshalling yards and rolling stock. All the aircraft
employed returned in seifety after having been attacked by a
total of nine enemy aircraft.

On the same afternoon 216 Mitchells and 105 Marauders
escorted by Li^tnings bombed the airfield at Ciampino,
dropping sticks of bombs across the centre of the airfield
and on the dispersal areas. Large fires were started in
hangars and other buildings. Heavy * flak'was encountered
and of the 20 enemy fighters which attempted interc^tion,
four were claimed as destroyed. The Allied losses were con
fined to one Mitchell and one Mso^auder.
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After the raid on Rome the five Liberator Groups of the
Ninth Air Force (U. S*) based in Cyrenaica ■which had hitherto
been assisting "the Strategic Air Force in many of its otpera-
tions, were "wi-thdrawn from participation in Husky and began to
train for a low level attack on the Ploesti oil refineries*
The S"brategic Air Force, however, continued its at-tacks against
communication -targets in southern Italy* On 22 July 71
Fortresses of . "the 97th and 99th Bombarclment Group raided
Foggia, .48 l^tohells bombed Battipaglia and 52 Marauders
at-taclced Salerno* The railway traffic through all three
places -was serioiisly interrupted as a result of -these attacks*

From -the 17 th to the 23rd the Strategic Air Force attacked
airfields in southern Italy* The greater part of "the Axis
bomber force -was at this time based at Foggia, -with small
de-taohments at Grottaglie, San Pancrazio, Viterbo and Giampino*
Most of -their fighter bocibers and single-engined fighters
were located in -the sou-thern part of I-taly, -while the -twin-
engined filters were s-tationed in the Naples area* In
addition to the at "tacks on the Littorio and Ciampino airfields
in connection with "the attack on Rome, -the Strategic Air Force
raided Pomigliano, Iccntecorvino, Aquino and CSapodichino in
the Naples eirea, Vibo Valentia, Croton^ Leverano and GrosBsto*
The effect of these attacks "was to reduce "the Axis air streng-th
in the central Mediterranean and deprive their land forces of
effective air support in Sicily*

The -Li^t Bomber Squadrons move to Malta

The light bomber squadrons of the Tactical Bomber Force
arrived in iial-ta from North Africa on -the following dates

20 July Nos* 55 - 223 Squadrons (Baltimore)

21 " "  12 & 24 (Boston) and 21 (Baltimore)

23

All S*A*A*F* \jnits*

"  84,: 85, 86 & 97 (Boston) U*S*A.A*F.

The Sicilian
Campaign*
Report 14
Hist* Sect(G*S*)
Qanaidian Army
li*Q«
(A* H* Bo 6*-R* 176)
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The advancing Eighth Army had been -temporaxily checked
before Ca-tania and it was impor-fcant that the enemy's communi
cations should be attacked to prevent him from recei-ving
reinforcenients* While -the Na-vy -was shelling the coast road
east of Mount Etna -fche Allied light bomber squadrons were given
the ̂ task of closing the only other road to Catania -which fan
round Mount Etna to the west* For five days Baltimores and
Bostons at-tacked enemy positions in the Patemo, Troina,
Randazzo area and, after going further afield to attack
harbour ins-tallatidns at Iciilazzo for a few days, returned to
the.area west of Catania just before the Ei^th Army launched
it a attack* To the fall of Catania on 5 August the one
thousand sorties flown by these bombers appear -to have made
no small contribution*

The enemy, however, do not seem to have been much
iiipressed* A report by the Headquarters of the
Hermahn Goering Panzer Di-visicm dated 24 August 1945 con-tains
the following criticisms; -

'The enemy Air Force had complete air supremacy, the damage
done however is in no relation to the magnitude of the
force committed* Only on a few days did the eneny use
the air force like the Russians in support of the ground
forces as close support airplanes* The enemy confined
his low-level attacks to vehicle traffic on -the supply
routes, and used massed hi^ al-titude bombing for the
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destruction of localities and the harassing of supply
traffic. With the low-level attacks the.enemy had a
certain amount of success because w^here there were no

anti-aircraft defences he put colimns and single vehicles
on fire. However, his low flying airplanes a.re exceed-

■  • ingly sensitive to anti-aircr^t fire.

The only result the enemy obtained with the hi^
altitude bombing was the complete destruction of numerous
locedities. In no case did he succeed in causing a
prolonged blocking of the iroads. Even after Randaizzo
had been attacked 21 times in one day with waves of 12
planes, it was possible to re-open this tlirough traffic
after only four hours. To be sure in this pajrbicular
case special forces (including ehgineers) had been held
in readiness for the purpose.*

No. 22^ Wing No.244 Wing (Spitfire) which escorted the bombers on
O.R.B. some of these raids were also critical of their performance.

No.1 S.A.A.P. Squadron flew to Palazzolo on 2? July to rendez
vous with the Bostons, which appointment was meticulously kept
and then disrupted by the Bostons streaking off southwards,
their subsequent explanation being that they did not see the
escort.

In the afternoon the other squadrons of the wing escorted
Bostons tO; Milazzo, •where the bombing appeared to be somewhat .
inaccurate'. Again on 30 July it is recorded 'on one bomber
show No.1 S.A.A.P. were considerably mystified by the antics
of the Bostons which were supposed to be attacking gun positions.
After making a circuit above cloud they flew back to Lentini,
one laggard straggling half a mile behind. The Bostons
returned to the target area where the laggard appeared to jetci-

"  son his bombs, the others not doing a thing.•

No.244 Wing An entry in the Operations Record Book of this Yfing
O.R.B. 31 July dated ,31. July shows that the fighter pilots were dis

appointed with the course of events in Sicily - the Sicilian
campaign has been the reverse of our anticipations. We
expected the Hun to come out of his lair in droves, but though
when we were in Malta there were enticing stories of formations
of forty plus lurking at a judicious distance from the opera
tions we covered and the sweeps we did, in the main he just

'  refused to play. The conclusion is ti^t. for us the campaign
was more or less over before we started. , So excellently timed
and so, devastating were the attacks we carried out on his

landing grounds that any enemy aircraft on Sicily which were
not grounded for the din*ation at the time the invasion started,
were obliged to scuttle off to safer retreats on the mainland,
which for' the most part put them out of range.•

The record goes on to explain that although the Wing had
floiTn over 3 >000 sorties since it became operational in Malta
only 131 enemy aircraft had been intercepted and of these 11
had been destroyed arui .15 damaged. Enemy formations had
avoided fighting, whenever possible.

'  The Enemy situation in Sicily at the end of July 1943*

von Bonin The position of the Axis forces at the end of July in
(A.?I.B.6-R.156) Sicily was very critical. Colonel von Benin later wrote that

he was compelled ag^n and again to extend the west flank to
maintain contact between his Panzer divisions to avoid the
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danger of a "wide gap in the front which once opened could
never be closed. But the British had, by the beginning of
August won considerable ground in "the area sou"hh-west of
Mount Etna, ahd American forces in their thrust towards Nicosia
and Troina hAd made slow but steady progress and here too the
eocis forces had lost ground.

'During "this period, the enemy air force had remained
always active. In the heavy engagements •••••••••.• it gave
the Allied divisions effective and immediate st5)por"t. On
the other hand, the effect, of ehmy aif attacks which con
tinued day and night "without cease on "the Strait of Messina
had surprisingly, little effect. The writer cannot remember
ever once to have received a report of any note-^rorthy interrup
tion of the ferry service caused by enemy air attack. Much
more trouble "was caused us by the gradually increasing des
truction of roads and railWys iri' sou-fch and central Italy by
attacks from hea"vy bombers. ;^e flow of s\:q?plies began to
dry up, and our supply situation on "the island little by little
became critical.' At "the beginning of August it "was decided,
"bo" make all pr^aration for the evacuation of the island
*mo"ving German, and if possible Iteilian, troops "to "the
mainland.'

The Battle at Ca"bania

Sicilian

Campaign
A.P.H.Q,6657
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South of the town of Oa"tania fierce fighting continued,
but in spite of the strongly defended positions held by the
enen^ in "this seclbr hea"vy casualties were inflicted on his
forces. The fiermahn Goering Division was now holding on
while "the 15 th Paiizer Grenadier Division came eas"bwards to
form on his.;ri^t flank. Even heavier fighting, however,
took place on "the cen"tral front, to the west of Catania.

The 1st Infan"bry Brigade (Canadian) made steady headvray
in "the face of de"bermined opposition on 21 and 22 Jxaly, but
"the Ei^th Army engaged strong elements of the Painzer G^renadier
Division, sou"th-west of Agira and in the region of Leonforte.
The Germ^s here were fighting determinedly in order to keep
open "the road running eas"bwards and in the hope of reinforcing
the nor-th-easteim stronghold "with Italians. Assoro sou"th-
east of Leonforte fell to the Oaiiadian assault on 22nd, and on
the following day Leonforte was captured.

.  The enemy's" 15th Panzer Grenadier Division was now forced
"to "Withdraw eastwards, along the roads through Petralia,
Nicosiaj^ Troina' and nor"th and east of Leonforte and Nicosia
under cover of heavy artillery fire.and 'flak' to join up with
•the Hermann ̂ ering Division. The German units suffered
hea-vy caaual"ties on this and the succeeding days at "the hands
of our land and adr forces. Nicosia, ten miles nor"th-east
of Leonforte, "was captured on "the 24"th and in the face of
S"trong eneii^ opposition the Oamdians, aided by Kittyhawk
bombers, pushed on towards Agira which was' still in Axis hands.
The following day they fought their way as"tride "the Agira road,
but during the eveidng were forced to withdraw. During the
26th and 27"th, however, the Canadians continued to niain"tain
pressure in -"the Agira section supported by "the air at "backs on
"the Regalbuto area and reached positions overlooking Agira on
"three sides. On the 29 th "the town was cap-tured.

Air S\:g)port in "the Battle Area

The air plan aimed at the isolation of the main Ca"tania
position by the systematic bomibing and strafing of every line
of reinforcement. The ring formed by Misterbianco, Patemo,
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Adrano, Regalbuto, Troiiia, Cesaro, Bronte, R^dazzo,
Piumeftreddo, Riposto and Acireale were kept under constant
attack and the connecting roads were also constantly straffed.
Meanvrtiile attacks were to "be continued on Catania itself#

Prom 19/20 July to. the end of the month aircraft under
the control of the north-west African Tactical Air Force flew
a total of Qk medium, 705 light and 170 fighter bomber sorties
against the targets mentioned above# Mean^diile the Allied
fighters flew nearly a thousand sorties on offensive patrols
on all sectors of the battlefield, but no conclusive engage-,
ments with enemy aircraft were repoirted# The most consistent
effort was directed against Randazzo, the most iroportsuit road
junction which connected the Axis positions in the north with
those of the east coast# During the 12 days under review
attacks were made, by 43 medium, 46 light and 178 fighter-
bombers on the town's bridges and roads in the vicinity#

-  _ The most successful raid of these sorties was that c^ried out
by 36 P#40's on 22 July yUaen 40 enemy vehicles were claimed
as destroyed and 25 damaged# Of almost equal consistency
were the attacks delivered on the Troina area by 12 medium,
97 light and 135 fighter bonibers; the bombers concentrated
on the town and main road junction, and the fighter bombers
attacked targets on the Troina - Randazzo route# The most
intensive, attacks, however, were those made on Regalbuto on
the 26th and 27th, ishile the Canadians were making their
thrust in the Agira sector# On the 26th ni^t bombers flew a
tot^ of 212 sorties in attacks on Regalbuto, and these were
supplemented by 22 Kit"tyhawfe bomber sorties# Considerable
damage was done to the town and roads in the vicinity# On
the following day attacks were renewed by 82 more light bonibers#
These attacks, followed by 82 light bombers and 11 fighter

.  bomber sorties on Centuripe farther east on 28 July,
•  materially helped the thrust eastwards from Agira# Catania
itself was attacked by a total of I50 A-36's, .¥arhawks and
Kittyhawks#

Allied Forces Re-Croup

The Allied Forces now re-grouped for the final assaiiLt in
the southern Catania sector# The enemy held strongly defended
positions which had been improved by wiring and digging and
the whole of the Germans' ri^t flank was in difficult
mountainous country, easily defended and giving no scope for
mobile tank. warfare# There were three main roads only in
north-east Sicily along which large, scale Allied attacks could
be deyeloped:-

(i) that circling Mount Etna;
(iij the Catania and Messina coast road, and
(iii) the northern coastal road#

During the first few days of August Catania, the enemy's
centre of resistance, showed signs of becoming untenable.
The fall of Catenanuova on 29 July, and the capture of
Regalbuto four days later, threw the enemy back while on the
road Paterno - Adrano - Cesaro - San Fratello at the same time
providing the Eighth Army with excellent lateral connmmications#
On 3 August preparations for the withdrawal of the
Hermann Goering Division were reported and two days later
the land forces entered Catania at dawn without any enony
opposition#

The, intensive air attacks on all approaches to Catania
had been continued in the early days of August and they had
virtually isolated the position# During the first fo"ur days
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in August, in fact, attacks on targets in the Troina -
Randazzo - Paterno triangle exceeded the 250 mark for
bomber sorties and nearly kfX) for light suid filter bombers
respectively. In particular heavy attacks were delivered
on Adrano in sugpport of the thrust from Regalbuto.

Change in the heavy bomber policy

On 1 August "tiie A.O..G. Tactical Air Force sent a
personal signal to the A. 0# 0. -in-C saying -that he had ordered
attacte by fight^ and fighter-bombers on the roads and main
land up to the Giilf of Policastro and across* In general
XII Air Support Oommand were to make attacks on the west and
•the Desert Air Force on the east of the mainland* The battle
area remained the first priority but he had told his forces
to regard the Strait as a non-existent barrier in their hunt
for mechanical transport deep into enemy territory* He
considered that the Messina airea 'flak* was now practicstlly
prohibitive for all aircraft except the heavy bombers*

The reply from the Advanced Air Command post the next
day stated that as the position stood the heavy bombers would
not be supporting the Tactical Air Force in the Messina land
operation* In view of the fact that the Tactical Air Force
had 19 light and medium bomber squadrons plus fi^ter-boniber
squadrons available it was considered these were sufficient
to deal with the land situation, with the exception possibly
of Messina itself owing to the heavy 'flak'* But even this
target was not thoy^t to be parti(3ularly suitable for heavy
bombers* The hea^ bombers were required for another pur-
.pose viz 'to punch.the Italian people with a view to forcing
them to, bring pressure, to bear upon Badoglio to sue for peace'*
They would therefore be concentrated upon Rome and Naples for
the next four or five days with this object in view and bombers
from the United Kingdom would attack cities in northern Italy
with a similar aim.

The Allies suispect the enemy's intention

On 3 August 1943, Headcjoarters Fifteenth Army Group sent
a signal addressed to the Air Officer Comman<iing the
Mediterranean Air Command and to the Naval Commander-in-Chief

in the.Meditenrenean "which ran as follows: 'Indications
suggest "that Germans are making preparations for wi"thdrawal to
the mainland when this beeves necessary* It is quite
possible he may start pulling out before front collapses*
We must be in a position to take immediate ad-vanteige of such a
situation by "using full weight of Naval and Air Power* You
have no doubt co-ordinated, plans "to meet "tMs contingency and
I for my part will watch si"tuation most carefully so as to
let you know the right moment to strike and this may come
upon us sooner than we eijpect*'

On the some date "the. Air Officer Commanding the Desert
Air Force "wrote a demi-official letter to the Air Officer
Commanding "the Tactical Air Force in the same strain, *1
suggest that it "will need a combined air and na"val plan to
deal wi"th it, some-thing on the lines of the Tunisian affair
but . of course, applied to the particular situation here* I
quite realise "that we can do a lot with the air forces immedi
ately a-vailable, but the exceptional 'flak' on bo-th sid.es of
"the Strait of Messina "will need, I "think "the use of Fortresses
if we are to main-tain continuous air action to defeat an
attenpt at evacuation* Presumably "the Na-vy "will be able to
prevent sea mo"vement at nigjht, but here agein they may need
some help from .us*'
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To this Air Marshal Coningham replied the next day

^  Op*.
Instruction

No, 16
6 August 1943»
N,A,T.A.F.

0, R« B,

Appendix.

*But the night is our prohlon, and though the increasing
moon Ydll help the air^ only a positive physical harrier,
such as the navy can provide, would be effective.
The difficulties of operating naval surface forces in the
naiTpw part of the Strait is obvious and I do not see
how we can hope for the same proportion of success as
at Cap Bon, *

To provide measures for the situation as he saw it, the
A,0. G. , T,A,P, issued fresh instructions. The enony might be
expected to evacuate Sicily at any moment in the near future;
he might use at the outset any or all of the beaches from
Milazzo to Taormina; and at a later stage, the beaches from
Torre di Faro to Messina were likely to be the main evacua
tion areas owing to the short channel crossing suid the high
scale of anti-aircraft protection that could be given from
tha.t restricted area. It was also expected that the enemy
would endeavour to carry out the bulk of his movement under
cover of darkness.

It was estimated that the enemy air force would have
available 100 fighters and fighter-bombers which coiald operate
to cover the evacuation by day from the Crotone and Scalea
areas, and that 15 night filters were based in the Naples
area. Additionally, approximately 100 long range bombers
were available in the Heel of Italy and the Poggia area Tiihich
could be used by day or night to assist the evacuation. It
was probable that the bomber aircraft would operate mainly
at night.

The main requirement was to determine exactly when the
enemy evacuation began and bolh local Air Commanders were
instructed to initiate daily reconnaissance with the object
in view. The Tactical Bcxnber Force Commander was to initiate
a plan for night reconnaissance in the area from Milazzo to
Taormina, Wellingtons of the Strategic Air Force would
attack Messina and the barge anchorages to the north of that
town on the nights 5 to 8 August, These attacks would be
continued if indications showed that the target Justified itf
By day Portress formations would.be diverted frcan objectives^
in southern Italy to attack Messina by the Air Commander-in-
Chief occasionally. The Strategic Air Force medium bomber
groups would attack landing grounds in the Crotone and Scalea
areas when photographic reconnaissance showed that a profit
able target was presented. Lightnings were being allocated
for the attack of movement in the Toe of Italy,

As soon as the evacuation areas were discovered action
would be taken. The Desert Air Force, XII Air S\q>port
Command and the- Tactical Bomber Force would attack all move
ment to evacuation points and concentrations of troops in
evacuation areas. Attacks were to be extended to the land
ing area on the eastern side of the Strait of Messina,
Additionally the Air Forces were to extend their operational
areas to include any movement in the Toe of Italy, At night
the Tactical Bomber Force was to operate at nwY-iTni^ intensity
during the, evacuation period, ■ The Force was to attack the
evacuation areas at maximum strength shortly after last light
and up to 2300 hours, A similar second attack was to be
made after 02f00 hours. Normally Mitchell groups would be
eirployed on these attacks using aircraft of No. 326 Wing as
pathfinders. The remainder of the Tacticeil Boniber Force was
to be employed against road movement in the Toe of Italy,
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The Strategic Air j^prce would, require 12 hours notice,
as a minimum, to operate against ensiiy evacuati^ targets*
This notice would be given by "^e headquarters of "Oie Tactical
Air Force* As soon as this was given the following
co-ordinated plan would -be opeiated* At 0900 hours 72
Fortresses would attack the enbny evaciiation area* This
attack would be folloWfed by a prolonged fighter-boniber attack
on the same area* A secoiid Fortress attack would follow
approximately two hours afterwards arid then a second fighter*^
bomber attack* Later a medium bonber group woxild be held at
readiness to undertaice a third bonber attack and would be
dispatched by the Strategic Air Force on request by the
Tactic^ Air Force* The Strategic Air Force were also to
arrange to continue the* attaOks by medium groups on landing
grounds in the Crotone and Scalea areas and by Lightning
Groups against movement in the Toe of Italy#

The FrogTOss of the Seventh Army

In the west the Seventh Army was re-grouping and moving
east in the north coastal sector where it shortly ̂ countered
Ibe bulk of the 29th Panzer Grenadier Division, which had
arrived from the mainland* The weight of this division began
to be felt in this sector after the capture of Castelbuono on
27 July* On that day, the Canadians were forced to fall back
scmevbat in the Regalbuto-Agira area as a result of heavy
counter-attacks by the enen^-#

Encountering firm opposition from the Germans, besides
extensive demolitions and minefields, both the Americans and
the Canadians pushed forward steadily during the next week*
The Seventh Army took Nicosia on the 28th and continued on
towards Troina* Canadians took Agira on the 28th, Gatenanvova
on 29th, ar^ were- fightihg in Regalbuto on 1 August* Cn the
next day the Eighth Army captured Genturipe and the Seventh
beat off a heavy countei^attack west of Troina#

The battle of Troina

The First Division of the Seventh Army opened the attack
on Troim on 4 August with a 50 minute artillery and air
preparation at 1645 hours* Eight and a half artillery
batteries were firing on enemy positions, and 72 Mustangs in
two waves of 36 aircraft, each carrying .a 500 lb* bomb,
dropped their loads on Troina* s defenders# An infaintry attack
followed, but was beaten off by the Germans#

The battle continued, and .on the 5 th the Americans
renewed the attack# 7.II Air Support CcmmBLnd provided direct

sending three Mustang sorties against defence positions*
In addition twelve Mitchells of the 12th Banbafdment Group and
24. Baltimores of the Tactical Bonher Force, bombed the town and
road t^gets in,the vicihityrespectively# Cn the 6th the
Americajds took the town and pushed oiie mile east "where
vigorous eneiiiy resistance ms again encoiuitered#

The capture of Troina was one of the most significant
ey^ts of "the campaign* After this.defeat the Germans never
again Ss-crificed large numbers of l^oops to. hold any ppsition,
and their "Vyhole effoft was bent oh.ineiking a successful with-
<^Wal of aS many men as posgibje frcm Sicily* It is
interesting "to note that, in Ihis battle the enemy incun ed
the heaviest casualties' of the whole campaign*
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From this point the cangpaign degenerated into an engineer
ing prdblenu Italian formations were almost discoimted, and
the problem of both Allied armies was to advance as fast as
possible from delaying position to delaying position over
extensive and skilfully planned German demolition and
minefields*

Action report
W.N.T*P.

Husky
A.P.H.Q.
6o66«

Ibid

Action report
W.N*T.P* of
Husky
A.P.H.Q. 6066
p. 78*
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Formation of Task Force 88

On 28 July .Vice Admiral Hewitt U«S* Navy had created Task
Force 88, under the command of Rear Admiral X«A« Davidson, in
order to 'support the eastward advance of the Seventh Army by
gunfire support and by effecting advance landings of military
units. ' The forces available were the three cruisers
Philadelphiaj Savannahs Boise and some 14 destroyers, landing
and escort craft* Duidng the advance of the Seventh Army
along the north coastal road the greatest assistance was given
by these ships, vhose gunfire, controlled, by their own slotting
aircraft, was directed against shore batteries and other
targets indicated by the Army.

After the battle of Troina, on 8 August, the Third
Division (U. S. ) in conjunction with the Naval Task Force made
the first of three amphibious landings two miles east of
SaiQ:'Agata with the object of outflanking the German posi
tions at San Fratello which had stopped the advance along the
coastal road for four days.

Again on 11 August, German efforts to reform and
re-organise a defence system on the Capo d* Orlando-Naso line
were similarly frustrated by a second amphibious landing at
Brolo. During the hours of darkness early on the morning
16 August, another amphibious lamding was made. This had
been intended to beach east of Milazzo, but as the Seventh Army
had advanced so rapidly on shore, the landings were diverted
to the beacheis north-west of Barcellona, which by that time
was behind the advanced echelons of the Seventh Army.

Admiral Hewitt claimed that the operations of this Task
Force were unique in navail history in that a combatant naval
force had operated for a period of 22 days from an unprotected
anchorage within easy bomibing distance of enemy shore based
aircraft. During the operation more than 20 enemy aircraft
had been shot down, one 'F' lighter and two escort vessels,
had been sunk and severaQ. *E' boats and escort vessels dsunaged.
The Island of Ustica and the Lipari Islands (a group of seven
islands) had been taken with I40 prisoners of wair, their arms
and several vailuable codes and ciphers.

He was not, however, satisfied with the air cover
provided. 'The operations along the north coast of Sicily
were conducted within 200 miles of 15 enemy airfields, four of
which were within 60 miles until the fall of Catania on
5 August. As a result, the ships and craft operating off the
north coast were, until the middle of August, under repeated
bombing and strafing attack by enemy aircraft. Due to the
inadequate air coverage provided for the naval operations, an
effort was made to limit the time the cruisers would be in the
gunfire suvjport areas. To station these vessels in daylight
positions offshore, awaiting call by "tiie Army, invited enemy
air action. The continuity of the air coverage provided was
inadequate to protect naval movements, and frequently enemy
attacks were pressed home without interception by our fighters.
The thin fighter cover provided was apparently due to an
inadequate number of aircraft being available to meet all
air requirements. Ccanraunications with fighter air coverage
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when present were not goodj this is believed to be due largely
to lack of indoctrination in procedure and lack of experience
An the part of both ship and air force personnel# Coinmunica-
tions between naval ccamnanders and the air force control
stetion were poor# This was a^jgravated by the fact that the
Air Support Conmasuid was not located at Corps Headquarters,
Tirtiere requests for gunfire missions originate^ This resulted
in loss of time in arranging for fighter cover and, on some
occasions, resulted in none being fiarnished# If the XII Air
Support Canmand had taken a more active part in ttie initial
planning of the campaign and had been leas desirous of showing
its independence vis-a-vis the Army, difficulties might have
been obviated# *

Husky
23 Scoru#

A.H#BoAIJ5/81

0»H# B#

T.B.P.

Colour is lent to this report by the fact that Palermo,
was thrice raided during this period# During the hours of
darkness on the morning of 1 August more than 25 Ju#88*s and
Do# 217*s made a successful attack, rendering the best dock
unserviceable, destroying rations and petrol supplies, blowing
up an ammunition train, and sinking the British coaster
Uskide (2708 tons)# Two United States minesweepers Strive
and Skill were also damaged# Casualties were light# The
second attack was made on 4 August when more than 35 enemy
aircraft again bcanbed the ̂ ck area and airfield but wilh less
success, although two United States destroyers(l) were damaged
and had to be towed to Malta for repairs# On the first raid
seven enemy aircraft were claimed ae destroyed and on the
second four. aircraft# A third attack was made in force on
the night of 6/7 August, but was met by night fighters and
broken up, very little damage resulting#

Advent of Tactical Bomber Force

The headquarters of the Tactical Bomber Force were estab
lished in Comiso on 6 August# This formation had been handi
capped during the Husky operations for the following reasons#
In the initial period the fighters had been fully canmitted
and were therefore only able to provide escorts for a limited
number of bomber raids# V/hile the Force had been operating
from the mainland only the Mitchell units had been able to
reach the eastern half of "tiie island, as tiie other aircraft
had insufficient range. The Force had been obliged to move
during the opera tion from North Africa to Sicily lAiich had
caused a certain amount of disorganisation and No# 326 Wing was
deficient in aircraft vhile the 340th Group was short of
aircrews# All these reasons prevented the efficient operation
of the Tactical Bomber Force#

A»A#F# in

World War II.

UoS#FaEVVl58l
5 Aug#.
A# F■ H# Q#'
6893

Strategic Air Force Bomber Operations

The Strategic Air Force also had to reduce the scale of
attack on Italian targets after the fall of Palermo because
its aircrews had become tired by a long succession of cpera-
tions in very hot and trying weather# General Eisenhower had
asked for the temporary transfer of additional heavy bomber
units (Fortress) from the Eighth Air Force in the
United Kingdom to the Mediterranean theatre, but his request
had been referred to the Conbined Chiefs of Staff and refused
by them on the grounds that these units could be more usefully
employed in operations from Britain#

(90918)88
(1 ) Shibrick and l*iayrant#
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In spite of these diffic\d.ties, the Strategic Air Force
continued its offensive against lines of conanunication and
airfields in Italy. The most iinportaint communication targets
attacked were, San G-iovanni, Salerno, Paola,
Miarina di Catauizairo, Battipaglia, Sapri and Naples on the
Tyrrhenian coast, and Rome and Bologna. Attacks were ailso
directed eigalnst airfields from vdiich eiiemy aircraft might
reach Sicily and the Allied lines of ccmmunication in the
central. Mediterranean; some of iiriiich included Scalea, Capua,
Montecorvino, Capodiohino, Viterbo, Aquino, Grottaglie,
Pratica de Itoe, Crotone, Grazzanise and Foggiau All these
targets were sitmted in southern or central Italy. These
attacks met with little opposition either from fighters or
anti-aircraft firew

XII A.S.C.

Ops.
Summary
•A.H.B.AIJ5/6

In addition to the work of the heavy and medium bombers.
Strategic Air Force Lightnings and Kittyhawks made extensive
sweeps over Sardinia and the 'Toe of Italy. Lightnings of
the 1st, 14th and 82nd Fighter Groi5)s operated against targets
on the mainland* Prom the 8th to 17 August they raided the
enemy* s, evacuation route, bombing and shooting up trains,
motor transport, radar stations and bridges with impunity.

On 13 August, a second large scale attack was made on
the Littorio and Lorenzo marshalling yards in Rome. One
hundred and six Fortresses escorted by 45 Lightnings, 102
Marauders and 66 Mitchells escorted by 90 Lightnings - from
the Strategic Air Force - dropped 5OO tons of bombs on these
objectives. Very e- hensive damage was inflicted on the rail
system and on the ai ̂JLeld at Lit torio. The attacks were
opposed by 75 enemy fighters. American losses were two
Msrauders yfcile. they claimed to have shot down five enemy
aircraft and five probably destroyed. (I)

Boniber Command Attack on Italy

While these attacks were being made by the Strategic
Air Force by day, Bomber Command was raidir^ Italian cities
at night, .On7> 12, I4 and 15 August a total of 880 aircraft
attacked Milan; on 7> 12 and I6 August a total of 355 aircraft
attacked Turin and on 7 Aiagust 72 aircraft attacked Genoa. (2)
On 16/17 August 127 Fortresses of the Ei^th Air Force bombed
Regensbxpg,(3Jttien flew on to North African bases. A week
later 84 of these aircraft returned to the United Kingdom
bombing Bordeaux en route.

XII Air Support Command in Sicily

The XII Air Support Command Headquarters had been estab
lished with that of the Seventh tony, at Agrigento on 22 July
and had remained with that Headquarters throughout the campaign,
moving first to Palermo and then to San Stefano. On 24 July,
the Third Air Defence Wing assumed the function of XII Air
Si:5)port Command and conducted operations during the remainder
of the campaign. The 3rd Air Defence Wing was renamed the
64tli Filter Wing on 12 .A\agust.

(1) AcH.B. Narrative. *The Italian Campaign,* Volume I,
(2) A.H,B. Narrative. *The R.A,F. in the Bcmbing

Offensive against Germany,* Volume V, Appendix 10.
(3) A®HeB. Narrative. *The R.A.F. in the Bombing

Offensive against Germany*, Volume V, Appendix 12.
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The order of hattle of the Wing was as follows:-

H.Q, fe.6^Wing
Smnooary
A.H.B./IIJ5/78.

Ibid

Sicilian

Campaign

6637

Type of
Base

Aircraft

Spitfire Ponte Olivo

Mustang Ponte Olivo

¥arhawk Licata

Kittyha:?dc Licata

Mustang Gela East

Mustang Gela West

Unit-

31st-Fighter Group
111th Reconnaissance

Squadron
33rd Fighter Group
99th Fighter Squadron
27th Bomb. Group
86th Bomb# Group (D)

The advanced operations headquarters moved from Agrigento
to Termini on 28 July and from there controlled all aircraft
operating on the north coast# The 31st Filter Gro\;q? mo-ved
to Termini on 27 July "but remained \Ander the operational
control of XII Air Support Command Headquarters# All units,
except the 11th Tactical Reconnaissance.Squadron, were used
almost exclusively as fi|^ter-"bombers# The majority of
sorties were either against targets located by tactical
reconnaissance on the ground, or against eneny shipping vMch
had been sighted# In the a'bsence of other suitable targets,
boniber sweeps over the roads of the north-eastern part of
Sicily Were flown, looking for targets of opportunity# All
air support requests which cox^Ld be flown with fighter-
boiiibers were acc^ted#

Notwithstanding the fact that most of their air units had
had considerable fighting experience before the beginning of
the Sicilian campaign, there were several regrettable
incidents in which the ground forces were bombed and strafed
by their, dvm aircraft.- For instance at 1345 hours on
4 August, -bwelve Mtchell bombers attacked the Second Devons
nesu? Regalbuto and inflicted three casualties# Another
attack was made on the same day at I7OO hours when twelve
United States fighters operated in a British Brigade area#
In retum the ground troops frequently fired on friendly air
craft and many losses occurred from this cause# There were
fidso difficulties with the stjpply of banbs, and with the
replacement of aircraft#

The Final Phase

The Junction of the armies

The fall of Oenturipe to the Ei^th Army may be said to
mark the beginning of the final phase of the campaign in
Sicily; It soon became apparent that the Germans were
trying to withdraw aH along the line from the east to the
north coast, but their time-table had probably-been vpset by
the early loss of the high ground around Centuripe#

The final phase of the campaign began on 3 August, for
by then the Seventh Army and the Eighth were fighting side by
side# The Seventh Army were attacking to pass Mount E-tam
to the north, and -the Eighth Amy were attacking to pass it
to the south and east# On the Eighth Army front the Germans
were seen destroying dumps in the Gerbini area in preparation
for falling; back to the bridgehead position north of Catania#
On the Seventh Army front stiff opposition was being offered
particularly- in the Troina area# On the following day the
evauca'tion of Catania bEud become apparent and the Eighth Amy
were in the outskirts , of liie city# . ,
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Enemy Withdrawal

By 7 Aiigust the enemy had been driven from Adrano to the
foot-hills of Mount Etna. To the south-east his line ran

through Nicolosi to a point on the coast midway between Catania
and Acireale; to the north-west he had withdrawn behind
Bronte to a line through Cesaro and up to the coast at
San Pratello. Five days later he had been driven out of
these positions, Riposto had been evacuated, and the Allies
were at the approaches to Randazzo and Capo d' Orlando. As
land and air forces hammered relentlessly at the retreating
armies Wellingtons of the Strategic Air Force (1) (78 dropped
150 tons of bombs on the night 7/8 alone) struck at the
evacuation beaches between Messina and Cape Peloro.

From then onwards to the fall of Messina on I6 August the
air effort consisted of heavy attacks against the retreating
ground forces, continuous day eind night patrols, and the
strafing of Siebel ferries and other craft escaping across
the Strait to the mainland.

The in^ortahce of Randazzo

Randazzo was a particularly important objective as it
was the last road junction connecting the Axis positions in
the north with those on the east coast. With its fall the

enemy would be forced to divide and retire along the coast
roads to Messina.

On 7 August the Tactical Bomber Force flew 21 raids
against Randazzo by 107 Mitchells, 48 Baltimores, and 94
Bostons, the units engaged being the 12th, 47th and 340th
(U.S.) Bomb Groups and N0S9232 and 326 Royal Air Force Wings.
They dropped in all one thousand and seventy-six 250 lb. bombs,
two hundred and ninety-three 100 lb. bombs, and one hundred
and ninety-nine 5OO lb. bombs. Many hits were observed on
buildings. Bombs also fell on the railway line and one lange
fire started by the first wave of bombers was seen to be still
burning at the end of the attack. 'Flak* was intense, heavy
and accurate. Four aircraft were lost and 21 damaged by
anti-aircraft fire.

At the same time 12 Bostons (No.326 Wing) bombed liffialetto,
seven miles to the south>-west with forty-ei^t 250 lb. bombs
and 80 Marauders made a concerted attack on the road bridge
over the Alcantara River across which troops were withdrawing.
Mustangs and Kittyhawks continued to attack Cesaro and Randazzo
as the Allied troops advanced on these objectives ■while
Warhawks and Kittyhawks, returning from pounding the Messina
ferries, joined in and shot 1:^ lines of communications in the
same area.

On the next day Randazzo again felt the full weight of
ligiht and medium boniber at "tack. During the first part of the
day fighter bombers concentrated on road -fcargets north of
Mount Etna, but later the Desert Air Force reverted to attack
ing shipping in the Messina Strait. The 31st (U.S. ) Fighter
Gro\:5) flew 76 sorties to cover "the Seventh Army's ainphibious
landing near Sant* Agatei. The enemy fighter-bcmbers F.W.190*s
and Me.l09's which attempted to bomb were intercepted and
forced to jettison their bcariitbs. Three F.W.190's -were claimed
destroyed and one Me. 109 damaged. On 10 August anti-shipping
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sweeps vere continued over the Strait and coastal areas#
Shipping movements were observed to be less than was usual#
In the afternoon bombers again attacked Randazzo#

On the 11th Randazzo was again bombed by 48 Mitchells of
the 12th and 340th (U#S#) Bomb. Group# The road and railway
were hit and fires were started# Pour raids were made by
12 Baltimores (No.232 Wing) and 36 Mitchells (l2th Bomb. Group)
on Piumefreddo - an important junction on the east coast road
to Messina - direct hits were observed on roads and buildings.
Mustangs of the 27th and 86th (U. S. ) Bomb. Group with
Kittyhawks of the 33rd Fighter Group were active in sxj^jport
of the American surprise landing east of Orlando and made
five attacks on gun emplacements in the vicinity of the land-
ingsi Troop concentrations south of Orlando and a column of
tanks and personnel near Brolo were successfully bombed and
shot up# In raids on the communications to the area direct
hits were obtained on bridges, and the main coastal road and
in the towns of Patti and Piraino.

This widespread bonibing of towns end communications,
althou^ effective, actually slowed down the advance of the
ground forces on several occasions owing to the debris block
ing the streets and impeded the forward movement of the
infeuitry.

On this day the enemy reacted strongly in the air#
Mines were dropped in the sea off Syracuse and Augusta#
During the evening between 2240 and 2330 hours more than 30
enemy aircraft attacked the landing grounds at Lentini and
Agnone, as well as the ports of Augusta euid Syracuse. On
the landing grounds about 30 Alli.ed aircraft were destroyed or
damaged, and Royal Artillery personnel defending the landing
grounds sustained 31 casualties# These attacks were made
with great determination, but the eneny lost five Ju#88*b
destroyed#

The German plan for withdrawal

The total number of German troops in Sicily was about
50,000 and the intention was to evacuate them all to the main
land# It was realised that the Navy and Air Force could make
the crossing by day impossible, and that the ferry service
could be maintained only under cover of darkness. With the
German ferry vessels at Iheir disposal, they required six
ni^ts for these 50,000 men with their general weapons,
including machine guns, but without vehicles and all heavy
weapons#

The plan based on these facts foresaw five defence lines
converging on Messina, and adways becoming smaller around the
towns# The first of these defence lines ran ftcan the north
coast at or just east of Sant* Agata, over Bronte, to the south
slopes of Mount. Etna, to Acireale# The last line was just
around Messina# In withdrawing to the first, and in each
withdrawal to the second, third, fourth and fifth lines of
defence, each division was to release a fixed proportion of
its troops, and from all three divisions a total of 8 - 10,000
men was to be released at each withdrawal, and moved on foot
towards Messina# On the fifth line of defence, the last
remaining troops were to proceed direct to the boats in the
last night before the final evacuation# Equipment was to be
got out by day by the ferry service as opportunity offered*
Italian troops were to be moved to the mainland, but in all cases
without vehicles or heavy weapons by means of their own trans
port "sdiich consisted principally of a large steam ferry#
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The Germans tried to get the Itailian Army Headquarters
to evacuate Sicily of its own free will, and thus free them
selves of a mass of Italian troops^ Siarprisingly enough,
the Italians refused to go» It appears that the Italians
had had strict orders that they were not to leave tlie island
before the Germans. All was therefore prepared for the
proposed evacuation, the only question being the date on
which the plan was to be put into operation.

After the decision had been taken there were some anxious

days at the German Headquarters which was located at first at
Barcellona and later south-west of Messina. Had the Allies

realised their intention? If not when would they do so?
What action would they take when the situation was clear to
them? All these questions were acute and caused the German .
General Staff grave concern, especially as the American land
ings on the north coast were considered as the beginning of
increased Allied activity, and the fore-warning of large
scale operations.

* Nothing of the kind occurred. The plans proceeded as
laid down, and without any difficulty worthy of mention.
There was not even a notable increase in the attacks of the

enemy air force against our ferry service, 'sshich continued
vdthout interruption by night, and of course now by day.
Our hope to save not only the men but also all our equipment,
and thus to attain a naximum of our aim, increased from hour
to hour. In order to make it' possible, another night and
another ccanplete day were gained for the divisions by holding
one of the intermediate defence lines longer. It would have
been quite possible to win further time as the enemy followed
the vdthdrawal of our troops only hesitantly, and was more
over delayed in his advance by effective demolitions on the
roads. *

J.I.0.(a)iiA3

A.P.H.Q.

6893
Ops. in Sicily

(90918)93

Allied Intelligence at fault

As late as 4 August the Allied Joint Intelligence
OonxTittee had written in a paper entitled 'Estimate of enemy
capabilities to evacuate Sicily' that, 'at the present time
there is no sign that the enemy intends an evacuation of
Sicily and liiere is evidence that reinforcements still con
tinue to reach the island. ' They reported that a photographic
reconnaissance on 31 July had revealed the presence of the
following small craft in the areas of iiie Strait which could
be made available for enemy evacuation

Two train ferries.
Thirty to forty lading craft or Siebel ferries.
Numerous small craft

and they estiiinated that it would be possible for the enemy to
evacuate 60,000 troops every twenty-four hours.

It was not until 2210 hours on 14 August that General
Alexander from the Headquarters of the Fifteenth Amy Group
infcxrmed Air Chief Marshal Tedder as to the situation in a
signal Tirfiich ran as follows 'Prom general infomation
received it now appears that German evacuation has real5.y
started'.

It is now known through the medium of captured docmients
that the original German plan for evacuation was that the
Hermann Goerlng Division should begin evacuation on 'Urel Aigust,
the 15 th Panzer Grenadier Division on the 12th, and the
29th Panzer Grenadier Division on the 15th« But this proposed
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programme was upset by the Allied attacks and full scale
evacuation was begun instead by the 15th Panzer Grenadier
Division from Randazzo on 11 August and by the 29th Panzer
Grenadier Division in the coastal sector on the night of
the 12/I3th.

During llie night 1Q/11th and 1l/l2th August the following
German personnel and equipment were ferried over to the
mainland;-

615 officers, and 19j924 other ranics,
34 tanks, 44 S.F. assault guns,
21 guns and 11 A/A guns,
15 heavy A/T guns,
2,185 vehicles.

The last Gentian troops embarked from the island on the
ni^t of 16/17 August, abandoning Italian troops and a
great quaiitity of undestroyed material and supplies®

No.205 (R.A.F.) Group's night operations against the
German evacuation

The night flying Wellingtons of No. 205 Group under the
control of the Strategic Air Force made a series of attacks
on the evacuation beaches and Messina beginning on the ni^t
of 4/5 August. Messina was allotted to No. 236 Wing
(24 aircraft) and No.331 Wing (36 aircraft) for a heavy attack
at 2200 hours. On that night they were warned particularly
to confine their attention to the marshalling yards only, as
anything found outside this target was to be regarded as
friendly, in view of the fact that light naval surface craft
would be harassing any . shipping foimd between the mainland
and Sicily. Ninety-seven tons of bombs were dropped on
Messina and as the target was v/ell illuminated by flsires
results were observed to have been successful. The crews
saw small fires break out near the ferry tenninus, and a
4,000 lb. bomb burst in the marshalling yards. The town
itself was repeatedly hit.

On Mie night of 5/6^b, an increased effort was ordered
on the beaches betv/een Messina and Cape Pelcro, the actual
targets being tlie barges and personnel which were beginning
the German evacuation. Messina itself was not to be bombed
but some leaflets were to be dropped in that area. One
hundred Wellingtons from Nos. 231, 236, 330 and 331 Wings
dropped 157 tons of bombs. But low cloud and haze seriously
interfered with the finding of the targets and although the
beaches were located nothing was seen on them and the results
of the bombing were considered as negligible.

A repeat attack ms ordered for the night of 6/7th but
owing to the bad weather only 31 of the 40 aircraft Tf^ich
took off fourd. the target. Bombing results were largely
unobserved. On the same night other Wellingtons of the same
group bombed Naples successfully.

• On the next niglit attacks were again made on the beaches,
half the effort being devoted to the beaches between Scsiletta
and Messina and half to those five miles each side of Cape
Barbi. Eighty-one aircraft dropped 148 tons- of bombs on the
beaches and nearby roads and in the. towns of. Bagnara and
Scaletta. Direct hits were seen on some roads and in both
towns, a large fire being started at Bagnara and another near
Cape Barbi. Objects v^ich might have been landing craft were
seen on the beaches at Bagnara and others to the north of that
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places* Two Wellingtons were seen to have been shot down in
flariies by enemy night fighters, but the *flak* was negligible*

On the night of 8/9th 72 aircraft attacked the beaches
between Messina and Cape Peloro from dusk to dawn in clear
weather but found no visible activity there* A few fires
were started but "the results of dropping tons of bonbs
appeared to be negligible* On the next night the attacks
were repeated* Cloud made location difficult, bursts were
seen along the roads and beaches, among enemy transport west
of Cape Peloro and on buildings in Paradiso* But conclusive
damage, as usual on such targets, was difficult to prove.
The attack was repeated again on the night of 10/l1th,
althoxagh the crews reported that no obvious signs of evacua
tion were yet apparent* Eighty-five aircraft dropped
174 tons of bombs during the hours of darkness. Bombs were
dropped amongst landing craft, on beaches and coastal roads*
Photographs confirmed the success of this attack and good
fires were seen between Sant* Agata and Ganzirri*

The next night, for "the seventh time, the same attacks
were ordered* Eighty-four Wellingtons attacked the beaches
and bursts were observed along the beaches and coastal roads*
Fires were seen at Ganzirri and at Messina* A small number
of bairges were observed inshore along the coast* A toteil of
159. tons of bombs were dropped and photographs confirmed
that the attack liad been successful*

On tlie night 1^13 th 86 aircraft dropped 180 tons of
bombs on the usual targets* A few barges were seen off
shore* A large fire in Paradiso, caused an explosion, which
revealed a large ship just off the shore together with some
more barges* The attack continued for the vhole of the ni^t

,  " and. results were believed to have been good*

On the 13th the Headquarters of the Strategic Air Force
informed No* 205 Group that Intelligence(l) reported tliat the
work of the Wellingtons over the beaches had been extremely
effective and had been much appreciated by the Allied forces
in Sicily. Nevertheless on the next night the Group's effort
was diverted to targets on the Italian mainland*

The Seventh Army Commander's proposal

On 10 August General Pat ton asked for the approval of
A*F.H*Q* . the Fifteenth Army Group for an operation which he had already
6893 planned in concert with the formations concerned* He asked

that he should be permitted to use the 509 th Para troop
battalion in a combined air and sea assault on the rear of

the enemy's positions near Barcellona* General Alexander
approved the plan and sent it on to the Air Commander-in-Chief
asking him to provide the necessary aircraft and to arrange
the details of the operations direct with the Staff of the

•  Seventh Army.

The reply came late in the afternoon of 13th« It was
considered tlmt the para troop operation requested by
General Patton against the bridges west of Barcellona was
impracticable as a daylight operation because of the

(l) The G-2 report at the Daily Operational meeting at
A*F.H.Q* on 14 August stated 'There was no evidence of
any large-scale withdrawal of troops from Sicily* At
the same time a limited and well organised evacuation
was being carried out* '
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concentration of anti-aircraft fire whidti was Joiown to exist
in that area. If an interruption of road communications was
desired, this could be aoooinplished by a fighter-boniber or
bomber attack with at leSst equal effectiveness and far
greater eccmomy of force tlian would result from an airborne
operation. It was therefore proposed, to arrange such an
attack to .fit in with General Patton*s plan if required.
However by 14 Aiagust the can5)aign was nearly over and nothing
was done.

The pursuit and final reduction of the Island

Early on the inoming of .13 August 1943, the Americans
entered Randazzo and the campaign was at an end. There were
still a few days of the final attempt to prevent withdrawal,
but it was too late. The advantages of the ground were with
the ehemy., .. Even the Messina Strait presented hardly a chance
to the Allies. The Germans had foreseen the value that narrow
thread of water might assume and the elaborateness of the anti
aircraft defence surprised the airmen who encountered it.

On this day, air reconnaissance reported continuous
activity in the Stredt of Messina. Between 1300 and 1430
hours 12 Siebel ferries and between 40 and 50 barges were
seen in Ihe Strait. Most of the eneny craft was concentrated
in Messina and along the beaches northwards as far as
Cape Peloro Warhawks and Kittyhawks operated all day over
shipping in the Strait and the Toe of Italy. Direct hits
were made on two Siebel ferries, one *E* boat, one small
merchant vessel, one leirge barge, and one 'P* boat. Near
misses were recorded on eleven barges, six Siebel ferries, a
small merchamt vessel, and one boat.

There was some air opposition. In the morning Spitfires
and Warhawks intercepted about ten Me.109's and P.W. 190's
over the Strait and claimed to have destroyed one P.W. 190 and
two Me.109* s end probably destroyed another Me. 109 for the loss
of one Allied filter of each lype. Both pilots survived.

Of the 24 Mitchells detailed to attack Falcone, owing to
bad.visibility 17 bcmbed. the target on 'estimated time of
arrival*, the remainder returned to base without having
released their bombs.

In the afternoon, 39 Mitchells set out to attack shipping
in the Strait and although the weather was clear could find no
targets. As an alteraative 93 tons of bcaribs were unloaded
on railroad bridges north of Scaletta.

The next day shipping continued to operate in the Strait
at. the same intensity as on the previous day. The enemy was
continuing his orderly evacuation across the Strait and disperf-
ing to. points en the mainland as far north as Gioia. Desert
Air Force aircraft attacked mechanical transport concentrated
at Gesso destroying 12 of themj the rest of their effort was
devoted to shipping in the Strait and along the west coast of
Italy as far as Gioia. Successes included a direct hit on a
tug and on a large barge carrying troops. Very near misses
Y/ere made on two Siebel ferries, which were believed to have
been damaged, and near misses on fifteen barges and numerous
other enemy vessels.

At 16CX) hours ̂ itfires intercepted three M.C.202*s
at 8,000 feet with 22 M. 0.202 *s flying above them at 17,000
feet. The latter formation took no action. Kittyhawks
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engaged a fonnation of about six Me«109's and M«C,202*s with
the result that one lvI«C«202 was destroyed and three Me«109*s
were damaged.

*FlEik* in the Messina Strait was encountered only by
aircraft vindertaking offensive action. This was considered

Ibid to indicate that the ere my was husbajiding his ammunition.
•  On" the 15th ei^t missions consisting of 24 Bostons, 36

Baltimores and 36 Mitchells released 90 tons of bombs on troop
barges south of Cape Peloro. Direct hits were made on "ouild-
ings and on boats in the lake. Intense 'flak* from the
target to Torre di Faro damaged 28 aircraft. ^Plak* was also
heavy along the opposite side of the Straits. The Desert
Air Force continued its attacks on shipping, and Spitfires
of No. 31 Fighter Croup made sweeps in the area Milazzo -
Messina. Desert Air Force Spitfires intercepted four
F.W. 190's east of Catania and destroyed two for the loss of
one Spitfire". The enemy air force had made attacks on ship
ping at Augusta,. Catania, and off Capo d* Orlando. No
serious daiiiage had been reported.

By this date the Allied Headquarters in Sicily had come
to the conclusion that not more than 10,000 Germans were
still in the island and that these could easily be evacuated
in the next two days. *It will be surprising if more than
a thousand or so Germans are cau^t.'

On the 16th, v^ich was to prove the last day of the
ground campaign in Sicily, air operations were continued
against shipping in the Strait and on cdiiimunications in the
Toe of Italy. Ninety-six sorties were made by Mitchells,
Baltimores and Bostons of the 12th, 47th and 340th Bomb.
Groups and No. 232 Wing. They dropped one hundred and forty-
two 300 lb., foior hundred and ninety-two 250 lb., forty-
seven 100 lb. and one thousand and ninety-five 20 lb. bombs on
shipping in the Strait and on the beaches from north of
Messina to Gape Peloro. Forty-four aircraft were damaged
by *flak' and two were reported as missing.

In view of the uncertainty of the position of the forward
Allied troops, the whole of the available fighter-bomber force
of the Desert Air Force was directed against shipping
targets. Hits were obtained on ei^t barges and two Siebel
ferries and other vessels, one large ship was seen on fire and
emitting explosions off Messina. *Flak* was intense heavy
and accurate at the north-east comer of Sicily, at Messina
and over the Italian maiiiand. Bursts were seen coloured

red, vidiite and black.

Pour P.W. 190's attacked a vessel off Taormina but the
bombs missed her, although Spitfires failed to engage the
enemy aircraft. Six Macchi's attacked two Spitfires over
Palmi and one Spitfire was shot down. Ei^t unidentified
fighters were seen west of Milazzo but no interception was
effected.

Difficulties in the pursuit

British troops had followed the Americans into Randazzo
on the 13th and during Idie following days had made an advance
of some 20 miles. The Eighth Army made slow progress along
the ribbon of road that lay between Mount Etna and the sea.
Giarre, Riposto and Piumefreddo fell into their hands daring
the next few days, but it was evident that here, even at that
late hour, the advance was being skilfully pegged. The
Germans had to make their way to Messina and the obstacle to
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their chance of reaching safety was tlie Allied advance. The
roads were being sedulously bombed; but broken bridges, every
sort of demolition and mines held off the infantry.

The Seventh Army had reached Barcellona, only about 17
miles from ilessina, by 15 August, ar^ at the same time the
Eighth Array were pressing through the fprmer enemy headquarters
Ta,ormiha. Though both these places were only 26 miles apart, this
contraction of front favoured the operation of rear-guards,
^en with the assistance of 'bulldozers' the obstacles in
the path of the advance could not be overcome more rapidly.
The Eighth Army made its best pace by the coast road to
Messina^ Ti^hile the long range artillery shelled the town.
The Seventh Army was nearing it, after having by-passed
Milazzbf and, at 0825 hours on the mdming of 1? Aiigust, an
American patrol entered Messina. Only 5^ minutes later th^
were ooi^isd by a British Ccaranando officer of an amphibious
force of the Eighth Army, which had landed behind the Germans

. in tte Scaletta area. It was a ruined city, and it seemed
a miracle that it could have been used even for evacuation.

Although fighting had ceased on the ground in Sicily
there was no rest for the air forces. The Desert Air Force
found and continued to attack with success shipping in tiie
Strait and the Gulf of Gioia and Mustangs attacked enemy rail
comrnhnications. Six Bostons of No. 326 Wing attacked the
evacuation beaches flram Messina to Cape Peloro bombing landing
craft and shipping'until the afternoon "w^en the evacuation
beaches were reported to be cleared of the enemy. The work
of the air forces never ceased. Just as after the fall of
Tunis there was no. respite so the campaign in the air went on
v/ithbut intermission to prepare the' way for the Armies to
invade Southern Italy.
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OPERATION HtJSICg

mBEOTIVE TO COMIVtAKDER'-IN^<gim

AT.TiTED EXPEDIHOMEg POROE Ilf IIOBTH APKCGA

(Approved by Combined Chiefs of Staff at their 69th Meeting)

The Combined Chiefs of Staff have resolved that an attack against
Sicily "will be launched in 1943# with the target date as the period of
the favoTn?able July** moon (Code designa'fcion HUSKi}*

The Combined Chiefs of Staff have further agreed that the
following oommand 8et«-up shall be established for the operations-

1« You are to be the Supreme Commander with General Alexander
as Deputy Ccanmander-in-Ohief, charged -with -fche detailed
planning and preparation and with the execution of the aottxal
operation when launched*

2« Admiral of the Fleet Cunningham is to be the Naval Conmander
and Air Chief Marshal Tedder the Air Commander*

You will submit to the Combined Chiefs of Staff your recommenda^
tions for the Officers to be appointed Western and Eastern Tsisk Force
Commanders*

In consiiLtation vd.th General Alexander you will set i^> at once
a special operational and administrative staff, "with its own Chief of
Staff, for planning and preparing the operation, including cover plans*

The provision of the necessary forces and their training in time
for the assault on the target date given above have been the siibject
of exhaustive study by the Combined Chiefs of Staff and their Staffs.
A Memorandum setting out the various considerations and "fche oirfcline
plan for the operation which formed the basis of this study, is attached
for your information* (C«C*So 161/1)* Plan A (vide para* 5 csC this
paper) was accepted by the Combined Chiefs of Staff for the provision
of the British Ground Forces* The details of the additional forces
which will be made available to you for the operation will be
communicated separately by the United States and the British Chiefs of
Staff*

A copy of the Minutes of the 66"bh Meeting of the Combined Chiefs
of Staff held at Casablanca on 22 JImuary, 1943# vdiich led to
the above decisions, is attached for your information.

** The Combined Chiefs of Staff have agreed that withotit prejudicing
the July date for the operation, an intense effort will be made during
the next three weeks to achie"ve by contrivance and ingenui-fcy the
favourable Jime moon period as "fahe date for the opeie.tion* If at the
end of the three weeks "bheir efforts have proved successful, your
instructions will be modified accordingly*
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You are to report to them not later than the 1 March, whether
any Insunnountahle difficulty as to resources and training will cause
the date of the assault to be delayed beyond the favourable July moon«
In the" event of there being siaoh a delay you will confirm that the
assaxalt date will not be later than the favourable August nioon0

The code designation to be oommunioated to you later will apply
to all general preparations for HOSKY in the Mediterranean Theater^
including training^ cover plans and preliminary air operations.
Specific operations will be given special code designations.
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ORDER OP BAITTLE, MSDITEEatAimM AIR OOmMD.
10 JULY 1943

MEDIIERRANEAN AIR COMMAND

r—NORTKWESr
AFRICAN
AIR FXmCES

Msditezranean
Air TransporC

Sarvlce

U»Sa 3l5th Group

Aallflftay
Gibraltar

AoHefto^
Malta

No.
Wing

No. 216
Group

H«Q«| ̂ A*P.~
MIIELB
EAST

N.A. TACTICAL AIR FORCE

U.S. XII Air Support
Conmand

27th« 31st. 33rd,
86th, 324th

Groups

No. 21

Desert Air Force

Group No. 2^ Wing

Noso 7 CS.A.A.F.), 239,
2li4, 322, 324 Wings,
U.S. 57th, 79th Groups

Taotieal
Bocdjer Force

Nos. 3 CS.AWl#F.),
232, 326 Wings,
U.S. 12^, 47th
3i^tOth Groups

N.A. STRATEGIC AIR FORCE

No. 205 UcS. 5th U.S. 47th
Group >; Wing Wing

Nos. 2J1, 236, 1st, 2nld, I4th, 82nd, 310th
330,331 97th, 99th, 321st Groups

Wings 301st Groups

N.A. TROOP •
CARRIER COMMAND

I
U,S. 2666th

Wing

17th, il9th,
3aD!th, 325th

Groups

u.s; 51 St
Wing

U.S.'52nd
Wing

GOth', 62nd, 61 St,'313th,
64t2i Groups 3l4th, 316th

Groups

•N^38
Wing
(Det)

N.A. COASTAL AIR FORCE

Bone

Sector

Oran
Sector

No# 242 Group U.S. 480th
Group

Nos. ̂ 23,
328 Wings,

U.S. 52nd Group

1st A.D. Wing
I

U.S. 81 St Group

2nd A,D«
Wing

U.S. ̂ 50th
Group

No. 201
Group

Air Defences Eastern
Mediterransan

i.Nos. 255, 238,
216, 2la Wings

No. 209
Group

No. 210
Group

No. 212
Group

No. 219
Group

HcQo Britisli
FCQTCes,
Acten

A.H.Q.,
East Africa

i
Nos. 246, 258

Wings

A.HeQ., Iraq
and Persia

I  ■
No. 215 Group

NJV. Pholographic
Reoonnaissanoe

Wing

U.S. 3rd
Group

U.S. Ninth Air ForoeF

IX Bomber
Coomand

44th, 93rd, 98th, 376th,
389th Groups, No. 240

Wing

A.H.Q., Leirant

I
No. 213 Group

■  I
No. 259 Wing

Note*^ For details of formations see following pages
Other Ninth Air Force formations operated under N.A.A.F4
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MBElMglAimiT AIR OOllMAMD

Efediterranean Air IranspoiTfc Seirvloe

U.S. 315th Troop. Oarrier Group
34th, 43rd Squadrons — Dakota

No. 216 Groi^

Squaidrons
No. 17 (S.A.A.F.)
No. 28 (S.A.A.F.)..
Nos. 117, 267.
No. 173

No. 216 -
No. 230 Sunderland

...Junkers 52

.Anson

Hudson

Lodestar, Ecoo-
tor. Hurricane

Dakota

AaHaQ., Gibraltar

Squadrons
Hos.' 48, 233
No, 179.
Noa. 202, 210
No. 2!|fi (Det.)
No. 544 (Det,).
No. 813 (P.A.A.)

Flights
No. l403Met„:Fli^t

-Hudson

.Wellington
Catalina

. Beauf i^ter
Spitfire
Swordfish

..Hampden,
Gladiator ■

A# H. Qt j Malta

Squadrons
Nos.' 23, 256 (Det.) - —■ •••••• Mosquito
Nos. 40 (S.A.A,F.), 126, 185, 229, 243 - .".... Spitfire
No. 73 (Det.) - - —— Hurrioan©
No. 600 Beaufi^ter

(N/F)
No. 815 (F.A.A.) (Det.) Albacore

KLi^ts^
No. 1435 - - Spitfire

No. 248 Wing
Squadroiis

No. 69 — 1... -BaltinK5re
No. 221 Wellington
Nosi 108, 272 Beaijfighter
No. 683 - - Spitfire

NOaSHWEST AFRICAN AIR FOBDES

No-A.. TACTICAL AIR FOBCE
Desert Air Force

No. 285 Wi
No. 40 fs.A.A.Fa^ Squad^n (Det.) - Spitfire
No. 60 (StfA.A.F.) Squadron..-. - MDsquito
No. 1437 Fli^t Mustang
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3  AIESNDIX 2

NOtt 211 Groig)

No« 6 Squadron Hurrioane
No. 7 (S.A,A.F.) Wing
Squadrons
Nos« 2 (SaA,A«P,), 4 (S.A.A.P.) . Spitfire
No. 5 (S,A,A.P.) Kittyhawk

No. 239 Wing
Squadrons

• Nos. 3 (R.A.A.P.), 112, 230, 260, 430 (R«A.A.P.) KLttyhawk,
No. 2^1* Wing

Squadrons
-Hos, 1 (S.A,A.F.), 92, 145, 417 (H.O.A,F.), 601 - ̂ itfire

Ho. 322 Wing
Squadrozis

Nos.- 81", 152., i5k, 232, 2Z^2 Spitfire
No. 322|. Wing

Squadrons
Nos, 43, 72, 93, 111, 243 — Spitfire

U.S. 57th, 79"^ Fighter Groups six squadrons Warhawk'

U.S. XII -Air Support Command

27th, 86th Pighter-Boinber Groups -• six squadrons Mustang
33rd, 324th Fighter Groups six squadrons Warhawk
31 st Fighter Groiip - three squadrons ; ^itfire
111th Taotioal Reconnaissance Squadron , Mustang

Tactical Bomber Force

Squadrons

N6^ 223 Spitfire
No. 241.; Hurricane

No. 3 (S.AoA,F.) Wing
Squadrons
Nos. 12 (S.A.A,P.), 24 (S.A.A.F.) ..^••• Boston
No. 21 (S.A.A.F.).. - ^^„..„....Baltiinore

No. 232 Wing
Squadrons
Nos. 55, '223 -....1 Baltimore

No. 326 Wing
Squadrons

Noso 18, 114 — .....Boston
U.S. I2th, 3^1-OIJli Bombardment Groups •- eight squadrons Mitchell
UcS. . 47th Bombardment Group - four squadrons — - Boston

N.A. STRATBGIO AIR FORCE

No. 203 Group

No, 231 Wing
Squadrons
Nos. 37, 70 - - Wellington

No, 236 Wing
Squadrons
Nos, 40, 104 Wellington

No, 330 Wing
Squadrons
Nos. 142 , 150 - - Welliiagton

No, 331 Wing '
Squadrons

Nos, 420 (R.C,A.Fo), 42?f (R«C,A.F,), li25 (R,OoA.F.) Wellington
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TT>S, 5th Wing

2nd, 97th, 99th, .301st Boinbardment Groups - sixteen Fortress
squadrons

1st, 12f.th Fighter Groiq>s - six squadrons -Li^tning

U,S. 47th Wing

310th, 321st Bombardment Groups - eight squadrons Mitchell .
82nd Fighter Gtoi;^) « three squadrons - Id^tning

U,S. 2686thWing

17th, 319th, 320th Bombardment Groups - twelve -i- Marauder
squadrons

325'fih Fighter Gaxjug? - three squadrons - Warhawk

N>A, COASTAi:, AIR FOBCE

Sqtaadrons
Nos. 13, 614 - ■••• Blenheim
Kb. 36 Wellington
No. 253 Huirioane
Nos. 500j 606 - Hudson
No. 813 (F.A.A.) (Det.) ^.l.Swordfish
Nos. 821 (■F.A.A.), 828 (F.A.A.) Albaoore

Flints
No. 1375,. Halifax, Ventura

U.S. 480th Antisubmarine Gtouep - two squadrons Liberator
Bone Sector

Squadrons
Nos. 32, 87 Hurricane
No. 219 . . Beaufighter

(N^)
Gran Sector

U.S. 92nd Fighter Squadron Airacobra
2nd Air Defense Wing

No. 133 Squadron - - Beaufi^er
(kA)

U.S. 330th Fighter Group - three Squadrons Airacobra •

No. 242 Group

No. 323 Wing
Squadrons

No. 73 - ^itfire
No. 255 - — BeauCighter(ifA) , ,
Nos. 283, 28/1. - - -.uraOrus (A.S,E.)
Nos. II/5, II/7 (Preaoh) ELttyhamfc,

Spitfire

No. 328 Wing
Squadrons

No. 14 - - Jtorauder
Nos. 39, ll, m
No. 32 — - Baltimore
No's. 221 '(D8t.T 458 ^ ) -Wellii^on

U.S. 52nicl Pinter ttrot® ~ threo squadrons — -
ist Air Defense Wing
U.S. 81st Filter Group ^ two squadrons Airacobra
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5  appendix 2

m)OP CARRIER COSMAM)

No« 38 (Det,)
Squadrons

No. 295 (Det» ) Halifax
No. 296 -Albemarle

U.S. 31 at Wing

60th, 62ni3, 62i.th Troop Carrier Groups - tv7elve Dakota
squadrons.

U.S. 32nd Wing

61st, 313th, 3lifth, 316th Troop Carrier Groups - Dakota
fifteen squadrons

No A. Hiotographlo Reconnaissanoe Wing

Squadroy
Nos. 60 (S.A«A.Po) (Deto), 540 (Det.) - — Mosquito
No. 682 Spitfire

U.S. 3rd Fhoto Reconnaissanoe Group
Squadro:^
5 th, 12th — — - - -Lightning
15th - - - - - Portress

HEADQUARTERS,, R.A.F.a MIDDLE EAST

Sqiaadrons
No® 12j3 — - -Liberator,

Halifax

No. 162 - - - Wellington,
.. . Blenheim

No. 680 - - - Spitfire, '■
Lightning,
Htnrioano

Plights
Nos. 1411, 1412, 1464 Met. Pli^ts Hurr3.canQ,

Gladiator

No. 201 Group

No. 701 Squadron (P.A.A.) Walrus
No. 235 Wing" ■

Squadrons
No. 13 (Hellonio) .. — Blenheim
No. 227 (Det. ) Beaufigniter
No. 454 iR.A.AoP.3 „.Baltimpre"
No. 459 (r.A."A.P.) ; Hudson
No. 315 (p«A.A.) Swordfish

No. 238 Wing
Squadrons

No. 16 (SoAoA,P.) .....Beaufort
Nos. 227 (Det.). 603 - Beaufighter
No. 815 (PoA.A«J (Det.) Swordfish

No. 245 Wing ,
SqiJiadrons

No. 15 (S.A,AoP.) — - - Blenheim,
Baitinrare

No. 38 (Det.)... Wellington
Other Units

No. 1 General Reoorjiaissance Unit Wellington
No. 247 Wing

Squadrons
No. 38 Wellington
No. 203 Baltimore
Nos. 227, 252 -Eeaufi^iter
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HBADQUARgERS. AIR DEBMIESf
EASTERN imsLTrnmrnm

No, 209 G-rovg)

Squadroris
No. Iifi 'CDst.)
No. 127

No, 210 Grroxg)

Squadrons
Nos, 3 (S.A.A.P.), 33, 213, 274
Ho, 89 ^

Beauflghter
Hurrloaiia,
Spitfire

Hurricane

Beaufi£^ter
(N/P)

No, 212 GrroT;g>

Squadrons

Nos. 7 (S.A.A.P.), 41 (S.A.A.P,), 94, 123, 134, 237 Huwdosne
No, '80 - - Spitfire
No, 108 (Det,) Bea"ufi^ter

(N/P)
Flights
Nos, 1563, 1652j. Met, Flights Gladiator

No, 219 Group

Squadro^ ■
Nos, 74j^ 238, 335# 336# 451 (E,A,A.F,)... Hurricane
No, L6 Beaufi^ter

(N/f)

iromm) sojajes ninth air foroe

316th !Cfoop Caxxler &rot(p (see N.A. Troop Carrier Ooimnard)

IX Bomber Ocpgnand

93rd, 98th, 376th, 389th Bombardment Groiqps Liberator
t^nty squadrons

No, 2^0 Wing
Squadrons

Nos, 178, 462 (H.A,A.P.) ...Halifax
12tb, 340th Bonibariinient Crov^s (^e N.A. Taxstloal Air Poroe)

IX Fighter Oommand

57th, 79th, 324th Groups (See N,A, Tactical Air Force)

HbQ,, British Forces, Aden

No. 8 Squadron - - Blenheim
No. 1566 Met. Flight Gladiator
Catalina Fli^t XJatalina

A,H«>Q,j East Africa

Squadrons
Nos, 259# 262, 321 (Det,) _„ Catalina

No, 22|£ Wing
Squadrons
"Nos, 209, 265 Oatalina

No, 258 Wing
No, 1414 Met, Flight Lysander, Anson
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,  7 APPMPIX 2

Iraq ai:]d Persia

Noo 215 G-roup

No« 208 Sqtiadxon (Det. I Htarioane
Noo 2^}. Squadron ; Blenheim
NOo 1415 Met# Pli^t Gladiator

Levant

No» 208 Squadron ^..Hurricane'
No# 1413 Mat# Fli^t Gladiator

No# 213 G-roig)

No# 259 Wing
No# 1565 Met# Fli^t Hurricane

Abbreviations

AoH«Q. Air Headquarters
A#S»]^ — Air/Sea Resoua
Det# Detachment
F#A#A# HLeet Air Aim

Met# - — Meteorological
NeAo Northwest African

N^ Night Fighter
P#R. Photographic Reconnaissance
R#A#A#F. - Royal Australian Air Force
R#C#A#F, Royal Canadifiin Air Force
S#A#AoF# South Afiican Air Force
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1 mmrsx 3

G, A, ORDER 0 P ' B A T T Ii E. M E D ITERRANEAN

10

g H E' A T R E

AY -^ 10 JULY

I  LUemOTiCB 2 (ITALY, SICILY ANB SAttDlHEA)

CLOSE REGOE (ARMY 00^)

10 May

ms
Unit

4/12

2/14

1 m 122
2 IP) 122

Stab JG 27 )
H/Sl 27 )
n/ra 51

stab 53 )
Vte 53 )
IX/3& 53
in/JG 53
Stab JJ 77
I/JJ 77
H/JG 77

stab ITJG 2
I/iUG 2
II/EUG 2

H/SJ 1
III/03- 1
Stab ZG 26

nvfes 26
lo/as 26

stab Sohlc G 2

Il/Sobl. G 2
(less 8 St«)
8/Sohl. G 2
III/SBG 10

Location

Deoiroomannu

(Sardinia)
Cteitania

LOI^ RMS-E RECCE

Strength Serviceable

12

11

8

0

Froslnone 15 6
TrapaixL 12 4

S.E. FIGHTERS

Trapani 56 39

Monserrato 41

0\
MC

(Sardinia)
Comiso [ 40 11Reggio Oalaboria
Comiso 34 10
Soiacoa 24

/

3
Sicily C 22 3

c 27 11

EIGHT FIGHTERS

Comiso 1 0

Castelvetrano 18 8
Comiso 11 10

T. E. FIGHTERS

Gerbini 32 8
Gerbini 15 6
Trapani 0 0

Trapani 29 20

Gerbini 16 12

GROUND ATTACK

Gerbini 3 1
Gerbini 22 4

Decimomannu 10 10
San Fietro 21 2

(l) From Gezman documents (A«H«B«6)«
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10 May

mi
Gontd.

Unit

xAa 1
n/te 1

ii/te 26

Base

m/m 26 ,
stab m 52).]
I/KB 52|-
n/te 5ii-
stab HI 76
UM 76
ni/te 77

Location

BCMEERS

Sicily
Grottaglie
(S. Italy)iMvance

landinff

Viilacidro

Catania

Catania

Gerbini

TRmSPOBT mis

APPENDIX 3

Strength Serviceable

26

43

13

43

34

20

29

14

20

7

22

25

14

III/IG 1 Capodidhino 35 13

IV/DG 1
(Naples)
Aquino 33 9

II/DG 2 Vibo-Valentia 20 8
in/OG 2
IV/fe 3

Vibo-Valentia 24 12
Capua 26 24

I/IG 5 Pomigliano 6 4

II/EG 5
(Naples)
Fomigliano 25 10

(Naples)
Savoy Staffel Leooe 12 7
Ju. 90/290 Staffel Gzosseto 7 3
II Fl« Kbzps Trans* Reggie Calabria 7 5
staffel

20 May

1943

4/12
2/14

1 (P) 122
2 CP) 122

Stab JB 27
II/JB 27
III/JB 27
II/JO 51

Stab JB 53
I/ilB 53
II/.ro 53
HI/TO 53

Stab NX

lAX 2
H/HX 2

CtOSE HEOOB (jfflMI CO-OP)

Decimomannu 13
Catania 10

LONG RANGE RECCE

Deoimomannu 13
Trapani 15

S,E, KCGHTBRS

9
2

5
2

Trapani 4 4
Trapani 52 37
Lecoe 39 19
Mbnserrato 40 28
(Sardinia)
Comiso 5 5
Catania 47 26
Comiso 43 20

Soiaooa 47 20

NIGHT FIGHTERS

Condso 1 1

Castelvetrano 17 9
Comiso 9 7
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20 May

12M .
(Oonbd.}

Tfalt

ii/as 1
III/Z& 1
stab m 26
III/2& 26
10/ZB 26

Stab Sohl. G 2
Il/Sohl. G 2
(less 8 St.)
8/Sahl. G 2
IH/SE 10

II/HJ 1
XL/YH 26

Base: G3X)sseto

iiiyte 26;
III/K& 30
Stab m 54
lyto 54
Hyto 54
Stab m 76
III/BG 76
Stab E& 77
Ulyte 77

Zjooation

T, E> ronams

Monteoorvino

Gerbird

Oian^lno (Borne)
Oiampino
Pratloa di Mare

GBOtlND ATTACK

Gerblxd

GerbixiL

Deoimomazmu

San Fietro

BOMBERS

Grott^le
Mvanoed

landing
ground:

Villaoidro;
Viterbo

Catania

Oatania

Oatania

Oatania

Catania

Gerblni

Gerbini

AEPENHCX 3

Strength Serviceable

Z9

19
0

37
9

5
37

1.6
hP

.19
40

14
30.
1

17
17
2

33
1

13

13
7
0

15
0

3
30

12

24

12
26

7
18
1

11

11

1

15
1

8

IRANSPOBa?

III/KJ 1 Gapodiohino h£ .22

(Naples)
13IV/TG 1 Aquino 30

XII/TG 2 Vibo Valentia 22 12

IV/!]G 3 Capua. 34 22

I/te 5 Poinigliano 36 14
(Naples)

Savoy Staff el Leoce 5 2

Ju. 90/290 Staffel Gxrosseto 7 2

II PI* Eorps Reggie Calabria 9  . 8

Trans* St*

31 May
1943

4/12
Z/Mi-

Gr* Stab 122
1 (f) 122

2 (P) 122

CLOSE! HSOCgi (mS CO-OP)

Deoinonaimu 12
Oataiila 11

LOKG RAKGE BECOE

Prosinone " . 1
Ottana 8
(Sardinia)
Trapani 6

8

7
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31 May

12fc2
(Contd.)

Unit

Stab JB 27
ii/ro 27
II/JB 51

Stab 33
I/JB 53
II/JB 53
III/JB 53
ni/JG 77

stab njB

lAtJB 2
IlylW} 2

II/2G 1
S/iti 1
stab 31 Z6
ni/aj 26
10/2S 26

Stab Sohl. G 2
H/Sohl. 0 2
(less 8 St«)
a/Schl. G 2

ni/SBG 10

II/KB 1
HI/KG 30
Stab EG 5k.
iiiyte 5^^
stab IB 76
l/IO 76

ni/lG 1
lU/KJ 2
IV/IG 3
I/DB 5

Savoy Staff el
Ju. 90/290
staffel

II PI# Kbips
Trians# St*

SECRET

4

Location Strength

S*E. PICHTERS

Trapani 4
Trapani 50
Mbnserrato 37
(Sardinia)
Comiso 5
Catania 2i4
Comiso 35
Soiacoa 35
Venafiorita . 2|B
(Sardinia)

IQjGHT FIGHTERS

Ooiniso 1

Oastelvetrano 12(.
Gomiso 9

T*E* FI&HTERS

Monte oorvino 30
Gerbini 16
Naples 2
Giainpino 35
Fratica di Maare 11

GROUND ATTACK

Gerbini 6 /
Gerbini 2(4

Deoimomannus 14
Ghilivani

San Pietro 2(2

BOMBERS

Grottaglie .28
Viterbo 29
Catania 1

Grottaglie 32
Poggia 1
Foggia 22

TRANSPORT

Pratica di Mare 35
Liicoa 51
Capua 30
Pomigliano 16
(Naples)
Leoce 4
Grosseto 7

Reggio Calabria 9

APPENDIX 3

Serviceable

2

37
33

3
24
21

35
36

15
7
2

12

9

4
21

10

20

17
21

1

14
1

17

18

28

25
7

3
5

8

lO_June

1943

4/12
2/14

(90918)111
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Catania 9
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10 June Unit

(■90918)112

Or. Stab 122
1 (P) 122

2 (P) 122

Stab 27
n/® 27
iM 27 ,
II/JG 51
stab JO 53
I/JG 53
H/K 53
IH/JB 53
ni/jB 77

stab lUO
I/llJB 2.

2

Il/aJ 1
9/aJ 1
stab m 26
ui/as 2£
10/25: "26

Stab Sohl. G 2
U/Sdbl. G 2
(less 8 St*)

8/Sahl. G 2

III/SBI 10

llM 1

iii/te 30

Illyte 5k
iM 76

III/OB 1
iii/te 2
IP/IB 3
I/DG 5

Savoy Staffel
Ju. 90/290 Stjfffel
II PI* Kbrps

!I7rahs* St«

5

Looatlon

LONG- RAMGE RECOE

Proslnone
Ottana

(SardixiLa)
Irapani

S.E* PISHIERS

Irapanl
Trapazil ■
Leooe <
Ohilivaid
Goniso
Catania
Gomiso
Soiaooa
Venafiorita
(Sardinia)

MIGHT PIG-H!nBRS

Goiniso
Oaatelvetrano
Goniso

T*E* FIcmBRS

Mbnteoorvino
Gextoini
Naples
Giajnpino
Pratioa di lHare

GBOUND ATTAOK

Trap^
Gerbini

Deoimomannu:
Ohilivani

San Pietro

BOMBERS

San Panorazios
Grottaglie

Viterbo (also
advanced
landing
groijnd on
Sardinia)

Grottaglie
Poggia

TRANSPORT

Pratioa di Mare
Lucca
Capua
Pomigliano

(Naples)
Grosseto
GTOssetp . ; ■
IZeggio Calabria

SECRET

APPENDIX 3

Strength Servloeable

4
31

9
40
5

37
36
38
45

1.
11

9.

26.
ir*
2

34
13

6
i\)u

14

39

24

29

21
29

37
49
29
16

4
7
8

3
20
5

22
0

21
12
18
11

1
5
8

12
6
2

22
5

4
26

12

19

13

15

12
16

19
29
27
7

,3
2
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SEOGET

AEPEMDEC 3

20 June

im
Unit liooation

CLOSE HECOE (AHMT CO-OP)

Strength Servloeable

4/12
2/14

1 (?) 122

2 (P) 122
1 (P) 123

IP/TO 3

Stab JO 27
ii/aa 27
7/® 27
II/JG 51

stab OG 53
I/JG 53
n/JG 53
rci/JG 53

Stab OG 77
i/ro 77
ii/JG 77
ni/jG 77

n/liJG 2

ii/as 1
9/ZG 1
stab ZG 26

ni/aj 26
ID/as 26

stab Sohl. G 2

I/Sohl, G 2
n/Sohl. G 2

8/S<da. G 2

Stab SEG 10

n/SKG 10
III/SEG 10
IP/SEG 10

Deolmomannu 12 4
Catania 10 5

LOm RAECE GEGGE

Ottana 4 1
(Sardinia)
Trapani 7 1
Prosinone 5 0

S.E. PI&HCERS

San Vito dei 42 19
Noxmanni

(near Brindisi)
Leverano 3 3
Leverano 30 23
Leooe 14 11
Gasa Zeppara 37 30
(Seirdinia)
Gomiso 3 2

Vibo Valentia 41 ' 24
Gomiso 35 19
Torrazzo 36 31
(Catania)
Trapani 4 2
Soiaoca 30 19
Trapani 39 21
Ghilivani 44 33
(Sardinia)

NI&HT PEGHTBRS

Comiso . 15 12

T.E. PIGHIEES

Mbnteoorvino 29 15
Grerbini 11 4
Camaldoli 2 2

(Naples)
Giampinos Pisa 35 25
Pratioa di Maare 14 6

GROUND ATTACK

^lis (Sardinia) 6 4
MLlis (Sardinia) 35 28
Alghero 31 14
(Sardinia)
Deoimomannu 14 13
(Sardinia)
Gerbini 5 2

Gerbini 20 12
San. Pietro 28 15
Gerbini 25 15
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20 Juna

19^3
Oontd*

30 June

isy

Unit

V&vt of Z/m 1
zz/m 1
stab IB 6

z/m 6
zzz/m 6
zn/m 30
za/Nt 5k
stab BI 76

Z/m 76

m/Ds 1
lU/te 2
zv/m 3
5/te 5

Savoy Staff el
Ju. 90/290 Staff el
II Fl* Kipxps
Trans* St*

Location Strength

BOMBSRS

TRANSPORT

Fratica di Mara

Luooa

Oapua
Fomigliano
(Naples)
Grosseto

Garosseto

Aquino

4/12
2/^k

3  (P) 33

Gr* Stab 122
2 (P) 122
1  (P) 123

IV/JG 3.

II/JG 27
II/JG 51

Stab JG 53
I/JG 33
n/jG 53
III/JG 53

stab JG 77
I/JG 77
II/JG 77
III/JG 77

II/NJG 2

OLOSE KEOOE (AHMT CQ«0P)

'  Decimoinannu •

Catania

LONG RAKGE RECCE

Ottana

(Sardinia)
Prosinone

Trapani
Prdsinone

S*E. PIGHTERS

43
43
26

17

3
6
6

10

13

2

14
4

APPENDIX 3

Serviceable

Poggia 18 3
San Fancrazio 23 6
Istres 4 4
(S* Prance)
Istres 34 17
Ista?eB 33 16
Viterbo 26 13
Grottaglie 13 11
Tortorella 1 1
(Poggia)
Tortorella 23 10

36
36
20

7

2

8

3

2

3
1

San Vito dei 43 33
Normanni

Leverano 33 23
Ceisa Zeppara 38 28

(Sazdlnia)
Ooniso 7 5
Vibo-Valentia 49 32
Comiso 33 26

Torrazzo 43 33
(Carania)
Trapani 4 3
Sciacca 38 28

Gerbini 41 37
Ohilivani 33 28

(Sardinia)

JHT PIGHTERS

Coiniso 16 12

(90918)111,. SECBBC



SEIOHET

8 » AEPENDIX 3

30 June

i2e
Oontd.

10 July

1943

Unit Looation Strength Serviceable

ToEo FIGHTERS

II/ZB 1 Montecoivino 37 15
9/2B -1 Gerbini 6 1
Stab Zd 26 Camaldoli 2 1

ni/as 26
(Naples)
Oiamplnos 32 22
Pisa

lo/as 26 Erantica di Mare 15 11

GROUND ATTAOK

Stab Sohl* G- 2 Milis ) 3 0

I/Sohl. G 2 Mllis )Sardinia 37 19
Il/Sohl. G 2 Alghearo )
Stab SS} 10 Gerbini 4 2

II/SHJ 10 Gerbini 19 12
III/SKB 10 San Pietax) 25 18
IV/SIB 10 Gerbini 19 11

BOMBERS

Part of l/CiG 1 Poggia 32 22

II/SG 1 San Pancra^io 32 17
Stab KG 6 Istres 5 2

i/te 6 Istres 31 15
HI/KG 6 Istres 39 29
lU/HJ 30 Viterbo 26 15
Stab KG 54 Catania 1 1
Ill/te 54 Grottaglie 25 11
Stab HJ 76 Torfcorella 2 1

(Poggia)
iAJ 76 Tcrtorella 26 6

(Poggia)

TRANSPORT

iii/ro 1 Pratioa di Mare 43 25
III/OG 2 Liicoa 50 42
IV/3B 3 Capua 22 8
I/OB 5 Pomigliano 17 2

(Naples)
Savoy Staff el GiTOSBeto 5 1
Ju, 90/290 Staffel Garosseto 8 2
II Fl, Ko3:ps Aquino 12 9
Trans* St*

CLOSE RECCE (ARMY CO-OP)

4/12 Declmomannu 9 7
2/14 Catania 12 5

LONG RANGE RECCE

3 (p) 33 Ottana 9 5
Gr» Stab 122 Prosinone 1  . 0

2 (P) 122 Trapani 15 8

1  (p). 123 Prosinone 4 3

(90918)115 SEORET



10 July

!13~
Contds)

DULt

I7/ro 3
n/jj 27
II/JG 51
Si»db Jr 53
I/JB 53
ix/jx 53
in/jG 53
stab 3& Tl
i/ro 77
u/ro 77

m/js 77

IIAJ} 2

Il/ZS 1
Stab at 26

Illyto 26
10 ZG 26

Stab Sohl* G 2]
I/Sohl. G 2
II/S6hl. G 2

Stab SBG 10

H/SiS 10 <

IIO/SIB 10 I
CT/SHJ 10

Part of l/DGr 1
Stab 3U 1

UWr 1
tlM 1
stab 6
I/K& 6
III/H3- 6
Stab m 26
l/iG 26
III/KB 26
lll/m 30
lU/HG- 5i|.
Stab H3. 76
I/te 76
U/m 76
II/EG 77
Stab HJ 100

Il/te 100
III/KG 100

SEOBEJ?

9

Looation

S,E> PIGHGER3

APPENDIX 3

Strength Servloeable

Leooe 36 28
Vibo Valentia 22 14
Sardinia 34 23
Oomiso 6 2
Vibo Valentia 36 15
Gerbini 23 18
Catania 30 12
Trapani 3 2
Trapanis Soiacoa 39 18
Prapanis 35 3
Gerbini

Chilivani 36 30
(Sardinia)

Nl&m! EIG-HIPEHS

Comiso 14

PIGHIERS

Mbnteoorvlno 33
OamaldoXl 2

(Naples)
Cianrpinos Flsa 29
Pratica di Mare 17

GBQOND AEPACK

At Mils (Sardinia) 1
in prooess of 32
transferring to 27
Sicily

Oerbini 4
G-erbini 8

lifontecorvlnD 12
San ̂ etio 7
Monteoorvino 18
Geibini 25

BOMBERS

11

17
2

25
7

0

20

16

2

0

12

0

18
11

(90918)116

Poggia 19 10
Airaaca 5 3
(mr Italy)
Airasoa 37 18
San Panora^io 29 17
Istres - moving 4 4
to Sohif ara 28 25
(Poggia) 31 27
Grosseto 1 1
Grosseto 23 15
Grosseto 6 5
Viterbo 24 19
Grottaglie 29 10

Sbggia 2 1
Poggia 21 8
Poggia 32 20

Piacenza 25 17
Mozin (Poggia) 12 1
Morin 42 33
Mbrin 37 19

SE30EET



10 July

(Sita.)

Uiait

m/iG 1
m/KJ 2
iv/ts 3
I/BJ 5

II PI* Kszps
Trans* St«

SE!GBET

10

Location

TRANSPORT

Fratioa di Mare

Lucoa

Capua
Poniigliano
(Naples)
AqixLno

APPENDIX 3

Strength Serviceable

49
48

23
21

8

37
35
14
7

(90.918)117 SQCBET
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1

•  ITALIAN AIR K)BOE aTMGTH

18 Mayt 9 July

APPENDIX h.

BOMBEEIS PIGHIEHS

18 May A/o a/o
i%3 Strength serviceable Strength servioeable

N« Italy 1st Squadra 79 28 94 50
N« Italy 2nd Squadra 77 16 93 58
C« Italy 3rd Squadra 86 30 203 Id
S* Italy 4th Squadra 36 13 36 . 23

Sardinian

Air Force 70 46 123 93
Greece 26 7
Sicily 34 8 221 100

Aegean 33 19 45 34
Albania 49 31 24 13
Slovenia-

Dalmatia 16 J 19 9

TOIALS; 480 'S)6 "886" *488

Airoy Oo-KJp« Strsngthj 266 Aj/c servioeable s 195
Navy Co-op« Strengths 301 A/o sejTvioeables m

12 June

1st Squadra 52 21 112 42
2nd Squadra 32 4 54 16
3rd Squadra 119 47 227 113
4th Squadra 15 3 30 11
Sardinia 33 15 139 77
Greece 25 12

Sicily 8 5 219 102

Aegean 33 20 43 37
Albania 49 28 24 15
Slovenia-

Dalmatia 18 10 JI. 11

lOIALSs 359^ J^. 890' 436

Army Co-op, Strengths 293 A/o serviceable s 19J
Navy Co-op, Strengths W A/o serviceable s 130

9 July

12t3
1611st Squadra 66 13 83

2nd Squadra 31 1 38 25
3rd Squadra 132 213 115
4th Squadra 10 0 37 18

Sardiida 17 10 127 75
Greece 26 11

Sicily 4 0 159 39
Aegean 30 11 45 35
Albania 51 31 24 16
Slovenia-

Dalmatia 17 L 17 12

TOIALSs 35Q 121 k29

Any Co-op, Sta:*ength5 225 A/o servioeahles 200

Navy Co-op, Stx'sngths 287 a/o serviceables M

(1) From Super Asreo Statistical Ratums<

DS S091Q^(118)/BN.6115 30 6/^5 B SEOHEI Vs*




